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item Other Events

On October 11 2000 Advanced 4icro Devices Inc the Company announced

ite third guarter sal The Company reported record net iccorne of -$408567000

on fecord sales of 1206549000 for itS third quarter ended October 2000

Net income amounted to l.L8 per diluted share The full text of the press

release is st forth in Exhibit 99J atterhad hereto end is incorporated in this

report as if fully Set forth herein

Item Finenciai StatementS Pro Forms Financial Information and Exhibits

Sxhthits

Number Exhibit

99.1 Iress rdleeae dated October II 2000

SIGNATURES

pursuant to the requirements of the Securities Exchange Act of 3934 the

registrant has duly cauSed this report to be signed on its behalf by the

undersigned hereunto duly nuthotized
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P040 REPOPTS TOIFD QUMTER PEGULTS

P040 reports record sales record operating income end record net income of

8409 million sales up by 02 percent from third quarter of 1999

SUNR VALE CA October 11 2000 POlO today reported record sa1e of

$120649O00 record operating incooe of $262844000 end record net income

of $409567000 for tha quarter ended October 2000 Net income amounted to

$1.19 per diluted share The companys thirdquarter results included onetime

gain of$ 6099000 resulting from the sale of the colpanye voice

communications business L.egerity during the quarter end charges of

$22980000 relating to the retirement of senior secured notes Net income

excluding onetime gains and charges was $219301000 or $0.64 per diluted

shaa also record

ggrsgate sales of the companys flagship products PC processors and

clash memory davices more than doubled rrom the third quarter of 1999 and

grew by more than 10 percent sequentially from the second quarter of 2000 Total

sales grew by 02 percent from the third quarter of 1999 Notwithstanding the

absence of sales from the companys voice communications business which was

sold during the quarter total sales grew by slightly more then peCcant from

the Immediateprior quarter

-more

In the immediateprior quarter P040 reported sales of $1170437000
operating income of $Th0197000 and net income of $207142000 or $0.60 per

diluted share In the like period of 1999 AND reported sales of $662192000
an operatieg loss of $98r50000 and net loss of $105545000 or losS of

$0.36 par share

For the first nine months of 2000 P010 reported sales of $3469015000
operating income of $693710000 and net income of $805058000 or $2.36 per
diluted share For the same period of 1999 AND reported total sales of

$1800894000 an operating loss of $392642000 net loss of $151016000
or losS of $0.52 per share The results for the first nine months of 1999

inclcded onetime aftertax gain of $259236000 from the sale of VenUs

Corporation and restructuring and other special charges of $32530000

The earnings per share end number of shares used in the earningsper-share

date for all periods presented reflect the twoforone stock split that was

affectiva August 21 2000

Sales growth was led by continuing extraordinary demand for AND flash

memory devices whose sales more than doubled over the same period of 1999 and

grew by 17 percent sequentially on record unit sales said N.J Senders III
chairnan and chief executive officer Demand for P0417 flash memory products

continues to exceed supply Demand also continues to be broadly based

reflecting strength in cellular telephones settop boxes automotive

applications Internet infrastructure products and oblle Internet appliances

In tougher merkCt than anticipated AND achieved record PC procescor
revenues on record unit sales which were up more than 50 percent yearonyear
and 10 percent sequentially Sanders said Ole continued our excellent

operatiotal execution and met our aggressive goal of sequentially doubling

combined AND AthlonTO0 and MO DuronOTM processor sales to more than 3.6

million units Our position as the reliable provider of the worlds fastest PC

processors contributed immensely to our success in gaining market share

worldwide particularly in the performance sector

more

The newest version of th P.0417 Athlon processor Featuring performance

SourceADVAN CEO MICRO DEIC 8-K October 20 2000



enhancing onchip L2 cache memory is an overwhelming success end defliand

remains strong The recently introduced J\NE huron processor is the performance

leader in the value space and is on the tepezt ramp of unit shipments of any

processor in 2llDs history We continue to work closely with our customers end

infrastructure partners to meet the challenge of providing the best pex-forming

personal computers at all price points Sanders concltded

The companys total bookings in the third quarter were record with

book-tobill ratio greater thmp il

Current Qtlook

The companys outlook statsCCnt5 are based on current expectations The

following statements are forwardlooking end actual results could differ

materially The companys current outlook is based on the following projections

for its flagship products

In the fourth quarter the company again expects to sell out its production

N4h thlon processors The company expects that sales of P.Nt Athlon

processors NIh Duron processors and PC processors in the aggregate will et
new records individually and collectively in both units end dollax-S Por the

year the company expects that total sales of PC processors will easily exxeed

earlier projections of 25 million units with the final tally projected to be

approximately 28 million units compared to last years lB.B ffiillion units The

company projects that emles of 1.HD PC processors will be between arid million

units in the fourth quarter based on total market projected to be between 43

and 45 million units

The companys production capacity ramp will be the limiting factof in

growth in sales of NW flash memory products in the fourth quarter The company

projects that demand for 1MD flash memory products will continue to exceed

supply for the foreseeable futl.ire

The company projects that total sales will grow in the hh-sInglo-digit

range sequentially resulting in annual sales of approximately 4.8 billion

compared to approximately $29 bIllion in l99

more

NW teleconference

IIMD will hold teleconference for the financial community at 23O PM

Pacific Daylight Time today to discuss thirdquarter financial results AMP will

provide realtime audio broadcast of the teleconference on the InveStOr

Relations page of its web site at http//www.amd.com or

http//www.streetfusion.coa The webcast ilJ be available for two weeks after

the teleconference

AMD will also provide telephone recording of the teleconference which

will be available at approxisimtel-y 430 PM Pr/F today Interested parsons may

listen to the playback of the teleconference by calling the following tollfree
number leOO6330284 and entering the code number 153990x4

Cautionary Statement

This release contains forwardlooking StatCmaflts which are made pursuant

to the safe harbor provisions of the Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of

lass Investors ere cautioned that forwardlooking statements in this release

involve risks and uncertainty that could cause actual results to differ

materially from current expectations There can be no assurance that demand for

the companys products will continua at current or greeter levels or that the

company will continue to grow revenues operating profit or earnings There are

also risks that the compaxiy Ciii not be able to produce the NIP Athion and NW
Duron processors In the volume speed mix or with the feature set necessary to

meet custorpaf requirements and the companys plans and goals that Intel

Corporation pricing marketing programs new product introductions or other

activjtIes targeting tha companys prucessors business will prevent attainment

of the companys currant processor sales plans that third parties may not

provide timely or adequate infrastructure solutions to support the NIP Athion

and NW Duron processors that the company will not be able to grow demand fur

its PC processors sufficiently to qtiliza fully its processor production

capacity and that uncertain global economic conditions or Middle East tensions

will cause lower than expected demand for the companys products We urge

investors to review in detail the risks and uncertainties in the companys
Securities and Exchange Commission filings including but not limited to the

report on Pox-rn lD1 fox- the year ended December 1999

Core

hout N4D
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P.MD in global suppliot of iniegratcU circuits for the personal and

networked computer and comniunica6iorjs morkets with miofacturing i1itien in

the United Statea Eluropa Japan arid Ania AMiD produces microprocenanra flach

memory devieno and aupport citcuitry far communications arid networking
applicaton Fouridcd in 1969 arid based in Sunnyvale California NID had

revsnues of $2.9 billion in 2999 NYSEI AW
-30---

WOL13 04105 WE9 Preac announcements and other information about -MD are

availabLe on the Iritertet via the World Wide l4ab Type httprl/www.eiiithcom at

the URL ptompt

lOTS To EDITOR Readers ioey obtain addiUonial in itriOtion by calling L-800--222--

9323 or 47493060 Technical Support Emaill hwsuppar6Winf.cora

AND the 24240 logo and combinatiorto thereof are trademarks of Advanced Micro

Dvtces Inc in the United States and other juriadictiona

Advanced Micro Deuices ma
CONSOLIDATED STATEMENTS OP OPERATIONS
Thousanda except per share amounts

Quarter Ended lime SloflIi Coded

tin dited

Oct 2nD. onpt 26 Oct Sept 26
2000 2200 1095 2000 1955

16t nnlea 1.206049 1178437 662102 3469015 1068894

cost of o.u1s 639010 612567 474210 1057334 1102005
Rnaealch and delielapmnnt 1C27 255651 157626 47977.2 484050

llorkntiC9 eneen7 0d
ndniniettatlve 141931 152022 129437 439259 381267

9eutaactnrin arid sth
special chor9es 32530

943705 920248 761162 2.775300 2281536

operating incenie eon 262644 250197 98898 693730 392642

Gain on ool of Le9ority 336090 336 859
Goio en .elo ef VenUS 432059
IntocoSt ineona OC4 Othat nat 19709 7.9935 6757 60862 24777
Interest oxpenne 17382 11244 18033 40105 56983

Xaecne less before income taces

equity in joint .eetura and

eatraurdinery item 602250 258.800 110266 1051350 7211

Provision for income tSnes 175000 51779 226707 167250

Income lou before equity in joint

V6ntUro and eetrnnrdleory item 427141 207110 110266 824588 160008

tquity in joint venture 4406 32 4721 3469 6023

ICeomo less befeSa attoordinry itoa 421547 207142 205543 829036 254016

Snctraordlnary jOule debt rmtiumortt

net ol toe behefit 22980 22080

Net income 1oo 408667 207342 195 545 505058 154.616

Net Income less pot ceioeon shorn

Innconio taco befOre enot050rdieory itn 138 067 0.36 205 052
Oct income loss 131 0.67 036 2.51 0.52

DilStnd

100050 lees before ostenordienry iDea 124 5.56 0.36 2.12 0.52
Not iCoelnO l5s 1.18 0.60 0.36 2.36 0.52

Shares used ill per sh6r nnicsllSttnio

8ie 311040 369625 295223 307942 293904
Oiletsd 352993 352073 295223 230002 293534
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Mvariced 41.cro Devices Inc
CO400LTDATED B1LMCE S1EJ15
.housands

Octoberl ecembes 25
20017

Current sets
Cash cash elents and shnrttern investments 1233497 595511
ccdentn eceiVsb1e net 687692 420900
Inventories 290426 198213
Deferred income taxes 73981 55956
Prepaid expenses aiid other current nsete 167253 129389

rotel current assets 2452819 130979

Preperty plant and equipment net 2505802 2523236
Investment in joint Venture 266232 273609
Other assets l472lo 170976

5371992 4377 598

Liabilities and Stockholders Equity

Current liabilities
Accounts peyable 387022 387193
Accrued COirpeusation end benefitS 175458 91900
Accruediabiiities 289372 273599
Income tei peyabln 25696 17327
eferred income on shipeüts to disttibutors 113755 92917
Current portion of long-terre debt capital

lease obligations and other 73026 47626

Total current liabilities 1064329 910652

Deferred income taxes 182977 60491
r.ougterm debt capital lease obligatiOns and other

Less current 5OrtiOn 1223475 1427297

Stockholders equity
Capital stock

Common stock par v-alue 3226 2992
Capital in excess of per value 1311042 1120460
Retained esroings 1670290 873235
Accumulated other comprehensive loss 913471 L7414

Total stockholders equity 2901211 1979273

5371992 4377698

Amounts as of October 2030 arm unaudited Azeonints for Deoember 26 1999 are
derived from the December 26 1999 audited financial statemants

Crcate by lKWizard Licioi

Source ADVNICE MICRO DEVC 8-K October 202000
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Product Defects One or mote of our products may possibly be found to be

defetive after have already shipped such products Lu volume requiring

product replacement recall or software fix which would cure such defect but

impede performance We may also be subject to product returns which could impose
substantial costs on us and have material and adverse effect on our business

La

Fasentiel Manufacturing Materials Certain rew materials we use in the

manufacture of our products Sre aveilable from limited number of suppliers
For example few foreign companies principally supply several types of the IC

packagas purchased by us as wCll as by the majority of other companies in the

semiconductor industry interruption of supply or increased demand in the

industry could cause shortages in various essential materials We would have to

reduce our manufacturing operations if we were unable to procure certain of

theSe materials This reduction in our manufacturing operations could have

material adverse effect oli our business

International Manufacturing and FoundrieS Nearly all product assembly and final

testing of our products are performed at our manufacturing fecilities in Penang
Malaysia Oangkok Thailand Suzhou China and Singapore or by subcontractors

the United States and Asia We also depend on foreign foundry suppliers and

joint ventuier for the manufacture of portion of our finished silicon wafers
Foreign manufacturing nd construction of foreign facilities entail political
and economic riske including political instability ecpropriatLon currency
controls and fluctuations changes in freight and interest rates and loss or

modification of exemptions for taxes and tariffs For example if we were unable
to assemble and test our products abroad or if air transportation between the

United StSteS and our overseas facilities were disrupted there could be
eaterial adverse effect on our business

Flash Memory Products

The demand for Flash memory devices has recently increased due to the increasing
use of equipment and other devices requiring nonvolatile memory such aa

cellular telephones

routera which transfer date between local area networks and

PC cards which are inserted into notebook and subnotebook computers or

personal digital assistants

As result the demand for Flesh memory devices currently exceeds the
available supply In order to meet this demand we must increase our production
of Flash memory devices through FASt and FASt II or through foundry or similar

arrangements with others We cannot be certain that the demand fot Flash memory
products will remain at current or greater levels or that we will have

sufficient capacity to meet the demand for Flash memory devices Our inability
to maet the demand for Flesh memory devices could have material adverse effect

on our business

Competition in the market for Flash memory devices will increase as existing
manufacturers introduce new products and industry-mide production capacity
increases and as Intel continues to aggressively price its Flash memory
products We expect competition in the marketplace fur Flash memory devices to

continue to increase in 2000 and beyond It is possible that we will be unable

to maintain or increase our market share in Flash memory devices as the market

develops Snd as xisting and potential new competitors introduce competitive

products decline in our Flash memory device business or decline 111 the gross
margin percentage in this product line could have material adverse effect on

our business

Fey Personnel

Our future success depends upon the continued service of numerous key
engineering manufacturing marketing saLes and executive personnel We may or

may not be able to continue to attract retain and motivate qualified personnel

necessary for our business Loss of the service of or failure to recruit key

engineering design personnel could be significantly detrimental to our product
development programs or otherwise have material adverse effect on our
business

Demand for Our Ptoducts Affected by Asian and Other Domestic and international

economic Conditions

general industry demand is currently strengthening the demand for our

products during the last few years has been weak due to the general downturn in
the worldwide semiconductor market and an economic crisis in Asia recewed

decline of the worldwide semiconductor market or economic condition in Asia

could deprease the demand for microprocessors and Other ICs significant
decline in economic conditions in any significant geographic area either

domestically or internationally could decrease the overall demand for our

products which could have material adverse effect on our business

Souroe ADVANCED MC.RO DEVC 10-1405 March 21 2000
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FINAL TRANSCRIPT

AMD Q3 2001 Advanced Micro Devices Earnings Conference Call

Event DateiTime Oct 17 2001 I53OM El

Event Duratloit 45 mn

OVERVIEW

AMD reported
lower revenues on record unit sales ofAMO Athion and PJID Duran Proce5sors

Deprssd Prices Revenue for Q3 was$766 million down 22% from ofZOOl and down

36% from the companys rord 03 of 2000
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CO ER CE CALL PART ClP NTS Vice Presideritof External Affairs.lwill begiribysummarizing

ourthird qu terhighlights and then turn over it to Hector

tor
and finafly to erry This conference call is live broadcast and

ROBERTJ RIVET we will replay via the Internet at www.streetfusioncorn and

HECT0RDEJ.RIJIZ
www.AMD.com The taped form replay number for North

America is 800-633-5264 Outside the US dial 658Bl 2-2375

W.J SANDERS The code to access the call is the same for both and that

CHRIS CASO number is 197-26-232 Before we begin the conference call

would like to caution everyone the we will be making
TIM MAHON

forward-looking slatenientsaboutmanagementsgoals plans

WALID MI4GHRIBI and expectations as you know the smlconductor Industry

STEPHEN WISE
is volatile and in severe downtum Our productand process

technology development projects and our manufacturing

ERIC ROSS
processes are complex Current worldwide economic

DAN SCOVO conditioris make it especially difficult to forecast product

demand Because the actual results may differ materially from

GERRY CHIF
our plans and expectations today encourage you to review

ROMESH MISHRA our filings with the SEC with the Securities and Exchange

KEVIN LEE
Commission where we djcused in detail the risk factors in

our business You will fid detailed discussion on our most

MAT CHIN
recent Form-i OK filing with the SEC Lets begin Revenue for

SUMIT DINDA third quarter was S7r6 million down 22% from the second

quarter of 2001 arid down 36% from our record third quarter
STEVEJOHN

of 2000 In our microprocessor product line we achieved

ERIC CHEN record unit sales of AMD Athlon nd AMD Duron processors

in the quarter Our home PC processor unit sales through the

RAN RIFT
third quarterwerein excess of7.7 million units and remained

at the record ieve1 of the immediate prior quarter.We believe

Editor we held unit market share in the 22% range Our

microprocessor product revenues declined 21% from the
Ladies and gentlemen thank you forstanding by Welcome

second quarter of the current year due to lower average
to the AMD third quarter earrdogs release conference call

During thepreseritatlonallparticipants will belnallstenonly
selling price and extremely aggressive competitive

mode Afterwards you will be invited to participate in the
environment Revenue in ourMemory product itriedeclined

question arid answer session At that time if you have
by 34% from the second quartor of 2001 inline with our

forecast With our top line declining both year on year and
question you will need to press the followed by the in

seq uentiaUy our ability to stand at length was obviously
your telephone This conference call is being recorded

Wednesday October 17 2001.1 would now lye to turn the
challengedProforniaoperating incomewas alossofa $135

million for the quarter which results In 5028 per share loss
conference call over to Robert Rivet Senior Vice President

Our pro forma operating statement exclusive of the fact of
and Chief Financial officer with AMD Please go ahead sir

restructuring and other 5pecial charges that this will limit will

our provisions associated with the fab II -15 closure and the

ItOBERTJ RIVET
effects to the charge Forirripaired investments Total Pro forma

adjustments were SI million and Si B0 million on pretax

Thank you Ron Good afternoonand welcometo AMOthird and aftertax basis respectively Net income including the

uarter earnings teleconferesice call lam Bob Rivet With one-time charge as mentioned above in accordance with

here today In Sunnyvale and hosting this call was Jerry generailyaccepted accounting principles for the quarterwas

Sanders our Chairman and Chief Executive Officer Also loSs of $187 million or 0.54 cents per share Gross margin

present are Mr 1-lector de Ruiz our President and Chief on pro forma baI was 23% for the quarter down 14%

Operating Officer MR Walid Magh ribi Senior Vice President points from the second uarter of 2001 Revenue declines in

and PresidentofourMemoryGroupand Mr.RenM.Anixter our Memory product line and the ASP pressures in our

eetevents@thomson.com 617603.7900 www.streetevents.com
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microprocessor business have significantly impacted the moderate revenue growth iii the fourth quarter Jomtly with

margins Factory execution of both output and yield our partners with Dukes we continued to invest in new

prod uctivity was better than the second quarter Research products new tech nology and new state of the art capacity

and development spending was on pta at Si 61 million for as evidenced by the beginning of production shipments out

the quarter down 6% from the second quarter of this year of our latest fab ill in Japan this quarter

Marketing general and administrative spending was also on This will potential on FPSL the joint venture between Fujitsu

plan at Si 52 million frrrthe quarter down 3% from the second and AMD to continue to be the market leader in this important

quarter of this year Switching to the balance sheet we will segment as it recovers In the microprocessor business we

talk about cash inventory and capital expenditures First shipped over7.7 million units thisquarter.. the same record

cash during the third quarter we repurchased 63 million unit ship and level of the second quarter We believe that in

shares of our common stock at cost of $76 million In anaggresslve pricing environment we were abletohold our

addition we retired the remaining senior debenture notes unit share around 22% Fab 30 continues to ramp to full

resulting in cash outflow of $43 million during the quarter capacity in terms of way for stocks and we expect the feb to

Cash flow from operations excluding capital additions was reach this goal by year-end as previously noted The

positive Our cash balance Into the quarter at $904 million performance of this factory continues to be outstanding and

down $153 million from the second quarter of 2001 We weontinuedtoseIloutltsoutput.Asptannedwewillbegin

completedthequarterwithS449millionofinventoryup$48 conversion to 130-nm technology before the end of this

million from the second quarter Inventories for both our year and we expect to be totally converted by the end of

microprocessor and Flash product tines or appropriate for 2002 We are thrilled about our progress in this area as

ourplansfortheourthquarter.Capitalspendingforthethird microprocessor telecom from this feb at 130.rim it is

quarter was $164 million More then half of which was exhibiting great yields
and outstanding of robust mIx The

addressed and depreciation expenses Si 60 million for the introduction of Athton XP has been greatly successful and

quarter For our modeling for the fourth quarter please the demand for this product is currently robust We are

consIder the following Our tax schedule will continue at 27% positioning our product mix and ma nufecturing plans to take

capital spending for the year will be somewhat less than our advantage of this anticipated strong demand for the prod uct

previously revised goal of $900 million of the year W6e will We played significant emphasis on cost and capital
reductions

complete fab 30 and Install 130-nm capacity on schedule this quarter end we will continue to do so in the months

this year Depreciation expense for the year will be about ahead Although incurring an operating loss this quarterwe

5650 million For your EPS akulations use 34 million shares are on plan on cost manage merit programs and expect it to

for the fourth quarter Finally RD investments for the year be at somewhat less than $900 million of capital expenditure

will be about $660 million will now tum this over to Hector previously anticipated We are doing things without impacting

to start the business segment discussions Hector our key new product and technology Our foundry support

business the greatest significantly
here as result of

continuous deterioration if the communication business of

HECTOR DEJ RUIZ our customers Thus leading to the accelerated shut down

of our olderfab lab 14 and fabiS in Austin Texas by the
Thank you Bob Supplies market continues to be weak and

end of the second quarter of next year We are confidently
general Although all market segments appeared to have

po.sttioning our products technology and our business

stabilized the communications and networking segments
models to return to profitability as the markets recovers We

are at their lowest level In two years It is now believed thin

have the strongest position in the history of the company
at this time in Flash could be down as much as 30% this year

relative to product and technology competitiveness and we
over the last year and our expectations are our RD will be

are confident that our business model will lead to profitable
down around 25% for the year thus out performing the

growth With that would turn this to Jerry for further
market-This quarter as previously guided our Flash revenue

comments and outlooks

was down 33% from the previous quarter We have begun to

see moderate business
activity

in Flash as result of new

products introduced which address new applications arid

SANDER
provide at its feature looking cell phones particularly those

dealingwithGPRsprotocol.Weertpectednewproductactivity Thanks Hector IJLst like down that in PC processors we

and the bottoming out of the rest of the market to lead to believe that iii most we lost $0.7 of percent of market share

reetevents@thomson corn 603 7900 wv streetevonts corn

OOa linncn irirndl rirpublirhud with permissisr P-Jo pan oritis pttlicadon my bn reprodurird or trsmitd in
sny form or by any moans without tho

prlowcittnn ormcrto1Thomton Financial
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iast quarter With the industry 5hiprnents processors your phoning request you may do so by pressing the

estimated at about 37 million units $0.7 of percent in market followed by If you are on speakerphone please pick up

share is only few 100000 units We think that maintaining your handset before entering your request One moment

rnarketshare inthe 2% range arid the extremetyweak market please for the first question The first question comes from

in the phase of extraordinary competitive practices is Chris Caso with Wit Sound View roup Please go to the

noteworthy achievemerit and testament to the question

competitiveness of our product offering Sales of power

managed Athiori IV and Iluron for the mobile market more

than doubled in the quarter and we are on trackto meet our CHRIS CPiSO

goal of 50% share of market in US retail mobile PC sales by
Hi this Chris Caso for Scott Randall am ust wondering If

year-end We gained traction in the multrprocesor server
you could provide some colorort how yourshrpments tracked

and workstation market with our Athlon NP The key to our
sequentially through the quarter if you saw seasonal

future success will be those products and most importantly
guess typical seasonality arid what sort of fact you rrirght

the Athion XP that we ust introduced with ringing
have seen from the 5eptember 11th events

endorsements from third parties on the pefformance

superiority of Athlon Xl over Pentium 1V even running in

dock speed higher than we position the Athion Xl the
ROBERTJ RIVET

challenge be optimistic we can arrest the precipitous decline

in ASPs which is the overwhelming mason for our Well as usual the third quarter was the most back end lowly

disappointing results Going forward we see continuing
of any of the quarters That was not different this year than

strength in Europe new opportunities in AsIa and recovery any other year We shipped an awful lot in the very last week

in the US driven by our new product offerings Japan is weak of the quarter because of the disruptions in the transportation

and the overall competitive environment remains intense system with the air traffic issues Nevertheless we managed

Under such conditions the abilityto forecast is challenging
to meet our customers entire requirement and am very

to say the least Nevertheless we believe we will achieve very pleased with the operational performance of the

record unit sales of PC processors in Q4 and would be company and that we did riot have any impact on our

extremely disappointed if our PC unit sales numbers dorit shipments for the quarteras result of the terrorist attacks

start of with an 811-ia wild card in projecting revenues is of
_______________________________________________________

course twice and this leads us to plan on revenues for PC

processors in wide range from flat with the just completed Cl-IRIS CASO

quarterthesalesgrowth as much as i0%.With thecompany
Okaythankyou

asawholein lightof the lack of visibilitywe project revenues

for the fourth quarter in broad range from flat to the last

quarter to high single digit growth We are monitoring
Operator

economic developments closely and exploring several

initiatives to improve our cost structures while noting it Tim Mahon from CS First l3oston Please go ahead with your

our strong balance sheet should enable us to weather the question

downturn which most likely has been extended several ______________________________

quarters by declining consumer confidence resulting from

recent events Thank you will open it for questions
TIM MAHON

would you please arrange the QA Thanks Walid think this might be targeted towards you

____________________________________________________ Can you tell us what the capacity utilization is at FASO

Operator

Think you ladies and gentleman if you wish to register
WALID MAGIIRIBI

question for todays question and answer session you will
it depends on the technology We have three different kind

need to press the followed by the 430 your telephone You of fobs the 59 or the 032 micron The capacity Is very

will hear three-tone prompt to acknowledge your request long it is in the 50% Whereas on the quarter our micron

tfyourquestlon has been answered and you wish to withdraw capacities utilization is 100% and on the ICS-59 to 018 micron

___________
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Er zjJ

as you know our fab just was released of production and we

will start shipping the product this quarter from that fab so WALID MAGHRIBI

beginning of new fab Technology on that L_J
prefer at this moment not to say because we are in the

process of negDtiating contracts and fact that Sanisung on

TIM MAHON
is our majorsuppller

Great arid then just followup on that you know may be

you can give us an idea ofwhat percentage ofyour Flesh units TIM MAHON

jr-i revenues come from lets call low density versus high
Great thar-ils WaRd

density and low density being four Meg and below

Operatvr
WAI.IDMAGHRIBI

Istephen Wise from Wiseman associates Please go ahead
Four Meg and below out of the 200 in the 10 million would

with your question

say less that 10%

STEPHEN WISE
TIM MAHON

Good afternoon and my wishes on good quarter Jerry

Okay Given some of the strength from oneyourcompetrtors
have couple of questions foryou Right now as companies

in the low-density market can you see you guys spilt 50%
are looking to change the way they handle their

capauty utilization at one fab kind of getting more
mart ufactu rIng facilities with the soft economy is the demand

aggressive may be in the low density market
changing at the mandate changing lotofynur competitors

are moving towards more demanddriven manufacturing

model How is the AMD looking to move towards model
ROBERTL RIVET

like this if they have already have not done so and what is

will answer that on that Walid am very proud to say that your IT strategy as support to stopping model

while we have maintained profitability Ii the memory group
______________________ ______________________

which he deserves L__J and he is managing for profitability

and chasing lot of low-density business at low margins .. it SANDERS

is probably not too smart
Let me answer the first part of the question and let Hector

-- commert on our 17 strategy and something we are doing to

have demand model irst and foremost we have

WALID MAGIIR lEt

magnificent factory In fab 30 whIch is ramping to full

think the num bers reflect exactly the strategy that we have prod uction and we are converting it overto 130 nanometer

implemented it is the Flash sale was down 33% end the unit technology We think this is our secret weapon if you will it

shipment was only down by 29% Though our ASP has can produce over 50 million units year and in the 130-nm

increased and that is very usual in the curr nt market situation technology will remind you we have an extremely small dye

arid that is mainly because we have walked away with some on the Athion product Only 50 sq uare millimeters which is

very very tow-density product at prices
that does not even dramaticallydifferentthanorjrcompetitorsdye.Soourissue

the cover the variable cost there is ramp that production as quickly as we can move it

to 130-nm try
and use all of our products and we are very

happy with that factory Our major factory fab 25 we are

TIM MAHON converting to flash factory with leading edge technology

to give us better balance with the opportunities So think

Okaygreet.Lastone that promise .. in addition to Samsung
that we feel comfortable that we got an extraordinary asset

can you tell us who all supplies you LI for stocked

devices
in fab 30 which will enable us to successfully prosecute the

PC processor market and even in the most competitive

environment and we are going to improve ourcoststructures
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32UO1_Ati__nrd McthDei
_________

over all by moving fab 25 into Flash Hector do you want to

comment op the lCstuff and the ERP W.J.5ANDERS

Hammer Hammer arid Hammer Hammer is the future we

HECTOR DE .1 RUIZ
gotani extraordinary opportunity here to break into markets

we have never been in hammering In bodies all of the

Sure We have em barked on the .. pproxirnately now title important initiatives Number one It moves us into .. top to

over year on fairly major proxy on the company to be bottom from servers all the way to laptop that family does

more guess yleld-thiven fl can use that expression for it gives us the opportunity to go to silicon-ion-insulator and

running our company and what we have done and perhaps it gives us the chanc to have truly differentiated solution

may be giving you little mare background that you might so that ourcustomers are going to have the only opportunity

want is we have taken full-time executives and senior tocompeteagainsttheoellmodel.Firiallylwould beL_J

managers which areveryreceivable function inthecompany if did not point outthatwhile hammer hammer hammer

from finance to sales manufacturing et to form people are my top there is number and that four i5 narrow blt

that is actually in excess of 200 full-time employees on technology from flat which will allow us to offer with no

project based on an SAP package which will result in over com promise on reliability or performance have the costsarid

the next two years and not cliff occurrence at the end of double the density So we feel that when the upturn comes

two yciar but It occurred monotonically between now and we are going to kick ass

another two years ..it will have full implementation oji the
________________________

ERP program that will be closely tied to our customers do

not think we are appropriate to give some of the specIfic Ideas STEPHEN WISE

we have in mind on what to do but the bottom line Is that
Great thank you very much

we intend to provide service to our customers that will be

unique and very powerful and the feedback from the

customer that we have talked to on what we intend to do is

Operator

extremely positive arid of course in which we could have

gotten there year ago and we are working hard to do that Eric Ross with Thomas Welsel Partners Please go ahead with

your question

STEP HEN WISE

ERIC ROSS

Jemrywhat are you also looking to do as youaggressively time

inventories currentIy right now to try to red uce the Inventory got cou pie of questions When are you going to ramp

left in the quarter
up fab 25 with the 0.13 micron copy you talked about doing

thatafterfab3o_.lsthatonthe word now

SANDERS
SANDERS

It looks to me like our inventories are in good line as though

ob pointed ut we do not think we have it We are selling
Somewhere along line you are misInformed or misunderstood

virtually everything we are making In fab 3050 as we move We have no intentions as ever of putting copper into fab 25

to the new products we are selling everything out So any
Fab 25 will become flash fab ..

flash does not use copper

inventory build are ramping up the neW product so feel and it does not have that many layErs
of connect net

very comfortable with that committed So fab 25 will become flash fab by the end of

next year

STEPHEN WISE

ERICROSS

Okay and final question What would you say your top three

initiativesareforeither2002andhoWyoudoplantogDbaCk apologize about that and
just two other really quick

on presenting those questions ..
is SOils that on time in your roadmap as well
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4j

DAN SCOVO

W.J.SANDER
With regards to microprocessors .where all ofyour processor

Hector do you want to commerit1 shipment Athion and DUrori or was there any sort of legacy

____________________________________________________
hanging around that

HECTORDEJ.RIJIZ

ROBERT RIVET
Yeah 501 san interval partofourpians from hammerand

as Jerry ald hammer hammer hammer .. that product 100% seventh generation Last quarter we actually shipped

based totally on 501 and we expect that over lime our whole lessthan 1% for K62 that were actually 0000 everything we

product line will migrate to 5oiThereIore by definition it is shipped In Q3 with Athion and Duron

on target it is on sometimeand we are very pleased with the
______________________________________________

results we have seen so far

DAN SCOVO

With regards to looking out next year obviously you do not

ERIC ROSS
want to give whole lot of details but was just wondering

onelastquestionWithfullutillcationoffab3o...lsthatgoing if you could probably revive omething like some tax rate

to significantly reduce your cost going forward in the outline looking into the next year or so

asyou especially run this
___________________________________________________

ROBRTJ RIVEt

HECtOR DL RUIZ
would like to ctually put that off until November 08 2001

Absolutely it turns that the dye size of the Athlon and the when we have our analyst meeting We expect to be much

130 Nm only 80 square millimeters just point out that this better position to give you guys some real guidance on what

givesussome3l5.dyecandidatesforwaferlntelsNorthwood next year is going to be all about We have got.off side

will be no more than 180 dye candidates per wafer So we meetings nextweekamongthetqp managementweexpet

think we got real edge on them on cost structure here So that after thttt we are going to get some of our details out to

they could not continue to increase revenues and reduce you guys

their operating profits but think that is full variant With

no worthy to me that their revenues went up S26 million

sequentially in processors and their operating process went DAN SCOVO

down 5118 million Normally in leverage business when
Also can you give us statuS with the regards to the future

your revenues go up .. your profits go up So it is pretty clear
ma riufacturing facilities after fab 25 is converted to Flash and

that this desire to cut offour air supply is not painless to them
after fab 3015 ramped up and converted to

ERIC ROSS
R0IsERTJ RIVET

appreciate it rhank you rhat is an interesting question though as pointed out when

_______________________________________ we go to 130 nm we will be 100% converted to 130 nm by

the end of next year We can produce more than 50 million

Operator
units year in that fab point out that that would be more

Os ri Scovol from Newman Compa ny Please go ahead with than the 30% market share that everyone says we will never

your question get to except us So think the question is interesting but

irrelevant Meanwhile we do have plans so that when we

have to more than 50 million units year we will be target

and think we will have some more comments on that also

on November 8th
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__________

GRRYCFIIF

DAN COVO
Okay would you expect that to be the case in the fist half of

Also with regards to some of your other businesses the next year as well

communication product and foundry services guess how
_________________________________________________

should we profile that .. should we assume that it will kind

of go away after couple of quarters or less ROBER .1 RIV

am sorry repeat the quesion

ROBERTJ R1VET

would say it is finally going to go of the foundry business GERflYCHIF

should be gone by the third quarter of next year as our chief
Would you expect that expense control level to be about the

financial officer says hope that is true The other business
same in the first half of next year

it just is going to be steady decline going forward buI do

not thirikit will go away Itis currently running around O-5O

million quarter ROBERTJ RIVET

Yes we will adjust accordingly to the business environment

DAN SCOVO we are in We will not go and sacrifice any RD expenditures

We will continue to try toworii to lower our break-even point
Thank you very much

which currently is around the 95O million level

Operator
GERflYCHIF

Mark Edelstone from Morgan Stanley Please go into your
Okay thankyou very much

question

Operator
GRRYCH1F

Ladies and gentleman if you do have an additional question

Thankyou.ThisisGerryChlfforMark...acoupleofquestlons
at this time please press the followed by the on your

If could First of all on something that you might have little

telephone John Joseph from Salomon Smith Barney please

more control over could you talk about whet the operating
go head with your question

expenses is going to be like in the fourth quarter and how

that may trend in the next one or two quarters Second of all

Gerry am pretty sure you did not talk about the exact time ROMSH MISHRA
frame for the eighth generation launch that .. would you care

to know that range little bit for us here Hi good afternoon this is Mishra for John Joseph

had question in regards to your mobile Athlon .. the

Palarnano product. you havent talked too much about this

RoBElflJ rnVET on this call .. whet is the outlook overthere and howls the

competitive landscape In that place and also are our ASPs in

will answer the second part We are targeting the late next
the mobile space holding up any better

year for the launch of the hammer family we are sticking

with that As far as the operating expenses we are in very

tight cost control kind of environment with the lack of

ROBLRTJ RIVET

visibility would anticipate kind of as said if you do the

math kind of the same as we have had in the third quarter
The answer is that we are very pleased with the progress we

and fourth quarter with slightly little bit bettercost control are making there You might have missed but pointed out

that we expect to have O%share of market in US retail mobile

by the end of this year That is not the strength of the Athion
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AM Q320D1 Adanr QjvJc çal ..i

forandthepowermanagedDuronSothatisgoihgextremely is lot of upside there What was the second part of the

well We are very pleased with that and the ASP5 are olcourse question

better theri.desktops So that is one of the reason we hope
____________________________________________________

that we can attenuate this price attrition that that we have

been seeing KEVIN LEE

Well think you can address more questions when you

address mobile purchases to be about 5% of the sales

ROMESH MISHRA

Arid in the competitive landscape especially in light of the

new product introductions from and of course ROBERTJ RIVET

Intel

Okay

ROBERT RIVET
KEVIN LEE

Ilransmet is not relevant It turns out Intel has effectively
Thank you

kept them out ofthe marlcetthe market placewe serve the

Full function PC .. the mobile PC and going to thin in light

next quarter and into next year as we get to the 3O-nm
Operator

versions of Athlon IV Intel is the only competition

____________________________________________________
Joseph Osha from Merrill Lynch please ahead with your

question

ROMESHMISI-IRA ____________

Okay thanks very much
MAT CHIN

Good after noon gentleman this is tMat Chini calling your for

Operator
Osha would like to followup on the question just asked what

percentage is server and what percentage is that you could

John ONefl from US Warburg please go into the question
provide that

KEVINLEE
ROBERTJ RIVET

Couple of question was wondering if you can accomplish
Okay guess the only guidelines this year is that we are Just

through the product mix for breakdown of performance
getting Into the server space We are shipping nearly tens of

versus value in your processors this quarter and the second
thousands currently of Athion MT Reception has been

question will be break down of mobile versus desctops
fantastic .. It is very low-cost solution and we are very

excited about it tJt
right

now it is minor
part

of our

business and the ten of thousands
ROBERT UI VET

Okay first of all really the Duron For the value space the

Athlonsforthe performance base itls about 50-50 Frankly MAT CHIN

we are having better time selling Athlon because of the
What type of reception are you getting for the Athion XP in

superior performance against anything thetis outthere and
the server5egment

we expect that our growth in Athion will probably exceed

our growth in Duroris in the current quarter We are doing

extremely well Athlon XP is hot the cuStomers like it am
ROBERT RIVET

very excited boutthat Athiori IV as we said is good Still our

molderbusiriesslsoniyabout5%ofourtotalsales..sothere
The Athlon XP is not targeted at the server segment the

Athlon NT for multiprocessing is and there we are getting
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great response As far the mobile bills as said mobile is

about 5% of our business the desktop about 95% wIth SUMIT DANDA

diminished amount obviously tens of thousands out of

This Dande calling here for Douglas Lee couple of

mIllion iS flota very large percentage
quick questions First could you commant on sales out of

_____________________________ _____________________- your distribution channel which is the direct sales for your

MAT CHIN
OEM .. If yo ii could give the percentages roughly for both of

thernand also if saw expense In one verSusthe otherand the

reat .. would like to ask some more questions on the secoid question Is sort of missed the numbers on RD

operating line You mentioned that fab and 15 would be projections and deprecIation if you could give back to me

phased out by the end of next year Do you have any agaIn

ttstimates as to when we can expect that to materially better

the operations line

ROBERT RIVET

will tell those numbers first First the RD number we set

ROBERTJ.BtVET
for the year end the RD would come in around $660 million

First all of all lab 14 to lab 15 should be phased out by the

end of the second quarter clearly
the second half will

have no negative Impact as resultof fab 14 and feb 15 The SUMIT DANDA

more important thing on gross margi ii is one issue only ASP
Depredation

ASP ASP Operationally we are doing greet yields are terrific

quality is superb costs around our control and theASPs are

really ugly ROBERTJ RiVET

____________________________
Depreciation was $600 million for the year Relative to your

MATCHIN other question would like to point out that we had

extraordinary strength in the international markets We did

Finally if may ..are you running on the lab shutdown
some 68% of our revenues during the international that is

programs for either your factories or micro-processing where the strength was for us because our competitive

factories at all in the next quarter
management freezes out pretty well in the US as major

accounts for the quarter We are pleased we could make up

for that We expect to do better with those guys as we go
ROBERT RIVET

forward because of the XP and because of the Athlon IV

No current plans as say feb 30 is our star .. it is generating dont have any specific
numbers here for distribution

outstanding new products and in those products we are

seeing strong demand for Obviously in feb25 we have excess

capacity What we are trying to do is ramp down the demand SUMIT DANDA

for processors as we ramp up the Flash that is the challertie
thank you

ahead of us and clearly we are working out number of new

ways to find ways to minimize the cost impact

Operator

MAT CHIN John from mutual funds Please go head with your

question Mr John your line is now open
6reat thankyou very much

STBVE JOHN

Operator

Apparently we have taken this quarter into view .. do you
Douglas Lee from Bank ofAmerica securities please go ahead

anticipate any fuftherlmpairmentbe taken in the future and
with your question
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also if yQix can will those be public or private health ROBERT RIVET

companies
would be hesitant to guess which of ourchip set partners is

going to be the most successfuL We will leave that for our

customers
ROBERT RIVET

Well It is hard to anticipate what is going to happen In the

market place One was we had two writedoW ms that took ERIC ROSS

place in the process .. one was public end one Was private
And you had rrientloned your US customers are really frozen

up by your main cornpŁtitor.how does that tie in with your

ability to reach 0% of the US newport market by the end of

STEVEJOHN
the year

And just as afollowop .. wanted to confirm your cash flow

from operations .. was that negative 43 millIon doubt

how did you say that previously .. Is that correct ROBERT RIVET

guess we Wont be frozen out this quarter

ROBERT RIVET

Cash flow from operation was positive if you exclude the ERIC ROSS

capital addition
So do you really think that is temporary thing

STEVE JOHN
ROBERT RIVET

Thank you
Yes

Operator
ERICRO5S

Eric Ross please go ahead With your followup question
Okay do you have sense of what percentage of your

shipments is going into corporate PC versus consumer lines

ERICROSS

have got quick question End force is obviou5ly we dont ROBERT RIVET

want to talk out there would that be driver for very We haveanumber 27%of our business atthe

lowend unit
US was with small business and medium business that is

corporations do not have better number than that

ROBRTJ RIVET

We had driver for all our units think it looks like pretty ERIC ROSS

attractive product
Do you have worldwide number

ERIC ROS5
ROBERT RIVET

Do you sea it end being major contributor may be 20%
do but dont have itin myheÆd and ldont have my fingers

contnbutorto yotr revenues
on it and we probably get back to you outlined with the

number It is in that aetna range

_________
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__________________________

ERIC ROSS ROBERT RIVET

Teriiflc and then one other question There has been some We are very aware of the progress that we made on 300 mm
talk about the compatibility of hyper transport with the 3G We believe that both in Flash Memory as well as

10.. may be you can commeritori that microprocessors we wllI be in 300 mm capability sometime

in the year 2004 timeframne Sowe are pretty committed to

tlatThe progress we have made is good and we are pleased

ROBE RTJ RIVEt with it

These things .. as matter of fact we will be delighted to

have our competitor implement hypertransportin some form

ERIC CI4EN
in

any other prodtzcts they choose to because they are

protocolsthatcanbecomparable.Normallyhypertransport Okay and also would you care to characterize even just

will start of inside of chip where 3G ID is It Is something qualitatively the
yield

level that you are experiencing the

that can be viewed more as replacement for current BC adjustments side.. specificallythosa processes utilizing low

ste ndard And asyouwe through consortium we have made key process

hyper transport totally open and of course available to

anybody who would like to license

____________________________________________
ROBERTJ RIVET

ERIC ROSS
thlnkthzt the only comment would like to make is that we

are thrilled with yield
and productivity numbers on our fab

Thank you very much 30 and based on the eperierice that all of us have in the

____________________________________________________
industry would classifythem as world class numbers but

would wantto give you any more on that

Operator
_________________________________________________

Eric Chen from Morgan please go ahead with your
ERIC CHEN

question

uriderstaridThanksa lot

ER IC CHEW

Operator
Thanks arid apologize to you if this has already been asked

as got on the conference call late My understanding hs Ladies and gentlemen if you have any additional questions

been thatyou will ramp 0.13-micron processes sometime in at this time please press the followed by the on your

Decem bar is that still on track at this point telephone Gentlemen lam sure there is no further questions

_________________________________________ ____________
please continue with your presentation orany closingremarks

you may have

ROBERTJ RIVET

Yes it Is We are on plan to begin production before the end
ROBERTJ RIVET

of the year

_________________________________________________
Bob we

wilIjust
close it down Thankyou verymuch Wewill

talk to YOU 50011 One last comment would make we do

ERIC CHEW have our annual analysts conference meeting on November

5th herein Sunnyvale California Please attend or listen in on
Okay Could you alto give us an update on any efforts on the

the video stream
300 mm
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Ladles and gentlemen this does conclude our conference

call for today You may all disconnect Thank you for

paitkipatirig

EISCLAIMfR

1roiziiwi inriai mliFiijIS lorirakatfu ijnriorJn.UrnnrIA cant rtniOnhnt

frontlor an thwcb rita wjihant ob riinn to notib nay moo ohangan
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Disclaimer The information contained herein is the Fair Disclosure Financial Network Inc

EDfn textual representation of the applicable Tssue conference call lhetc may be

material errors omissions or inaccuracies in our reporting of the ecmference call desciibed

below This ti-anscript has not been reviewed or endorsed by the Issuer and this FDfli

transcript is derived from audio sources over which Fair Disclosure Financial Network Inc

has no control Words and/or phrases that cannot be transcribed accurately are so indicated

in the transcript The audio conference call should be considered the iiltiniate source of this

content FDfn makes no representations with respect to and shall not be deemed to be

relidering investment advice

TUE OERkTOR
Ladies and gentlemen thank you for standing by Welcome to the AMD fourthquarter

earnings conference call During the presentation aU participants will be in listen only mode

Afterwards we will conduct questionandanswer session At that time if you have

question please press the followed by the on your telephone As reminder this

conference is being recorded Thursday Jaxi.l 2003 would now like to turn the conference

over to Michael Haase phonetic director of investor relations please go ahead sir

COMPM4Y REPRESENTATIVE

Thank you and good afternoon everyone The fonnat of this earnings call wifl include

prepared comments followed by The participants of todays call are Hector Luiz our

president and CEO Bob Herb our executive vice president of sales and marketing and Bob

Rivet our senior vice president and chief financial officer This call is live broadcast and

will be replayed on Internet at sites Street event.com and our own site AMD.corn The

tape phone replay number fox North America is 800 633 8284 Outside the United States the

nuner is 402 977 9140 The access code for is 210 905 26 Before we begin the call would

like to caution eveiyone
that we will be making forward-looking statements about

managements goas plans an.d expectations As you know the seniioondueror industry is

generally volatile Our product and process technology development proj ects and our

manufacturing processes arc complex Current economic and indusiy conditions continue to

make it especially difikult to forecast product demand Because our actual results may differ

niaterially from our plans and expectations today encourage you to review our filings with

the Securities and Exchange Commission where we discuss in detail the risk factois in our

business Youll find detailed discussions on our moSt recent SC filings including the l0Q
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At this point would like to begin the call and introduce OUT CEO Hector Dc Ruiz

NIR HECTOR 11W RUIZ

Thank you Mike On this call would like to start with brief status report on our progress to

bring AMD back to sustainable prosperity will then ask Bob RIvet to go into significant

detail on both the foruth quarter and fiscal year 2002 And then will finish with some

commentS on our outlook going forward before taking your questions You may remember

the last quarter we lined an agessive indiscernible AMD to financial stability in the

shortterm while positioning ourselves for success going foiward

And in the fourth quarter we did everything we said we would do And im pleased to report

we have completed JThasel of our plan in which we have focused on doing key things

Rebalancing our inventories in the PC supply ohain both in our capital structure and reducing

our breakeven points While Bob will provide the exact details our progress in each of these

areas has exceeded our own expectations

To summarize in the last two quarters we have reduced our inventory in the business supply

chain by 50 percent and we have now achieved our target levels giving us greater confidence

that shipments will more closely reflect consumption as we move forward

We improved our cash position to over billion by the end of the quarter through reduced

capital spending and convertible net offering And we took the painful step of substantially

reducing our indisc.einiblc the full effects of which will be experienced by the cud of the

second quarter
2003

As stated in our last call we believe that were on track to drive our quarterly break even point

below the 800 million mark by the second quarter of this year It is important to note that we

accomplished all of this and despite incredible competitive pressures we gained ma rket share

in the PC processor
business in the fourth quarter by any measure

We are now turning our foil attention to Phase II of this effort which represents an even more

proactive nd sustained approach to creating operational flexibility coupled with strong

revenue opportunities With operational flexibility we are expanding our strategy to be much

more responsive to our markets without sacrificing our fundamental strategy for success We

have indiscernible reengineering our business and have made significant progress towards

more variable costdriven operating model

Meanwhile we continued to create incremental new revenue opportunities based on new

products such as our new indiscernible XP 2700 pIus and 2800 plus processors the worlds

highcstpcrforniing PCproecsors The worlds highest density 256 Mb more indiscemiblu

flash memory devices and our new indiscernible X13 phonetic processor
2200 plus

Meanwhile we continue to drive AMDs solutions into important new segments Including

highperformance computing where indiscernible Labs have decided to use over 10000 of

our 64 bit AMD processors
to create their next generation indiscernible supereomputer One

of the most powerful in the world

Mobile computing where we are expanding our franchie with HPs adoption of our mobile

AMD today indiscernible processors
in that Compaq Eagle Eyes in the enterprise

section

Northrideg Utilities has decided to standardize their dektops AMD indiscernible Compaq
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systems

Additionally in China we have form an unprecedented joint enture with China basic

educations software company to provide the ministry of education with indiscernible servers

based AIMD technology from each of our processor memory and PCS divisions We have

also hired Carrie Ioh phonetic the world wide workielass native Chinese executive

the newest member of our AIvID management team that will lead our efforts in China

would remind you that highp eiformance coniputing mobile computing enterprise systems

in China are all important incremental growth opportunities for AMD And wetre very

pleased with our progress in each of these key segments
this

past quarter

In summary think it is important to reflect on the fact that 2O2 was an awfW year We

believe the work is behind us ANtI it is our full intention to deliver on our comrnibment to

turn this company into sustainable engine for earnings At this point Id like to ask

indiscernible Bob Rivet to go
into additional indiscernible annual and current quarter

results

COIV REPRESENTATIVE

Thanks Hector will first review our fourthquarter results for you this afternoon and then

go over our fiscal 2002 numbers This will be followed by an outline of our cost reduction

progress
in the fourth quarter and finally will provide you with sonic forwardlooking

guidance As detailed in our press release issued this afternoon fourthquarter sales were

$66 million This is up 35 percent compared Co the third quarter consistent with our

projections in early December Stronger than expected PC processing demand and continued

strength in our high density/flash memory products drove the fourthquarter sales increase

AMDs pro fonna operating loss in the fourth quarter which excludes the effects of

restructuring and other onetime charges was $217 million compared with $315 million

loss in the third quarter Our operating losses was reduced by approximately $100 million or

31 percent compared to the third quarter Driven by both $178 million of additional sales

volume and our major cost reductions programs

Operating margins indiscernible through on incremental sa1s was 55 percent Pro forma

gross margin was 26 percent for the quarter Significant improvement from 13 percent in the

third quarter
Both quarter gross margin dollars increased by 115 million which represents

65 percent fall through on the gross marn lines Research and development spending

excluding onetime charges was $203 million for the quarter down percent from the prior

quarter The majority of the decrease was reduced engineering wafers and cost controls

Marketing general and administrative spcuding was $194 million for the quarter up 23

percent compared to the third quarter This increase was due to the launch of our AMD and

ME biand campaign significant investment in brand awareness and holiday merchandising

activity large portion of this increase was seasonal expense which we expect to be

significantly reduced in the first quarter Consistent with our November 18 press release in

the fourth quarter we recorded total of $620 million in one time charges with cash element

of $117 million This total charge is equivalent to $1.81 per share These include first $331

million restructuring arid special charges to align our costs structure with industry traditions

This charge was predominantly made up of employee severance related costs lease

consolidated writeoffs and asset impairments
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Second other charges totaling $46 miflion ererecorded These are made up of onetime

RDexpenses of $42 million in connection with product development services received in the

fourth quarter

Third we also recorded$243 million charge to income tax expense
to establish 100 percent

evaluation allowance against our net to short tax assets The tax charge will indiscernible

tax cuts on operating losses in the fourth quarter and going forward until mch time we are

profitable again

Once profitable we expect full utilizer phonetic to tax credits which should effectively

reduce our corporate tax rate to 10 to 20 percent range in 2003 Depreciation and amortization

for the fourth quarter was $200 million and for 2002 in total was $756 million

Pro forma net loss for the fourth quarter was exclusive indiscernible restructuring other

onetime charges just described was $235 million or 68 cents loss
per

share versus 74 cent

loss per share in the third quarter As we had previously guided there was no tax credit

recorded in th fourth quarter results Fourthquarter PC processor revenues were $420

million an increase of 60 percent as compared to $262 million in the thirdquarter This

increase was driven by combination of increased unit shipments and higher ASPs We

executed on our plan to align AMD PC processor inventory in the supply chain resulting in

record PC processor unit consumption in the fourth quarter

Although the data quest consumption marketahare numbers are not out until February as

1-lector outlined we anticipate that we gained market share in the fourth quarter

Revenue on our fish memory products was Zl7 million in the fourth quarter up 15 percent

compared to the third quarter This was the third consecutive quarter of sequential sales

improvement and record hit shipments Flash memory product sales improved based on the

continued market penetration in the highend mobile phone market especially in Asia and

Europe For indiscernible phones built with highdensity highperformance AMT flash

memory

Turning to the balance sheet EfflTJA in the fourth quarter improved significantly from

negative $126 million in the third quarter to negative $18 million in the fourth This is

consistent consistent with our previous guidance that we expect
to be approaching

EBITDA neutral in the fourth quarter Cash balances end of 2002 hit over $1 billion This

includes the fourth quarter receipt of $402 million from the issuance and sale of 1/2 percent

convertible notes due in 2007

Capital cxpondituros wcrc $138 million in the fourth quartcr comparcd tp $196 million in the

third AMIYs inventory was relatively flat at $433 million up only 12 million from the third

quarter we are comfortable with our curtent inventory leveis Accounts Receivable Day

sales outstanding improved 55 days from the third quarter level of8l days

AMDs headcount at the end of the fourth quarter was 12 800 down from 3200 in the

third quarter This number will continue to decline in the first and second quarters of this year

as we continue to execute our restructuring plan

Now would like to outline some of the 2002 financial details for you
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From the fiscal year
2002 revenues were $23 billion down 31 percent from 2001 hi our PCI

processor product line revenues finished the year at 1.7 billion phonetic down 28 percent

from 2001 Our memory product line indiscernible concluded 2002 at $741 million down 35

percent from 2001 Pro fornrs operating loss for the year was $842 million and our net loss

per share was $2 This excludes the effects of restructuring other special charges we took in

the fourth quarter for the year EI3TTDA was $86 million negative

Capital expenditures for 2002 were $705 million this was $45 million below our prior

guidance of $750 million would now like to take few minutes to go into specific details

regarding our ongoing operational flexibility actions that we outlined in our November 7th

analyst day meeting which Hector refened to in his opening remarks

Last quarter we outlined several benchmarks for progress in our threephase plan As we

tnove into the first quarter we are on track and successfully executing on our plan We

committed to and achieved or exceeded growing fourth quarter revenues as compared to third

quarter by 35 percent Approaching EJ3ITDA Neutral in the fourth quarter as said $18

million negative At the year end cash balance of between 500 million and 900 million 2002

year end cash balance of over $1 billion Taking restructuring charge in the fourth quarter as

we work toward reducing our quarterly expenses by $100 million by the second quarter of

this year and by total of $350 million for the year We took the total charge in the fourth

quarter Reducing our overall cost structure as previously indiscernible November by the

end of the second quarter this year we expect to reduce our global workforce by 2000

positions or approximately 15 percent from our headcount base of 13200 in the third
quarter

of last year Were on track we completed half of that reduction in the fourth quarter with

1000 employees notified Of that l000 employees 400 people lefi the Company in the fourth

quarter
We rnill further we will be further reducing our headcount in the first half of 2003

by the remaining balance of 1500 people All charges associated with the headcount

reductions are included in the fourth quarter charge

As part of bolstering ur capital structure we completed our successful convertible debt

offering and delivered on reducing our capital expenditures In addition we successfully

renegotiated our tongterm debt associated with our Dresden fabrication facility which will

benefit cash flow in 2003 by $200 million

As previously outlined we continued to make progiess on reducing our break even point to

les than $800 million and we are targeting to achieve this iii the second quarter of this year

Turning to the outlook indiscernible historical seasorial indiscernible suggests first quarter

PC processor sales will be down to percentage points from the fourth quarter level based

on richer mix we believe firstquarter sales for AMD indiccmniblc will be up and in

aggregate the Company sales will be flat to nominally up We expect to realize the first

benefits of our reduction in the first quarter arid remain on target to reduce our overall cost

structure to below $800 million by the second quarter

Total firstquarter out indiscernible expenses are expected to be down compared to the first

fourth quarter of last year First quarter RDis expected to be flat conpaxed with the fourth

quarter of last year first quarter
SGis expected to be down significantly compared with

fourthquarter and down slightly compared to the third quarter of last year EBIIDA

indiscernible may be positive in the first quarter
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Our quarterly tax rate will be at percent until we return to profitability Once profitable we

currently anticipate the tax range to be within the 10 to 20 percert iunge througboit 2001 In

fiscal 2003 capital expenditures are expected to be around $650 million $55 million dollars

last than 2002

2003 depreciation amortization expected to be around 725 to $750 million range

In summary we believe our fundamentals are irupro ing costs ore under control and going

forward we see better conditions for long term sustainable prosperity Now let me turn it

back to Hector

MR HECTOR DE RUIZ

Thank you Bob There is no denying the fact that 2002 was on awful year But we are

confident the work is behind us and that we ended the year with strong positive momentum

as evidenced by our share gain processol our third consecutiye quatter
of record

indiscernible flash and over 100 design wins in our PC new business

Now we look forward to 2003 Were making strung progress on key factors of our

operational flexibility strategy and new revenue opportunities our recent agreement with

IBM is perfect example of our operational flexibility effort We have agreed to jointly

develop 65 nm and subsequently 45 mu technology on 300 mm wafers This brings together

the two technology and manufacturing leaders in the industry and enables both of us to

increase our base of innovation We both gain access to each others impressive engineering

resources In fact we are placing an unprecedented number of engineers onsite at IBM We

are retaining our indiscernible competency in process technology and as result of our

access to IBMs world class facility AMD does not need to build 300 mm research and

development facility

Werevery excited about this relationship

AM remains on track to begin production on the 90 nm technology in our 530 in Dresdens

facility in the fourth quarter of this year And with respect to new revenue opportunities as

mentioned earlier our success is in novel entnprisc and highperformance computers as well

as our breakthrough joint venture in China With indiscernible
introduction to the AMLI

indiscernible XP processors based onour indiscernible in February and our 64bit AMO

indiscernible processors
in April we are confident that we will be very well positioned to

build on our sueceines in the coming year In 2003 AMD has the unique opportunity to lead

the industry to the world of pervasive 64bit computing from highperformance of the

computers to mainstream servers all the way through to desktops and mobile PCs

To conclude want to remind you that we have done everything in the last quarter we said we

would do And by gaining in the market share and PC processors and closing the

breakthrough relationship with IBM even more While seasonal pattens suggest PC

processor sates would be down to percent in the first quarter versus the fourth quarter

based on richer product mix we expect AMD PC processor sales will be
up in the first

quarter and in aggregate the Company sales will be flat to nominally up

AMD has incredible challenge dedicated people
who have been able to rapidly reinvent our

Company while continuing to deliver on the needs of our customers Our passion
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commitment and sense of focus has never been stronger Were looking for-ward to achieving

new level of success in the coming qnarter

Thank you for your attention and would now like to turn it back to Mike Haase for

COMPANY REPRESENTATIVE

Renee we are ready to start

TEE OPERATOR
Ladies and gentlemen if you would like to register question please press

the folLowed by

the on your telephone CALLER INSTRUCTIONS If your question has been answered

and youd like to withdraw your registration please press the followed by the If youre

using speakophone please lift your harulset before entering your request One moment

please for the first quesdon Our first question comes from the line of Mark Edeistone from

Morgan Stanley

THE CALLER
Question if could Hector on the PC related business in fact have two there Could you

give us general sense as to what type
of sequential unit growth you sew in the quarter

COMPANY REPBESENTATWE
Yes Mark its Rob Herb as Hector mentioned indiscernible sales about 60 percent unit

growth was approximately 40 percent for us so clearly there was also some indiscernible as

iudiscernible mentioned

THE CALLER
lhanks lot Rob the other question had was understand the comments on inventories in

the channel but as Im looking at the bal3nee sheet there was fairly good increase in

indiscernible reserves in the quarter and in fact they are almost back to the levels that we

saw in the first quarter of this of last year Can you help us rectify those comments

COMPANY REPRESENTATIVE

Yes sure this is Bob On the balance sheet obviously any product we ship into distribution

until its resold revenue is deferred What you see on the balance sheet is the deferred revenue

What that say is we built sonic inventory out in the distributors indiscernible in anticipation

of the first half of next year Rob can comment on the consumption part
of the equation but

what you are seeing on the balance sheet is just the movement of how much inventory put on

the indiscernible shelf vs how much they sold out the door Basically where we are at as we

continue to manage our indiscernible consumption if you taks look at that we know it was

well over million units At the same time wc know that wc reduced thc inventory in the PC

supply chain over million units think now we are very wellpositioned with

indiscernible not being able to build PCs indiscernible besides putting distribution in what

call quick turn inventory so customers who are- taking advantage of that in the event that

they see upside in the market

THE CALLER
Rob do you have indiscernible how many unitS are in the channel now
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COMPANY REPRESENTATIVE

We believe put it in general contracts we believe we reduced over the past couple of

quarters
the amount of inventory in the PC supply chain by over 50 percent we think we went

fim something greater than weeks to somethingiess than weeks in total

THE OPERATOR
Adartt Parker with Stanford Bemstein

TRE CALLER
Could indiscernible flash is roughly 30 percent of your revenue In your QI guidance what

do you assume abtut your headset market sequentially unit growth when you make your QI

forecast

COMPANY REPRESENTATIVE

Yes we still think ther is some opportunity overall 2003 particularly
in the indiscernible

segment We did see slowdown here late I1 Q4 relative to high end handsets in particular so

that is putting us in little bit more cautious approach as we go into Qi Take look at sonic

comments we made we said that overall we mcp
eat to buck the trend little bit on the

processor side indiscernible and actually grow our revenues in Qi while the indiscernible

revenues our earnings are going to be flat indiscernible one thing point out we do have to

offset some legacy businesse that go away from Q4 to QI ut that is basically indicating

our flash sales of Ql are going to he flat to slightly up as well

THE CALLER
Flash indiscernible revenue estimate flat slightly up in your QI guidance is that

COMPANY REPRESENTATiVE

We are still seeing continued shift to higher density products for indiscernible cell phone

market indiscernible indiscernible this quarter our overall growth was driven by

indiscernible average in the quarter

TW OPERATOR
Jonathan Joseph with Salomon Smith Barney

THE CALLER
wanted to ask on the flash it does sound like indiscernible just touch like some of the

building guidance guess as we got towards the en.d of the quarter here Was that largely

result of cancellations from signal phonetic customers or was it just more of broadbased

failing for the end of the quarter

COMPANY REPRESENTATIVE

Again it was bigtiine productions what we are going to see so it was related in particular to

someofthe high density call phone and maybe overaggressive indisceniib1e based on the

first conple of æiouths reported Dec was little like strictly driven by the

highperformance ceflphone

TIlE CALLER
And then question about Barton and Hammer Barton when you say shipping in

February is that going to be in some meaningful volume that would be impacting our
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revenues or models

COMPANY REPRESENTATIVE

Yes

THE CALLER
And whats the pricing on that Rob relative to indiscernible 28007

COMPANY REPRESENTATIVE

Clearly you have little bit of waterfall effect indiscernible introiuce the new price

performance In the marketplace the prices just walk down the waterfall market introduction

to revise juice points indiscernihle microprocessors 300 pius dollar range

THE CALLER
l3ut you do think that this will have positive impact on your blended average price

COMPANY REPRESENTATIVE

Yes think that as we look forward one reason we have the opportunity for revenue growth

in QI is again an increase in our blended ASP in the processor
business even if we had flat

unit sells

TIlE CALLER
And then Hammer look like it is going to be formally introduced in April timefrarne

COMPANY REPRESENTATIVE

First seivers of Hammer product now Locked on April time launch that1s correct

TUE CALLER
Would you say its going to start impacting models here in Q2 ox more Q3

COMPANY BRESENTATIVE
Much more the second haff othe year impact from significant revenue activity

THE CALLER
Anything holding up in mauufàctiuing on Hammer the 130 inn process moving to the 90
90 urn

COMPANY REPRESENTATIVE

No the initial Hammers ore indiscernible 130 indiscernible process so as we commence

our shipments hcr for the end of this quarter they will largcly bc driving the launch plans lor

April

THE CALLER
And Bartons 130 nm as well

COMPANY REPRESENTATIVE

That is coriect
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THE CALLER
the differenoes between indiscernible

and indiscernible mostly cache size

COM.PANY REPRSENTATWE
Yes thats correct Barton has indiscernible runs on 30 MHz plus would also

point out in reference to technology questions
that believe Hector mentioned that we

successfully converted all of our output relative processors
to 130 nm and our focus this year

was qualified in commencing production in 90 nrn All of that is going to be focused on our

Hamnier based technology as we go into 2004 which will open up the market to bring

Hammer indiscernible timefraxue

THE OtERATOR
Tim Mnhon with CS First Boston

TUE CALLER
Just question am trying to undel-stand this significant processor

mci-ease you had both

revenues and units to understand if you have normalized Q3 without the inventory charges

that you took in Q3 what would the unit Tevenue increases have been for processors

COMPANY REPRESENTATiVE

rm not quite sure how to answer that question off the cuff to be hoiiest Give you little bit

of framework Prom the prior conferenc call the kind of actions we took there was about

$100 million impact that depressed our salesin the third quarter so kind oi part of part

of our growth was the fixing of that depression issue as you move forward

THE CALLER
Okay

COMPANY REERESENTATIVE

We still had significam units in ASP improvement quarter to

quarter. THE CALLER
Maybe we can go off line with that later maybe followup question can you give jis

any idea of the switching cost of moving from the indiscernible relationship to IBM and was

the $42 million charge you took in the fourth quarter somewhat related to this relationship

COMPANY REPRESENTATiVE

Well theres really in any way of material descriptions there is no other significant switching

costs in the relationship do want to point out that our relationship with LTNC phonetic

indiscernible continues to the very strong on the founthy sidc Thcy continues to be

foundry partner and will continue to be going foiward The costs the $42 million you

referred to in the quarter was cost we took for service to work specific to product

developrncnt issues and not part of the IBM longterm relationship

TUE CALLER
And maybe just real quick for Bob you mentioned in your prepared comments you had

renegotiated the Dresden longterm debt Wonder if you could give us detail on that flow

we should be thinking about interest expense in 2003 and share indiscernible Thank you

very rnneh
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COMPANY REPRESENTATWE
irs the renegotiation of Dresden debt the endpoint of the loan is uuchanged We renegotiated

the amortization schedule like said we took about $200 million out of the current window

So obviously your interest expense
will go up by the same intetest rate no change in interest

rate on the $200 million for 2003 As far as shares think modeling around 345 to 350 is

reasonable ballpark until we are profitable

THE OPERATOR
Dan Scovel with Needham and Company

TIlE CALLER
You previously said break even indiscernibk 75 now you are sayingunder 800 Am

reading maybe too mueh irs that end yoi are saying the sense thing

COMPANY REPRESENTATIVE

Were saying the same thing think youre reading too much into that

TIlE CALLER
Thought would check Also on that 42 million RDcharge guess why do you want us to

consider that sort of one time why wouldt that be sort of folded into KDexpenses

COMPANY REPRESENTATIVE

indiscernible maybe Bob can comment on how we indiscernible but we had very specific

work that we engaged with irs the fourth quarter that was indiscernible for that work done it

is nonrecurring thats not work indiscernible The 1M relationship on the other hand of

course shared RDexpense it goes on quarter by quarter year by year Right now it is

threeyear relationship with options to extend it at the end of years indiscernible ongoing

in our RDexpenses going forward

THE CALLER
It will be within RDexpehses going forward

COMPANY REPRESENTATIVE

Absolutely

THE CALLER
in terms of cash flow in the quarter mean obviously just from 30000 indiscernible

level debt was up over 600 million and cash was up less than 200 million Can you give

hack of the envelope view on whet the cash movement there was

COMPANY REPRESENTATIVE

Cash flow from operations
in highlevel view was under 100 million between SO and 100

toillion was operating cash flow Then we invested another 130 llU million in capital

expenditures So we did burn through 200 million in cash and we also paid off few other

small note issues from that standpoint

So ifs kind of cash flow from operations including capital expenditures was negative 200

million Which we anticipate based on our good progressin the quarter and our outlook for

firstquarter as said will be be EBITDA positive in the first quarter
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THE CALLER
And finally obviously the U.S patent breakings have come oit in previous years you guys

have been sort of highlighting that How did you do last year

COMPANY REPRESENTATiVE

indiscernible we came in at number 13 worldwide Still ahead of Intel and HP

TUE OPERATOR
Krishna Shankar with JMP Securities

TNE CALLER
Can you talk itde bit about the performance of the ndiscern lb le introduced in terms of

your rating system about 2800 plus market what rating should we expect on indiscernibIe

for desktop and tbe notebook

COMPANY R1LPRSENTATIVE

can tell you that dont think we indiscernible detail which models will intro duce for

enironment increase but indiscernible mobile as we go forward Specically in February

we will introduce at least indiscerrtibie increased model number more than that we dont

wanna say until we get actual introduction phonetic

THE CALLER
Can you give us an update on indiscernible desktop indiscernible timing of that in terms of

introduction

COMPANY REPRESENTATIVE

At this point we havent been able to make definite plans change anything relative to what

we are doing there The only thing we have done is lock lot down the launch plan relative

indiscernible for April

TIlE CALLER
And Then can you conceptually speaking the positioning of your high end desktop for the

corporate
market and also your mobile product strategy vis vis the Intel indiscernible

product un how you would treat your indiscernible mobile processor for the corporate

market with indiscernible tiein mobile from your competitor

COMPANY REPRESENTATIVE

Couple of things Clearly indiscernible is an attempt by our competitor to use their unfair

and undue influence in the marketplace to try to lock people Into solutions that are inferior If

you look around many pcoplc will tell yo wircices solution from lntcl is very poor

performance relative to indiscernible out there on the market AMD is indiscernible point

for competition and we think Øur processor cores are very wellpositioned and more

indiscernible marketplace and align those with indicernih1e wireless teolmology we Think

more than competitive platfoim and hopefully the cultures will realize and wont be bullied

into that solution inferior product by competitors

TIfl CALLER
On the desktop how do yo plan to complete in the corporate market with the indiscernible

technology
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COM1ANY REPRESENTATIVE

indiscernible technology interesting thing indiscernible technology very
little benefit in

most application indiscernible
detriment in some application One of our comments

indiscernible measured perform application standpoint and over the longterm we actually

think there can be lot more benefit in AMD rival 5450 indiscernible indiscernible our

process core along with our hyper transport interface technology and our indiscernible

control very attractive solution and no only to the server workplace space
but also both in

desktop and mobile apace over time

THE CALLER

My final question is on your production strategy to what kind ofrnarketshare can you

specifically get to by converting to indicate trust and 200 mat fab and can yon also give us an

update on your 300 mmlab strategy

COMANY REPRJlSENTATIVE

Sure let me answer that in the following manner Today we are building an Athion product

that 130 ntn indiscernible 85 square millimeter die phonetic indiscernible that size

design of capacity class 30 in Dresden we have the capability of producing approximately 50

million processors year As we move toward the Hammer desktop and beyond and let me

take the first step phonetic which is introduction of 90 urn tchnoIogy for indiscernible

Hammer will become the workhorse part at that space that is 64 square millimeter part

Given the same factory fab 30 were talking in excess oflS million units that we are

capable of producing Therefore dont think we are wcniCd about any lofty goals we would

take on tnarketshare and not be able to meet just by our ability of our factor and crnTent

technology plans and growth to be able to get there As far as the 300 rum in the last several

months as we have worked this issue quite bit we have been delighted by the broad range

of opportunities that we have in font of us to be able to address our 300 mm challenge

Wo believe we must be in volume production in the year 2006 which means we have to start

engineer work in 2005 We have number of partters potentially interested As

natterof-fact interest in partnering with us has increased addition to that we have

geographical locations that are very
interested in us and were exploring in Asia and Europe

and now of all places in the United States believe that in the next few months we will be

able to lock in both our partner strategy and our geogtaphical location strategy and be able to

be more specific in few months ahead

THE OPERATOR
John Barton with Wachovia Securities

THE CALLER
Rob wonder if you could comment on the flash business obviously companies made

concerted effort to go after the wireless handset area if you could just kind of go through end

market exposure by percentage of sales and flash and give us an idea how thats going and

bow that will trend through the year to your expectations

COMPANY REPRESENTATIVE

John indiscernible great detail there but couple of overriding comments We entered this

year at less than 10 percent of th.e wireless market and end this year indiscernible around 20

percent of the wireless market That drive fairly highdensity drive indiscernible all of the
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revenues So ii is much bigger peTcentage today clearly more than twice what it was last

year That segment of the market think is great opportunity for AMD as we go forward

thers going to be continued capacity constraints on leading edge technology for

highdensity flash for 2003 Among other segments of the market we have also had very

strong position and maintained strong position in the automotive market The downside of

where we weri we had very large portion of the overall network and infraswucture market

as we ended this year and that market there remains just absolutely awful quite frankly So we

indiscernible Were now certainly more dependent
than we were on the cellular phone

market and less dependent than we were indiscernible networking infrastructure market

TilE CALLER
You made comment ahont capacity constraints on the high end Could you give us an

indication of where yu are with respected utilization of capacity date for those high end

products

COMPANY RFRESENTATIVE
Yes you know the good news is that everything were making on the highend

highperformance highdensity flash is being produced and sold We believe that the only

people with the capability to deliver these kind of products really is our main competitor and

us We are at this point in time both companies believe are probably selling whatever they

can make We believe indiseemible modest uptick and we believe that will occur this year

and riot just modest to take the second half onthe wireless side that will put strain on the

capacit.y
and the ability So we are converting as we speak we are about to qualifr 525 in

Austin Texas to 130 nm flash technology and indiscernible facility in Japan and also

indiscernible technology and moving rather aggressively on that As matteroffact we

have moved our technology transitioning both factories up by almost year in an effort to

improve our product positioning as well as our capacity So we are somewhat bullish

longterm on highdensity highpeiforniance no flash

THE CALLER
Those comments made and your largest competitors made comments about raising prices Do

you see yourself raising llowing the price range going forward are you seeing that as an

opportunity to gain the market share iii the little quote
friendlier to the customers so to speak

COMPANY RJRSENTATIVE
think it is little bit of both think if look at where we are in the marketplace

indiscernible generally means prices was that indiscernible and then rise We certainly

want to be competitive
front the markets standpoint We also approached indiscernible we

got some agreements indiscernible by product ads and we are going to live up to those

comniitincnts indisccrniblc new opportunitics for business wcrc coitainly going to take

advantage of the opportunity of competitive prices which may be indiscernible

TIlE OPERATOR
Matthew Sheerin with Thomas Weisel

THE CALLER
would like to just focus little bit on your costcutting program again specifically on the

SQAwhich was higher than had expected for the Dec quarter Looking forward youre

looking to get down guess
below 160 for March GIve us an idea particularly toward the
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end of The Tune quarter
what percentage of those cuts will come from headcount vs overall

expenses And as youre launching new produet there obviously will be some SGAexpenses

related to those launch programs
and just give us an idea of what youre going to be looking at

there Thanks

COMPANY RSENTATJVE
Sure this is Bob Let me try little indiscernible Rob productilne indiscernible category

As we outlined in the indiscernible Nov 7th probably the area we arc restructuring the

most that was impacted the most significantly has been the SGAcategoiy from headeount

reduction We anticipated when we complete all those cfforLs of reenginecring that area that

will be in excess of 20 percent reduction front the third quaiter level in that category of

costs So indiscernible modeling go forward 20 percent less than the 160 of the

thirdquarter
front that period of time As talked about the fourth quarter is seasonally

important period of time for us There were things that do not repeat when we move into the

first half of this year Rob can give little more color on some of that and also merchandising

of new products beginning indiscernible docked about continuing indiscexiible

comparative company and we do look at the launc of indiscernible brand campaign and

ougoing efforts relative to brand is critical to AMD not just in the geographies indiscernible

merging geography where we see opportunity Indicative to that as many ofyou know we are

indiscernible consumer part of the market in our IC space and even now from more from

the flash space so we made concerted effort to invest and capitalize on the holiday selling

season in that space and think the results pretty much speak for themselves if you look at

our unit shipment increase along with the reduction of indiscernible saw the indiscernible

supply chain and we think it was veiy
effective in demand and flowthrough indiscernible

PCs based on indiscernible profits So given the conscious effort investment Qi allows you

to back away little bit but th follqwon indisoeniiblc getting some of the launch activity

in the associated group products there will again be significant investment to he nid in

successfully launching those products

THE OPERATOR
Chris Stanley with J.P Morgan

THE CALLER
Few questions of visibility Can you talk about the tone of business sofar in Januaiy and

where you see stiength and weakness fairly by seasonal Irend here take step back and tell

us what kind of linearity you expect in Qi

COMPANY REPRESENTATIVE

Well let me tie them together little bit From seasonality standpoint Qi gerally does

start off strong At the end ofQl it tends to be little wcakcr from the PC process and

tuoving into loading up the system manufacturers for systems to be built for Q2 which is

relatively weak Ilme for PC sales So indiscernible indications are meeting our expectations

indi.scernibic plan corning into the quarter
and for right now we feel pretty good on The PC

side of the house Flash side of the house we want to make sure we understand what we saw

which indiscernible expectation at the veiy end of Q4 Some of it was based on inventory

adjustment sonic of that may have been based on lack of demand We just want to make sure

we understand the magnitude of that relative to the flash buiness and think that is probably

where we got slightly more cautious outlook relative to flash market indiscernible

scenario of opportunity for upside depending on what does happen with the highend
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cellphone
market

TU CALLER
Then question on flash and question on processors On flash do you guys expect units and

ASPs to increase hi

COMPANY REPRESENTATiVE

think we expect probably if anything very modest uptick in units and continuing

movement toward slightly higher density just to give an example think we were up 50

phonetic percent fourthquarter thirdquarter density again year on year we were up 75

percent We expect that trend to continue and as you probably know introduction of 286 Mb

just this past
the end of last year it i5 an indication of the pressure to continue to move

toward higher and higher density So rhink modest if any unit for indiscernible continued

growth significant growth good shipment

Tift CALLER
Thats perfect and last question on the processor

side What effect do you think an earlier

Chinese new year is having on you guys Do you think that maybe caused some strain in

inking step
back when you say that your visibility in QI is better or worse than typical QI

visibility Thanks lot

COMPANY REPRESENTATIVE

Chinese year question think is having some impact that is factored into our plan here for the

quarter so dont think it is out of line with what our plans are Relative to visibility dont

think the visibility is any different in this QI than it has probably been in past Qis with the

exception of last year QI of 2001 was the quarter where tell you we got bliudsided little

bit indiscernible shipment eflded up being quite bit higher than what was P.C consumption

and quite frankly as we looked at the balance of the year it started deteriorating from there So

think last year was probably the biggest anomaly and not just for AMD but for everybody in

the industry on what was going to happen in the PC market This year think people have

little better handle on it and itbink probably equal opportunity foroutside and downside as to

happened in the PC market early indiscernible year

TIlE CALLER

Okay just so have that clear do you guys expect processor units and indiscernible space

to go up in Ql

COMPANY REPRESENTATIVE
We didnt make that statement We said we expect revenues to go up and we did see some

AS upside so cvcn if units were flat wc would
expect

the revenue upside but wc did sec that

as an opportunity for growth involved

TH1iOP1tRATOR
Ben Lynch with Deutsche Bank

THE CALLFR
Two questions First one relates back to Athlon 64 you seem to be giving something like

months heads up visibility on the Opteron phonetic launch indiscernible more specific on

Athlon 64 does this mean the launch is more than months out If it is what sort of
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remaining or even if it isnt what is the remaining issue with regards to the Athlon 64

launch are there any major process or technology differences vs the Opteron poduct that is

the first question please

COMPANY REPRESENTATIVE

Long question See if can catch all of it First of all no we made no corninentrelative to the

current standing at the indiscernible launch we continued to evaluatox working with our

customers very closely With right positioning of profit is proper timing indiscernible

price point Relative to any significant differences between the parts clearly as we said the

Teal volume of the product when we get down to the mainstreammarket are progressing on

trying to drive our clock indiscernible thats why we conthued to say the volume in

revenues associated with 64 technology desktop is second half of the year issue As far as

launching it the launch is always associated fully with volume what the volume ramp is

Tllhi CALLER
So is fair to say given with the Opteron you seem to have been giving at least mortths

visibility on almost from the the beginning quarter and you are not doing that for

indiscernible 64 sort of more than months out

COMPANY REjRESENTATiVE

No don think that is fair statement Clearly if we are in position to shift indisceniible

we could make decision to indiscernihle desktop clearly if you indiseernihle

infinstrocture think our infrastructures forward is looking solid over 25 IXCs phonetic

65 IHl3s currently announced indiscernible AMD 64bit technologies so think you are

reading too much into that As to what it means think desktop space we jave been deeply

involved indiscernible handle service plays represents largest indiscernible opportunity for

AMD Tile Optoron processors can be an absolute indiscernible introduction indiscernible

processor is going to the the worlds fastest server processor measure by indiscernible jim the

indiscernible segment which it serves So Take look at all the things we got coming

together and the success we are seeing with our current product offering with ur extension of

that indiscernible based on indiscernible indiscernible have the infrastructure line we

have and designer position in the market mostly in-the 32 hit world as well as the 64 bit world

indiscernible customers indiscernible launch Many of our products

THE CALLER
And second question really cash question the 200 million renegotiated debt associated

with Dresden think total amount there was 550 million there was 100 million of that was

due in Q4 last year Was that paid and then the second question ishas all the cash charge

related to the restructuring been taken or is there sonic residual also in and if so what

amount pleasc

COMPANY REPRESENTATIVE
First to die first question That payment actually was due fell into acthally 2003 did not take

place 2002 so that payment did not have to be made from that standpoint And actually was

made at much lesser amount $50 phonetic million versus $100 million that was due based

on the renegotiation To
your

second questlo there has been little bit of cash charges

taking place in the fourth quarter but the bulk of the 117 million that quoted earlier will

take place in 2003
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TUE CALLER
indiscernible qnnrtei- or Q2

COMIANY REPRESENTATIVE

It is really spread
between and Q2 since weve only done half the people in effect Half the

people know right now the other half will be known shortly

TIJE CALLER
1.6000 out of the 2000

COMPANY REPRESENTATiVE

indiscernible right

TUE OPERATOR
Eric Rothdeutsch indiscernible Friedman Billings

THE CALLER
My questions been answered Thanks

THE OPERATOR
Torn Thornhill with UBS Warburg

THE CALLER
Couple of granularity questions In the

processor
side can yon give me mix on notebook vs

desktop And RD can we get some idea of the percent of RDspent on flash vs

lnicroprocessols

COMPANY REPRESENTATIVE

Jni sorry keep going

THE CALLER
One other on in international sa1e this is of growing importance Can you give us some idea

of the size of Asia Pacific arid its trend within the international side of the business

COMPANY REPRESENTATiVE

will take the first and third indiscernible second one Bob Starting with the last question

first Geography standpoint we actually had pretty good quarter look at whats going on

consumption both from flash standpoint and processor standpoint in Asia So we

indiscernible real progress being made in Asia diiven largely by China but certainly across

all ofAsin Relative to and indiscernible first part of thc question again Im sorry we

actually had record mobile shipments in Q4 we actually this past year indiscernible over

million .7th generation indiscernible mobile products so very successful year for us in

mobile probably represents the highcstperccntage overal share that it ever ha.s everything

to groW thatjust begun our first shipments
into the indiscernible segments indiscernible

introduced this quarter So things are looking pretty good there dont really warma get more

granular than that and ft doesrt behoove me to do so and in general the mobile continued

owth mobile is going to help us if we go forward in the more indiscernible success

indiscernible 2003 The RDexpenses between flash and microprocessors wont give you

the granularity that you probably would like but Iwill just tell you that microprocessors are at
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the leading edge of technology Takes more effort to support
that But because they1re both

under the same umbrella in the same company it really is not meaningfiul tn break it because it

is the benefit that these product lines indicemible from being under the AMD

corporate umbrella is difficult to separate so even on standalone company on meinoiy they

may not have as large an BDbuild of standalone microprocessor company Our mix would

snake very impossible to understand indiscernible

THE OlERATOR
Doug Lee with Bank of America Securities

THE CALLER
Just couple of followups with Torns questions Can you break up the units by sort of

valued senent vs performance segment just give rough idea how that looks that is the

first question Secondly on the new relationship with IBM want to see how this is going to

affect fab project you bad in UNC in Singapore whether that still is under discussion or if

thats been closed And thirdly in fact the other questions have been answered just those

twothank you

COMPANY REPRESENTATIVE

Again Im not going to give you detaildd granular split would just tell yoi we bad very

strong push in overall sales in oonsunmption Q4 we did see bump up in some of value

based processors in the geognphy where most appropriate Those geograpli es of course are

Asia Eastern Europe little bit Latin America but the holiday selling season is very strong

season in the North American and Western Europe markets and that is where we saw the

biggest growth and saw mixed increase indiscernible performance class of
processors

expect that to continue as we go into QI Both in the desktop and of course with the increase

in mobile shipments that will also drive us to the performancebased processor mix As far as

the question on the UNC Singapore we have not done an official disengagement of that

project becaus frankly UNC is still very strong bulk technology factory Company with an

incredibly strong capability on the foundry site so we want to maintain some options open

but at this point in rime cant discuss any further detail than that So at the appropriate tinie

iiidiceiiih3e crisper and clearly let yu know We are going to take two more questions

please

TEE OPERATOR
Scott Randall with Southview Technology

THE CALLER
Following up on the agreement with IBM the press release talks about selected

manufacturing partners in terms ofmndisoorniblo technology could you talk mc through

who that might be and does that include TJNC specific ally

COMPANY REPRESENTATIVE

Because of the nature of the agreement with IBM we cannot disclose answers but we have in

our agreement with them the flexibility to be able to partner with number of people that are

all exactly the kind of people we want to
partner

with But again because of the

confidentiality of it cannot tell you the name
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THE CALLER
is it safe to say Hector indiscernible fall into the category

of being appropriate

COMPANY REPRESENTATIVE

Joint venture especially if it is 50 percent plus it would be more of an AMD factory rather

than some other partnering

THE CALLER
Right So it doesnt exclude jointventure dependent upon who the partner would be guess is

what youre

COMPANY REPRESENTATWE
That is correct

TIlE OPERATOR
Mark 3rossman with SO Cowen

THE cALLER
If remember last quwter you mentioned youre targeting break even by Q2 is that still

target

COMPANY REPRESENTATIVE

Absolutely Wre obviously what we wanted to highlight more than anything today and

didnt want you to read anymore into it than just that is the fact that we put in lot of

indiscernible of those things we are in significant control of which is our cost and we

believe we can get our coSts inline As Rob mentioned we have incremental revenue

opportunities which then puts us in position to say we are still targeting to break even in

secondquarter

THE CALLER
Okay and second can you talk about your confidence level in tea-ms of shipping the Opterons

and indiscernible in Q2 Have you actually started production and yields and what are the

hurdles to get that to happen

COMPANY REPRESENTATIVE

None of us are probably preparcd to ralk about the production levels and yields but csn tell

you that we fully expect that there will be shipping the Opteron
and indiscernible in

secondquarter Okay thank you very much Take care

THE OPERATOR
Ladies and gentlemen that does conclude your conference call for today We thank you for

your participation and ask that you please disconnect your lines CONFERENCE CALL

CONCLUDED

Enable autorefresh scrolling of live transcription
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AND EPOP.TS FOIIIITN QUARTEP RESULTS

PHD reports record annual sales of $4.6 billion

with record net income of $983 million

SJWNYVALR CA January 17 2001 P110 today reported aales of

$1175172000 and net income of $177968000 for the quarter ended Decemb5r 31

2000 Net income amourited to $0.53 per diluted share

Aggregate sales of N60 flagship products PC processors and flash memory

devices increased by 33 percent from the like period of 1999 Total company

sales increased by 21 percent from the fourth quarter of 1999 In the fourth

quarter of 1999 ND reported total sales of $968710000 arid net income of

.965080000 which amounted to $0.21 per diluted share

Pnnual sales for 2000 set new record at $4644187000 63 percent

higher than 1999 Net income of $983026000 or $2.89 per dilutad share was

also record Results for 2000 included onetime net gain of $189203200

from the sale of the companys voice comn0rlications business Lgerity and the

retirement of senior secured notes Net income excluding the onetime net gain

above amounted to $793823000 or $2.36 per diluted share In 1999 IWO reported

sales of $2857604000 Nhich resulted in net loss of $88936000 or $0.30

per share

-more

P.910 had the best year in its history said N.J Sanders III chairman arid

chief executive officer P91D had record sales record operating income record

net income and record earnings per share in 2000 Sales growth of approximately

$1.8 billion produced favorable swing of $1.2 billion in operating income bst

income was nearly $1 billion

Our technology and manufacturing organirations distinguished themselves

from the competition by executing nearly flawlessly While the deterioration of

the PC market late in the year impacted sales of PC processors in the fourth

quarter 1Q40 substantially outperformed the semiconductor industry in year of

extraordinary growth Despite the PC slowdown 3040 achieved record unit

shipments of nearly nillion PC processora during the quarter 9940 gained

market share in the PC processor arena with more than 26.5 million total unite

sold in 2000 9e believe we gained three poirits of market share in units during

the year to epproximately 17 percent of the worldwide market for PC processors

Demand for 9960 AthloPTM processors remained strong in the fourth

quarter Sanders coritinued Unit and dollar sales of 9140 Athion and 9140

DuronlN processors increased for both despite severe weekneaa in the North

American retail sector of the PC market Unit alas of 1Q40 Ouron processors were

impacted by the unavailability of certein chipsets Total PC processor average

selling prices were negatively affected by endoflife pricing of 9N0R62R
family processors

During the quarter 9140 introduced 1.2gigahertz version of the P910

Athlon processor utilizing 00R memory said Sanders This combination delivers

ur5urp.assed PC performance on the most commonly used business applications Iast

week P910 introdUCed an 853MHz 3040 Ouron processor strengthening it
performance leadership in the value spare No matter how little or how much PC

users want to spend they will continua to get more performance for their eoney

with an P910powered system

-more
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major factor in our excallerIt results was the continuing success of the

worlds first lgigahert PC processor the Ai1D i-tih1nn pocoasor The Innovative

00W Athion processor established ANti as Leader in high-performance Cs We

continue to be the volume proyider for PCs featuring spaed of one gigahertz arid

greeter Indeed by the end of the current quarter all AND Athion processors
will be manufactured with clock speeds of one gigahertz or higher Sanders

continued

Sales of flash m.mmory products remained strong with fourthquarter za1e

growing by nearLy 10 petcent sequentially as demand remained strong and broad

based during the quarter Sales of ANtI flash memory productS more than doubled

in 2000 Ie aggressively ramped production capacity during the year to support

our custcmars and in tile face of continuing strong demand for flash memory

products we are continuing to add production capacity

Going forward new versions of the fIND Athlon and IND Durori processors

should enable us to participate in the performance mobile server and

workstation mtkets These new products coupled with cdntinuing strength in

demand for our flash memory products should ameliorate somewhat the impact of

the current slowdown as ecass PC inventories work their way through the

channels of distribution

While current economic coditins make it dIfficult to forecast demand we

believe our prospects are excelLent for gaining market share growing faster

than the industry and increasing our operating profit in 2001 Sanders

concluded

Current tiotlook

Tile companys outlook statements are based on current expectations The

following statCments are forwardlooking and actual results could differ

materially The companys current outlook is based on tile followtng projections

for its flagshp products

more

The company expects that normal seasonal weaktiess in firstquarter demand

for PC processors coupled with the effects of excess PC inventories in the

distribution channels will impact PC processor sales in the first quarter of

2001 The company currently expects to sell between and 65 million PC

processors in the first quarter Accordingly processor revenues are expected

to be modestly lower The company expects that unit growth for the PC market

will be in the midteens for 200 na whole

The company currently projects that sales of its f.ah memory products will

grow modestly in the first quarter from the levels of the fourth quarter of

2000 with substantial growth for tin year as whole

Accordingly the company expects that tDtal firstquarter sales for AND

will be up yearunyear but no better than flat sequentially from tile fourth

quarter of 2000

With some enelyst currently reducing their forecasta for sepicondtctor

industry growth to the range of to 15 percent for ZOO AND expects its sales

to grow at the high end of these forecasts The company believes that industry

growth in thIs range would likely result in pricing pressures and resultant

lower margins The company believCs that aggregate growth in the range of 15

percent in this environment would result in net income of 2.00 per diLuted

share plusorminus few percentage points assuming 32 percent tax rate

for 2001

iuiti Teleconference

AND will hold teleconference for the financial community at

PcitIc Standard Time today to discuss fourthquarter financial rCsults AND

will provide realtine audio broadcast of the teleconference on the Investor

Relations page of its web sits at httpJwww.amd.com or

httpJfwww.streetfus1on.com The webcast will be available for two weeks after

the teleconference

-more

Cautionary Statement

This release contains forwardlooking statements which are made pursuant

to the safe harbor provisions of tha Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of

1995 Investors are cautioned that forwardlooking statements in this release

involve risks and uncertainty that could cause actual results to differ

materially from currant expectatiOns There can be no assurance that demand for

the companys products will continue At current or greater levels or that the

Sdurce ADVANCED MICRO DEVIC s-K JanUary 24 2001



company will continue to grow revenues operating profit or earnings

Risks also include the possibility that demand for personal computers end

in turn demand for the companys PC processors will be lower then currently

expected thet the compaiy will not be able to produce the J1D Athion and 1503

Duroc processors in the volume speed mL3c or with the feature Set necessary to

meet customer requirements and the companys ccrrent plans and goals that intel

Corporation pricing marketing programs new product introductions or other

activitca targeting the companys processor business will prevent attainment of

the companys current processor sales plans that third parties may not provide

timely or adequate infrastructure solutions to support the AMID Athlon and N40

DS.lrofl processors and that uncertain political and economic condir.ioRs will

cauke lower than expected demand for the companys products In addition the

companys flash memory products epacLty expansion plans are based on current

forecasts of demand that are subject to change depending on evolving general

industry conditions changes in customarneeds apd the product introductions

end capacity expansion of competitors While demand currently exceeds production

capacity there can be no assurance that demand for the companys flash memory

products will continue at current or greater levels

We urge investors to revIew in detail the rinks and uncertainties in the

companys securities and Exchange Commission filings including but not limited

to the report on Form l0- for the year ended December 26 1999 and the report

on Eorm l0Q Cdt the quarter ended October 2000

more

About N4D

P310 is globbl supplier of integrated circuItS fur the personal and

networked computer communications meCkatS with manufacturing facilities in

the United States Europe Japan and Asia AMID produces microproceSsors flash

memory devices and support circuitry for communications and networking

applications Founded in l96 and based in Sunnyvale California 340 had

revenues of $4G billion in 2000 x6E AMID

30
WOLD WIDE WEE Dress announcements and other information about AMID are

available on tho Internet via the World Wide Web Type http//www.emd.com at

the URL prompt

NOTE TO EDITOR Readers may obtain additional information by calling 1600222
0323 or l0e493O60 Technical Support Email hw.support0aond.com

AMID the AND logo AMID 1thlon AMID Duron and combinationS thereof are

trademarks and ANO-K6 is registered trademark of A.dvenCed Micro Devices Inc

in the United States and other jurisdictions

dvanced Micro Devices Inc

CONSOLIIJIiTED SIATEHEPTS OF OPERATTOMS

Thousands except per share amountS

OUsrtes tndd
SnsCdJOcd Seer Snds1

31 Oct Dc 29 Des 32 Dec 26
2000 2990 1909 2290 5999

Net ealea 9151-72 01206549 9e0T10 94644397 2851604

Cost of sSle 657303 630013 591519 2516637 5984934

Beoeereh md develepsient esaes 162764 150936 641795 635786

wocletieq gartsesl nd
edazalctretive 165753 541931 ICE 903 S9sO1S

Boatrusturing sad other

specie1 cOerges 5700 39230

9437as 095964 3755453 3179520

opcstIs Iecene Ieee 195039 262844 71729 996736 320916

asia os eale of legesity 336899 336909

GsSn siC OSlo o.Vaatia 932aso

IStoteat ireeCr n6 other net 25449 19709 6950 96301 35735
InteCest nap9r50 199331 17392 2.370 62031 6923

InooCs before Lecame texes
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equity in joint Vflt3X9 end

eurtuordinory item 300564 802150 66316 251009 73625

ProOiuion ice ims tuuec 30083 175009 256866 187.352

moose omen bnfncs equity in joint

niire nod dinnty item 170462 627241 66314 988031 93729

auity joint ventuOs 7570 4406 234 13039 4789

lnccrn6 Louu beior traotdinmry item 178.032 631547 65080 2906010 88936

tr8026Moey .tem debt ietjrnsuflt

OCt of tuo benefit 64 22980 2304

Net 0800r8e 1i0u 177.068 40953 65060 883026 98936

lint income 2oc pen eoemen eh9Ze

139010

fuonmo lose before etttordino0y item 0.07 1.38 022 3.25 030
9nt ineeme 1oo 057 331 022 33.8 O39

Diluted

Income iomu before uctzaordinury item 053 1.28 .2X 295 0.30

icr lOOSen lone 0.53 13.8 3312 2.89 033

Sharee nned in pee 9h500 cicn3tion

FThS1C 313r501 331043 196906 309333 294577

349782 382883 308275 350000 254r3

Advanced Micro Oevjces Inc
COMSOLIDATED A51CE S1EIIT$

Thousoflds

December 31 December 26
2000 1999

Assets

Current assets

Cash cash equivalents and shortterm investments 1293165 596511

Accounts receivable net 547200 1329609

Inventories 343541 193213

ieferred income tas 218527 55956

Srapaid expenses and other current assets 255256 129389

Total current a2sets 2657689 1209878

Property plant and equipment net 2636467 2523236
tnvestmarit in joint venture 2617213 273608

Other assets 2111351 170976

5767735 4377698

Liabilities and Stockholders Equity

Current libiLitiE5
Accounts payable 477369 3137193

Accrued compens5tiOfl and benefits 172815 91900

Accrued liabilities 276721 2736139

Income ta3c payebla 74806 17327

Deterred income on shipments to distributors 92828 92917

Qurant portion of long-term debt capital

lease obligatiorts and other 88636 17626

Total current liabilities 1483175 910652

Deferred income taxes 203986 60491

Longterm debt capital leese obligations and other

Source ADVANCED MICRO DEVIC 8-K January 24 2001



Less current portion 1208907 1427282

Stockholders equity
Capital stock

Cossiion shook per value 3151 2992
Capital excess of par value 1406280 1120460
Retained earnings 1856261 873235
Accumulated other comuprehensive loss 94025 17414

otal stockholders equity 3171667 1979273

5767735 4377698

Ciuted by .1 OKWizard JQKWjrd.rn
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_______ FINAL TRANSCRIPT

CONE ERENCE CALL ARIICIPPrNTS wneedtopresstheiIoliowedbythe4oriyourtelePhone

Asa reminderthis conference is being recorded Wednesday
Editor

April 18th 2001.1 would now like to turn the conference over

ROBERT RIVET to Mr Bob Rivet Senior Vice-President and chief Financial

following

Officer at AMD Pleate go ahead Sir

BENJAMIN M.ANIXTER
--

HECTOR DE RUIZ
ROBERTJ RIVET

JERRY SANDERS III
Thank-you Robert Good afternoon and welcome to AMDs

SCOTT RANDALL
first quarter earnings teleconference calL am Rob Rivet the

Chief Financial Officer With me today in Sunnyvale and

VADIM ZLOTNIKOV hosting this call is Jerry Sanders Our Chairman and Chief

GARY GOLDSTEIN
Executive Officer Also present are Rector Rui Our Prssident

and Chief Operating Officer Bob Herb Executiye

HANS MOSESMANN Vice-Presidentend Chief Mariceting Executive WaRd Maghribi

JACK GERAGHTY $enir Vice-President and President of Our Memory Group

WAL1D MAGHRIBI
and Ben Anixter Vice-President of External Affairs will begin

by summarlaing our first quarter highlights and then turn it

ADAM HOROWITZ over to lIen then to Hector and finally to Jerry Today we are

JOSEPH OSHA
represented from the media listening then but since this call

is for financial analysts we w111 only take questions from

JOHN JOSEPH members of the financial community Please hold on

DAVE NADIG questions until we conclude our prepared reniarks This

STEVE
conference call is live broadcast and will replay via the

Internet at www.streetfusion.com and www.amd.com The

DREW PECK tapephonereplayntimberforNorth America isSOO-633-8284

JOHN CROSS
Outside the US dial 858-812-6440 The code to access this

call Is the same for both and that number is 82-99-631 Before

PAUL JACKSON we bein the conference call would like to caution everyone

ER1C ROIl-IDEUTSCH that we are making forward-looking statements about

DOUGLAS LEE
managements plans and expectations As you know the

semiconductori ndustryis generally volatile Our prod uct and

DAN SCOVEL process technology development -projects and our

JERRY SANDERS
manufacturing processes are complex Current economic

conditions make it especially difficult to forecast product

ROBERT POON ernand Because ouractual results may differ materially from

our lens and expectations today encourage you to review

RAN III PT
our flulngswith the Securityand ExchangeComrnisslonwhere

we discussed In etall the risk factors In our business You will

Editor
find the detailed discussion in our most recent Form 10-K

AMDS FIRST QUARTER EARNINGS CONFERENCE CALL Fifing with the SEC am extremely pleased to report the

financial highlights for AMDs first quarter Revenue for the

first quarterwas $1.1 89 billion up 115% over the first quarter

Operator
of 2000 from continuing operations and up 1% from the

fourth quarter of 2000 Forclaritywhen mentioricontinuing

Ladies and gentlemen thank-you for standing by Welcome
operations we are excluding the voice communication

to the AMDs first quarter earnings conference calL During
business now called Legerity from our historical results We

thepresentationaliparticlpahtswlllbeinalisten-orilymode sold this business in the third quarter of 2000 Our

Afterwards you will be invited to participate in question
microprocessor business set new revenue record in the

and answer sesiori At that time you have uestion you

eetevents@thornson corn 617 603 7900 wwwstreetevents corn

oo.i Thomson Financial Pepublihed with permission No pacoFdiie pubtcatien msy ise Teproducad or tranTrnirTisi in any foe-n or by any nesns withojt the
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quarter and grew by 17% over the first quarter of last year to turn the floor over to Ben Anixter to start the business

end the fourth quarter of 2000 Revenue in our memory segment presentation Ben

business grew by 26% over the first quarter of 2000 but was
________________________________________________

down 0% from the fourth quarter With ourtop line growing

both year-on-year and sequentially and our prudently BENJAMIN ANIXrER

managed expenses we are pleased with our operating
Thanksflob.OqrongoingfoundryandotheT$eMceaCtlVities

income Pro forma operating income as displayed in ourpress
which is aupportfor Vantis and Legerity continue to decline

release as our nori-GAAP consolidated statement of
In We now expect these services to continue trending

operations mcludes the Impact of FA5L our manufacturing
down throughout 2001 In Q2 of 2001 these revenues will

joint venture with
Fujits u.Operating income was $190 million

be in the $35 million range The other IC product segment
or t6% of revenue for the quarter up 16.5% ftom the first

also trended down as networking embedded processor

quarter of 2000 from continuing operations rJet income for
demand suffered from the communications market sector

the quarter was $125 million was 10.5% of revenue down
downturn These products in aggregate will produce sales in

$65 mllion from year ago due almost entirely to additional
the $16 million range in Q2 So in total about $100 million

tax provisions of S63 million which is Lricllided In our current

per 02 trending down throughout the year will come from

quarter results lii the first quarter of last year we had tax
these segments f.c you know we except growth will come

provision Fully diluted eammlrjgs per share were 37 for the
from our flagship products flash memories arid PC

quarter Gross margin on pro forme basis was 41.8% forthe

processors Now would like to turn the meeting over to

quarter only down 1.2 percentage points from the fIrst

Hector who will cover our memory group
quarter of 2000 from continuing operations Research and

Development spending was $158 million or 13.3% of revenue

for the quarter Com pared to the first quarter of last year RD
HECTOR DEl RUIZ

spending has declined as percent of revenue from 11.8%

to 133% Marketing general and administrative spending Thank-you Ben 8efore discuss ourmeniory business want

was$ll9mnillion onl25%revenueforthequarter.Compar@d to take few minutes and go over sortie highlights of our

to the first quarter of last year ourspending has declined as operations Throughout the first quarter we improved our

percent of revenue from 132% to 12.5% Our tax rate for output to market need efficiency and continued to fell out

the first quarter was 32% Our cash balance ircmeased to $1.6 all the Athlons that we produced and as Bob pointed out

billion up $300 million from December 2000 We held our we ended the quarter with net inventory bill except for

inventories essentially flat from the fourth quarter only raw materials All of our factories performed at record levels

increasing $1 million In raw material Days of inventory
in the quarter relative to yield productivity In addition our

decllnedto45days.InventorlesforbothOulrflicrOprocessor
Fabs had record low cycle times which are in unequivocal

andflash businessarewellpositionedforoursecondquarter representation of the health and productivity of the

plan Capital spending for the first quarter was 5163 mIllion operations Since the begin ning of production last June Fab

about half of which was from Dresden and depreciation 30 has produced over million Athlons at the end of first

expense was 5153 million forthe quarter EBITDA was $320 quarter Fab 30-production ramp continues on plariand we

million for the quarter For your modeling for 200t please are currently at 60% on capacity in wafer stocks arid we will

cnnIdertha achieve full capacity byyearend as previously indicated It is

significant to note that the conversion of Fab 30 to 0.13

microns is on plank amid we Intend to begin production to

following
start In the fourth quarter of this year and we expect that all

production output to be
totally

converted to 0.13 micron5 by

Our tax rate will remain at 32%forthe year Capital spending
the erid of next year In addition we have demonstrated the

will be $1 billion for the year up $200 million from last year
robustness of our 0.1 3-micron SQl technology by fabricating

as we complete Feb 30 and install 130nm capacity SRAM at excellent yield sin Fab 30 Our JV3 Flash-Fab was

Depreciation is forecasted to be about $670 million for the
completed and fitted in record time in Japan and our first

year Finally we will continue to invest in RD activities and
0.18-micron engineering rounds are in process with

maintain our current range of RD spending the percent
production scheduled before yeerend Now let me switch to

of revenue to 13.3% to 13.5% for the year would now like
our memory business Memory group sales forthe first quarter

were $411 million down 10% from thefourth quarter of last

tetevents@thornson corn 617 603 790D wWw streetevents corn
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year but up 26% from the same quarter last year UnIt 30 of the first poWer-managed Athlops codenamed

shipments were up slightly
from the preceding quarterwhile Palomino at the end of last quarter targeted at the mobile

ASPs were lower by only 2.4% This was reflection of our market where features are most compelling The official

continued push to move to higher density prod ucts which Palomino mobile launch and availability of Palomino powered

averaged nearly 11 megabit per unit shipped in the first laptops is set for May In light of the mobile opportunity and

quarter 5ales in Asia were relatively firm and down only 2.4% generally flat near term outlook for desktop PCs we will

from the fourth quarter Sales in the Americas were down allocate eli Palomino output this quarter to portable

nearly 11% reflectIng lower sales through our distribution applications We plan to launch the desktop version of

channel which largely series the networking and Palomino at 1.5 gigahertz next quarter Coupled with

communication markets In the Europe sales were down 14% double-datarate enabled chipset .5-gigahertz

primarily due to wea kness in the cellular-telephone market power-managed Athloi should result in the hig hest delivered

Visibility for our current quarter is weak and while our performanceofanyPCprocessoravailabieinthemarket.We

customers remain commlttedtotakethevolume negotiated plan to maintain our leadership and delivered performance

theycre reluctant to place orders aheadoftime thus red ucing Going forward in the current quarter our improving solution

the quickness of our outlook We anticipate tales in the provision capabilities and the value desktop space the

current qUarter to be sequentially down We are however mainstream and performance desktop space and our first

more optimistic about the second half of the year as compatible offering for performance mobile applications in

funda mental changes in the cellular handset market will start entry level seivers encourages us to believe we can maintain

to emerge in the businesses ofthose customers that we serve unit sales of PC processors at near record levels comprised

would.like to now turn the icusslon over to Jeriy who will entirely of seventh-generation processors We continue to

discuss our microprocessor business end the corporate believe that our PC processor ASP for the year will be in the

outlook 590 to 00 range In light of current market conditions we

_____________________________________________
expect those ASPs to be at the lowest end of the range this

quarter As indicated in the press release we expect high

JERRY SANDERS Ill single-digit
PC industry growth with accelerating growth in

the second half driven by mobile growth and the forthcoming

Thanks Hector With sales of 7.3 million units and S661 million

Microsoft Windows XP where we believe AMI is particularly

PC processors set new records Revenues grew 17% both

at vantage We plan to continue to gain share in PC

year-on-year and sequentially We continue to gain market

processors The recent collapse in demand for chips
share now at 21.5% Continued demand in emerging markets

precipitating reversal of forecast in industry growth to

for K6.2s generated shipments of 800000 units but produced
sharp decline for 2001 is the direct result of the bursting of

less than 5% of our PC processor revenues
the bubble in the communications sector The PC industry

Seventhgeneratlon processors Athlons and Durons

combined had an ASP in excess of $95 and overall our PC
suffered collateral damage aggravated by diminished

consumer and business confidence We remain convinced

processor ASP was over $90 up sharply from last quartors
that the PC is in wired and increasingly in wireless form will

on the richer mix 5eventh-generation processors grew
remain the hub of an expanding digital universe for years to

26% year-on-yearand 27% sequentiaiiy.Athlon and Duron
come We currently see no improvement in the

sales were each up sequentially in both units and dollars

communications sector where AMDS current exposure

Demand for high.performance Athlons was particularly
limited primarily to ourfiash prod ucts as result of last years

gratifying and we sold more than million grgaher or

sale of Legerity After last years torrid growth we expect the

faster Athion virtually our entire production of such devices
flash market to be no betterthan flat Ourunique positioning

Accordingly and in light of continuing excellent progress
in utornotive markets our long-term agreements and relief

arid enhancing transistor performance in both mega Fabs
ofthe production capacity constraints that limited our growth

we now plan to continue production of Athions and Feb25
in 2000 should enable us to continue to gain share this

InTexas in acidition to Fab 30 In Dresden forthe current and

quarter and this year in summary in the face of continuing
next quarter Global production of Athion is now exclusively

weakness in the communications sector and pasting our

gigahertz and faster devices We will simultaneously

memory and other IC product businesses contrasted with an

maintain our aggressive ramp ri Fab 30 generating

encouraging outlook for our PC processor activities which

prod uction volumes of 1.4 gigahertzAthionsto be introduced

may or may not be sufficient to ofiset that weakness revenues

in the current quarter We commence shipments from Fab

could decline by as much as 10% sequentially from our just

___________ streetevents@thorn son corn 617 603 7900 www streeteverits corn
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reported near record sales level For the year as whole in on some of the additional Imaging applications Jerry talked

declining market we expect AMD to grow modestly and we about should position us nicely as good box to run XP on

are comfortable with the first all consensus estimate of
_______________________________________________________

dollar fifty per diluted shareAnd with that will turn it over

to Bob Rivet to host questions SCOTTRANDALI

Okay And also Rob any update on Sledgehammer and

thoughts vis-a-vis what Intels up to
ROBERTJ RIVET

Tha nk-you Jerry Robert would you organize the QA please

ROBERT RIVET

Well atlll think that clearly
the hammer family is better

pertor idea for AMD think out of 64-bit strategy is on track think

Thankyou.LediesandgentIemenifyoudOhaVeeque5tiDn we are seeing growing evidence of people lighting in the

you will need to press the followed by the at this time direction we are headed So lam quite confident that as we

iou will hear 3-tone prompt acknowledging your request go forward here that hammer will be the right solution for

lfyourquestion hasbeen answered andyou wishtowithdraw 64-bitt ASIC and in particular it is going

your polling request you may so by pressing the to be the right solution for 64 bit for desktops

followed by the if you are usinga speakerphone please ______________________________________________

pick up your handset before entering your request One

moment please For the first question Scott flandali with Wit W.JERRV SANDERS Ill

SoundView Please go ahead
We are going to be first in the desktop with 64-bit technology

SCOTT RANDALL 5COTT RANDALL

Great.Thank-youJerry kind of Intrigued about the comment
Okay One last question ff1 could the millIon ofJV income

about AMD being at vantage working under Microsoft XP
Is that something that that we should expect to continue or

can you expand that bit
Is that kind of an anomaly

W.JERRY SANDERS Ill WJERRY SANDERS III

Yeah it turns out that our understanding of Microsoft XP is

That probably high watermark would nticipate it to be
that they are incorporating some new application such as

little bit less then that as we go forward

photo processing and conversatons we have had with

Microsoftexecutiveswantusittobea majorapplication and

what they are looking forward is the highest poslble SCOTT RANDALL
performance PC at the lowest.possible cost Rob will comment

on what we think we can do there Great Thank-you

ROBERT RIVET Operator

Yeah think especially in the value PCs base were from Vadim Zlotnikov with Sanford Bernstein Please go ahead

consumer standpoint its something approaching probably with your question

70% of the total market maybe its less than SO Now clearly _________________________________________________

AMD is at vantage with the processing performance in Otiron

versus Celeton Now that we have an advantage VADIM ZLOTNIOV

clock-for-clock think we are going to be able to bring
Jurecentlylntelindicatsomechangesinstmteqyvis-a.vis

frequencies into those value price points with the Ouron
the mobile segment Could you talk little bit about your

technology that should set us apart So both oIthose working

_____________
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______________

strategy in the mobile And also could you give us at least GARY GOLDSTEIN

some rough indications whether your profitability in that
Congratulations guys on greet quarter in real tough

segmeritisabovenormalmicroprocessoravaregeortheASPS
environment Could you walk us through just couple of

meaningfully above the average And whatyou intend todo
quick things One on the Pro Processor what are you guys

to respond to Intels price reductions
looking for this quarter if you could give us some Indication

____________________________________________________ asfaras price forProcessor goes and one the t3tgahertz and

faster that was million units Where did that go
W.JERRYSANDERSIII

--

Well1 those are lot of questions Lets try them We think we

have the moSt com palling
solutions for the mobile segment JERRY SANDERS III

OurprofitabihtyinthemobilesegmentcUrrefltlyis0because We shipped over actually million Gigahertz and faster

we have virtually no presence whatsoever With the power
processorsWe expectto improve that ratherdramaticallyin

managed Athions code-named Palomino which will
this quarter since now all of our production of Athions is

launthed next month we believe we have superIor solution
Gigahertz or faster For the quarter just completed as said

top to bottom over what intel has asically our mobile
our seventh-generation processors Durons and Athions

solution the Palomino will outperform the Intels solution
combined was over 595.Theoverall ASP was dragged down

Clock for clock and we believe that we can match them on
to around 590 because ofthese 00000 K6-2s.Going forward

any clock speedsgoing forward for the next several years as

we are assuming no K6.2s in 02 our current quarter but

they migrate their prod uction Sowe believe that we have
because of these aggressive pricing moves we are being

very strong offering in the mobile space and traditionally conservativeandassumethatour A5P for seventh-generation

mobile prices have been hlgherand so the margin should be
processors which wilt comprise all of our sales wilt be at the

enhanced Relative to their pricing strategy presume you low end of our $0 to 100 range

mean their P4 pricIng strategy

GARY GOLDSTEIN

VADIM ZLOTNIKOV

Okay Great And just one last one did understand correctly

No.They have also been cutting prices on some of the mobile
that the majority of the ca pex of the 200 Is going towards the

chips as well
Dresden facility

JERRY SANDERS UI
JERRY SANDERS III

Well think that basically their price reductions ori mobile
Let me respond Its billion capex

chips are not out of the ordinary We have seen no

ettaordinary price cuts from Intel other than thesupposed

projected and forecasted dramatic price reductions that are GARY GOLDSTEIN

forth coming on P4
lam sorry billron

VADIM ZLOTNIKOV
JERRY SANDERS III

DkayThank-you
o0 million Increase and more than half Is taeted for

expanding our capacity in Dresden and equipping it for 130

Operator
nm

Gary Goldstein with Gilford Securities Please go ahead with

your question GARY GOIDSTEIN

Thank-you very much and congratulations again
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_____

JAtKGERAGH1Y

JERRY SANDERS HI
11i Jerry on that last subjectyoLijust raised Can imply from

Thank-you
whatyoujustsald thatyou thinltheserniconductorlndustry

as whole perhaps might bebottorriiri in the second quarter

understand that guess voice communicatiOnS commerce

Operator
here but you have been around for as many cydes as

anybody else So if Ijust could hear few corn meflt5
Your nextquesbon is from Hans Mosesmsnn with Prudential

Securities Please go ahead

JERRY SAN DERS Ill

HANS MOSESMANN Actually think have been around for more cycles than most

people think thats the benefit of cards issue The realities

YesJerry Can youcomment regarding theseasonalityofthe
are the big problem Is the comm unicatro ris sector.There was

overall processor business And the second question what
Just huge bubble yes you are rationally exuberant to call

will be the entry speed Pill ofo.13-rrlicron product laterthis

Th
somebody else and we have just got networks which is

year an
terriblyover billed The commtinicstions thing which is totally

out of control its still out of control There is too much

JERRY SANDERS Hi

inventory There Is over capacity cant see any of that

clearing up before the end of this year Frankly we are very

The answer to She first question is the second quarter is fortunate We anticipated that voice communications were

always the worst quarter This is going to be the toughest getting over billed We are riot exposed in voice

qusrterforcomparisons.butwe are prettyoptirnisticbeCaUse communicationsWeare planning to be in obviouslya lot of

we did not stock the channel in Q4 so we didnt have network applications with our flash thats an exposure

inventories so much to work down in QI although the currently We HlsO expect to have networldng and

industry did We believe the PC industry has now got their communications implemented solutions on chipsets going

inventories in pretty good shape So we dont expect forward but as far as we are concerned we see the

precipitance fall off In opportunities in Q2 but this is going semiconductor industry as always tracking capital

to be the toughest quarter Certsinlywe wouldnt expect expendlturesandwlthcommunicationsCapitalexperidltureS

units in the md ustry to be better than flat So we feel that if being severely curtailed corn unication products are not

we hold flat we will actually gain little market share but going to lead us out of this downturn So would expect

thls is always the toughest quarter The second question communicstionswilibeadragthroughthethirdqUsrterwith

relative to our introductory clock speeds on 0.13 Id rather hopefully some relief by the fourth quarter We have reason

just say We plan to continue to double performance every to believe In the mobile phone sector that some new

18 months and for given architecture that means We will opportunities will presenta chanceforan upturn there Maybe

double clock frequency every 18 months and that say will Walid will like to elaborate on that

be around giga hertz at the beginning of next year ____________________________________________________

WALIDMP1GHRIBI

HANS MOSE5MANN
Yeah thinkforQ3 and Q4 switch to EPRS system we enabled

Great Thanks slot resumed growth in flash and thats an opportunity that

could prevent us and render the flash relatively flat for the

whole year

Opeatot ______________________________________________

Jack Gerag hty with Gerard Klauer Mattiso Please go ahead
JERRY SANDERS UI

with your question

With that think thatwe
definitely

see resOrve scratching the

bottom here and certainly think that the second half is going
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to be better than the industry as whole but think the WJERRY SA1DERS 111

computer industry is going to lead us out Next question
Thats an excellent question We hove talked about buyback

ofourshares but think even though our stock is undervalued

by or we dont curreriUy have any intentions of buying

Operator stock So if we have excess cash it should just enable us to

The nect question is from Adam Horowitz with Ulysses buttress ourselves us against any foolish moves froni our

Management Please go ehead competitor

ADAM HOROWITZ ADAM HOROWITZ

Good afternoon cou le of questions one was did not Okay and the last quick question is on accounts recelva ble

catch what the depreciation amortization num ber expectation it was up bit what should we expect moving forward

from thisyear is going to be
___________________________________________

ROBERTJ RiVET

ROBERTJ RIVET
Probably in that same range We are opportunistic to take

670 million for the year depreciation business but manage risk appropriately Its moved up little

bit just with the seasonality of the first quarter but in that

kind of range

ADAM HOROWITZ _________________________________

Where should we expect at the yearend debt to be
ADAM HOROWITZ

Tharikyou very much

ROBERT RIVET
_______________________________________

Lowerthan now
Operator

Joe Oha with Merrill Lynch Please go ahead with your

W.JERF1Y SANDERS III question

think it is important to Imow we really only have

components of debt.One isourconvertible debentures which
JOSEPH OSHA

have an early call provision and if we maintain our current

stock price we will convert all those By the way those HilLetmeaddmyvoicetothechorusofcongratUlatioflllere

numbers are already included in our fully diluted share Nice quarter Can you talk little bit Jerry about emarid aid

earnings The only other debt we have is the debt on the by geography there has been this whole sort of Europe

Dresden facility which as you know Is at very favorable rates weakening versus rsonEurope weakening debate And

guaranteed by the state of Saxony and the Federal Republic secondly am curious obviously you have got little less

of Germany and we are getting interest subsidies for the visibilityinta enterpriseversusretallbutif you con talkabout

payment there So think ifwe convertthese debentures fur the trends you are seeing in those segm ents that would be

all intents and purposes vie are debt fee real helpful as well Thanks

ADAM HOROWITZ W.JERRYSANDERS1II

And then whatl am really getting atis if you hove excess cash Im going to let Rob take crack on that since he is intimate

what you intend to do with it with those anecdotal situations on dayby-day basis
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JOSEPH 051-IA this week in Japan Fujitsu announce their small-form-factor

box targeted at comnercia1 segment as well So you put all

that together as well as the Gateway Select SB and the

Gateway Select Pro In Japan we are starting to get some

ROISERTJ RIVET
momentum relative to the overall commercial enterprise

base Hopefully we ran build on that as we go throughout

We will tell you from our perspective Europe remained very the year

strong through the first quarter We are coming in period
_______________________________________________

of time where Europe tends to weaken just
from the

seasonality standpoint So would expect to see that little BENJAMIN ANIXIER

bit in the late 02 early 03 tlm eframe with Europe Asia was

just gaining buttress for us as we went through 01 So it was
interestingly enough the low-ehd server might be our entry

very strong in Asia as well In Japan the overall market was
vehicle beca use we have compellIng performance perdollar

okay we did nt participate from PC standpoint in the mobile
solution and we are now seeing some opportu nitles and

and small-form-factor sectors to any greater degree and that
there should be some announcements forthcoming And as

makes up roughly about 10% of that market think overall
you know this quarterwill have our2P chipsetavalable.So

Japan was okay The biggest weakness we saw arid can tell

we have solution for the 2-processor servers as well So

you that we believe was both consumer and commercial
what we think thatall in all this will ena ble us to ride through

probably the US market We did reasonably well there but
this seasonally yoft quarter

overall the market think is still would classify it sluggish

and expect that to continue through 02 which is season

JOSEPH OSHA
of from consumers standpoint fairly

weak period of time think Jerry commented earlier we Thaksa lot gentlemen

expect theoverall PC marketto be maybe roughly flat think

there may be little bit upside in 02 but dont think its

--

anything significant Solooking Forwardlwould expectyou Operator

will see little bit ofweakening in Europe Asiawill proba bly
John Joseph ofSalomon 5mith Barney Please go ahead with

continue to be pretty solid market forus.Japan has huge

opportu nityfor us because of both the small-form-factorand
your ques Ion

moblieopportunltleswithourpower-managedAthlonfsmily

Andwecontinue to make some strides here in the Usrelative
JOHN JOSEPH

to our share The overall market is somewhat sluggish

Yeah Good afternoon just Want to clarify
will both memory

and microprocessors be down by about 10% this quarter

JOSEPH A.0S1A ___________ ___________________

Relative to your other comment of we are seeing some
W.JERRV SANDERS Ili

encouraging signs in the enterprise marke.t We did get an

announcement of NEC International building commercial We didnt say that either one would be down by 10% What

box with us in Europe You may know that Fujitsu Siemens we said was in the agiregate our business could be down

has beensellinglntothegovernmeotmarketinltaly
as much as 10% probably it wont but it could be That

doesnt say anything about what either one wilt do

ROBERT RIVET

JOH JOSEPH

Actually yeah will backup and cover few of theui.Germa ny

MAX data which Is the producer of commercial PCs Okay All right Thanks Jerry Hector can you give us some

launched and has been reasonably successful with an AMD sense with regards to downside risk in profitability within the

solution All of that is the company that wants an Italian Flash What percent of your Flash is going through joint

Government bid NEC as Jerry mentlo ned International has venture pa rmers and to some degree guess thats at arms

donesomeworkaroundsomecommercislsolutioris.iifldjutt length for profitability
there from your own PL though it
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has run through the onetime gain loss line Can you give us WALID MAGHRBI

some sense ofthat how much Flash have been produced say
okay Now understand your question fully Okay March data

in L..___J 25
is

really
not out yet but if we look at the January arid February

_______________________________________________________ and forecastwhats happening in Marchwe believe thatthe

flash market 01 isrunning about $1 ci billion i-un rate which

HECTOR DE .J RUIZ
Is down little bIt from last year For 02.1 really dont see how

Were-invited today to have Wa lid Maghribi the President of the flash market is going to grow believe its going to be

Memory Group businesswith us todayand would like to let down in 02 versus 01 and then recoverin Q3 and 04 holding

him make some comments on your question and appreciate probably the overall flash market flat at best maybe slightly

that and then ifwe need to will make some com ments after down During this market condition we are definitely gaining

him market shares So even though the markets may be down

10% from 01 to 02 because we are gaining market share

we anticipate to outperform the market

JERRY SANDERS III _____________ _________________ __________

ljtistwantto remind everybodythatwhatwe had with Fujitsu
JOHN JOSEPH

is mariufactunng Joint venture 100% for all intensive

purposes of our flash is manufactured in the
joint

venture Would you expect your blended ASPs to be flat or down

and Fujitsu sells half of the output and we sell half of the slightly

output We
try

to manage the business so that the

manufacturing activltydoesnt make profit becausethe tax

rates are higher in Japan Thats why earlier eob Rivet said the WALIP MAGHRIBI

high watermark We tried to hold the manufacturing
Well in 01 we were down slightly expect it to be down

operation at breakeven We make the money when we sell

slightlyagain for 02 mitigated little bit tymoved to higher

it With thatin mindWalid can comment on howits going and higher density

WAUD MAGHRIB JOHN JOSEPH

Okay As Jerry said we are not making any flash right now in

Okay Arid then with regard to long-term contracts you had

Fab 25 Fab 25 will not have an impact till the middle of next
some pretty good contracts lined up Those are still in place

year We are selling our capacity in flash and all the profits
but it sounds like that some of your customers are riot

that we are making Is within AMD as Jerry syid weve
necessarily placing orders against those contracts

contracted the agreement baslcallywith breakeve ri FASL

We continue to grow our capacity per plant and right now

there is no change in our capacity ad dition in 2001 and 2002 WALIP MAGHR1BI

Well think what we have to keep in mind is that these

JERRY SANDERS II
contracts and theres 26 of them we have not signed all in

one day.They were signed as early in the year 2000 and the

Does that
clarify or you are lookIng for more

latest one was signed just very very recently So depend on

how old these contracts are they all have provision for

revision in both prices and the quantity and we have

JOHN JOSEPH
renegotiated the majority of them e5pecrnlly the one in the

Yeah.l am just trying to Jerry get some sense of downside first half of the year 2000 And right now think the reason

riskfor In bitof softflash marketthat could improve little customers are not placing order is really because of the mix

bit in the second half and just for my own model to just try
and the market is changing very fast and because of the

to appreciate how you are going to nature of the marketit is very hard to determine the mix So

____________________________________________________
theywalt till the last moment until they gettheir orders from

theircustomers beFore they place order ori us

____________
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J1MD QIL2IQl eCU -a

DAVE NADIG

JOHN JOSEPH eah as sold iii the quarter Do you have an estimate on that

Aliright yet

WALIDMAGHR1B ROBERTJ.WVET

Its not just because that theyare negating orthey refuse to As sold am not quite sure what exactly you are talking

take its just because they need to wait for the last moment processors flash or

before they decide on the ml
_________________________________________________

DAVE NADIG

JOHN JOSEPH
Processors

Okay All right Thanks Walid

RO13ERTJ RIVET

JERRY SANDERS III

yeah for processors standpoint wed estimate that unit share

Next in 01 probe bly
exceeded 21% which was up from something

arourid7%in04

Operator

The next question is from Dave Nadig with MetaMarkets
DAVE NAD1G

Please go ahead Thats great Thanks guys

DAVE NA DIG Operator

Corigratulationsguys.Greatquarter.Twoveryquickquestions
Stye oft Please go

one could you give us an estimate assuming that you do ahead with yourquestion

go ahead with the convertible what your estimated cash
_______________________________ ____________

would be at the end of the year And second do you have

an estimate know its little early on what you thinl your STEVE ________________

sold market share wasfor thequarter es This one Is for Jerry am just curious how close your

relationship might be with IBM for 64-bit servers specifically

the Clawhammer is it any potential for an Intel-HP type

ROBERT RIVET
arrangement legitimize yourselves in that market

First comment we wont forecast cash but if we actually get

earnings works the way we want the retirement of the

convertible debt has no impact on cash So thats just loss JERRY SANDERS III

We will take debt off the books We will save the interest
thought we were legitimate.iust as company policy we

expense The dilution effect is already in the computation dont talkabout customer relationships irnitilwe have some

today 5o people will risk its real shares and stock
formal announcement to make and dont mean to imply

_______________ that we have formal announcement at the ready We just

have no comment on things like that- We certainly look at

ROBERT RIVET
IBM as potential customer for 64-bit hammer solutions but

Arid the question you were asking was on market share we have no comnientto make at this time
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_________________________ __________________ ______________

STEVE _____________ DREW PECK

Okay Thank-you very much But itsou nds like you are saying that even ifthey do cut prices

because of the crummy car that you will match their pricing

or beat it

Operator ____________________________________________________

Your next question is from Drew Peckwith SG Cowen Please

JERRY 51NDER5 ill

go ahead

We will match their pricing for given clock speed That is to

say our price for gigahertz will equal their price for

DREW PECK gigahertz and we will offer more delivered performance We

thInk thats compelling value proposition that will allow us

Good afternoon it rnteresting that Intel ta still maintalning
continue to gain market share

that they are not losing any market share It seems like given

the data points thatyou are providingitwill be hard forthem

to deny that any further lam wondering in that wane what
DREW PECK

you think their reaction is going to be Obviously you now

have been taking market share quarter after quarter You RighLAnd then one finalquestion heve you given ci
number

evidently have heard the rumors about the price cuts that for what your tote unit capacity for processor production is

are coming Im wonderIng what you make ofthatand what going to be this year

your likely response would be if Intel does get much more
_________ ______

aggressive on the pilcing

WJERRY5JNDERSFII

JERRY 5NDER5
No we have not given that Drew but we would say this as

you know we have had forS yearse longstanding goal of

Well we believe that they are going to get much more achieving 30% unit share by the end of0OlWehavØa plan

aggressive on the pricing We dont think that there is going to have in place the productive capacity to gain or to have

to be price war Drew because first of all like George 30% unit share arid we have an ongoing plan for the next

liernard Thaw said Dont fight with pigs you get dirty and severalyearstomakesurethatwecoi.ild produce 30%ofthe

the pigs like ha Sol have no intention of getting into aprice units demand in the industry in any given quarter With

war with Intel would say this our practice end our policy current market conditions we dont think we will get the 30%

will be to price competitively Clock for clock whet Intel does by yearend but we will continue to make progress towards

So across the board at given clock speed we will offer it

competitive lice and we will offer superior perfomi anice We

think the current market conditions favor us because the

customers want the maximum performance they can get at flREW PECK

any price point and thats where we currently excel Frankly
That great Thanks Jerry

we think the P4 is dud They really have no choice except

to cut the price because it doesnt perform as well on many

applications as lower clock speeds of PIlls 5o from our point
Operator

of view we think we have taken into consideration what Intel

can do Intel has been cutting prices one way oranother with Your next quustion Is from John Cross with Morgan Stanley

their Intel insight program and other market development Please go ahead

funds and other attempts to maintain their position thinlc ____________________

the truth is that crummy rarwith rebate is still crummy

car
JOHN CROSS

_______ ____________________________________ Good afternoon Back to the flash how much is covered by

long.term supply agreements and wanted to talk about

invertioiy levels
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________________ ________________

JOHN CROSS

WALII MJGHRlBI
Okay Arty idea would be to continue to grow wafer stocks

Currently about 75% of our sales L__ sales and the manufacturing plant during the remainder of the

is covered by RCA agreemellt5 year

JOHN CROSS WALID MAGI-IRIBJ

OkaI And the Inventory situatiort if could describe It as kind Yes Sir The idea is to continue to build our current plan apd

of three locations kind of would say at AMD the if the market was at the current level then we anticipate to

manufacturers or at FASL and kind of out in the channel arid gain market share

should we say at the OEM5 how would you characterize
___________

inventory in those buckets

JOHN CROSS

Okay Right Thanks vary much
WALID MAGHUIBI

Okay Well could tell you overall from all away from our

manufacturing all away throughout the whole channel Operator

throughout 2000 every single week we ware down in
Paul Jackson of Wellington Management Please go ahead

inventory because we were on our location and we sold every with your question

single unit that we could make In Qi inventory remained

flat In 02 we expect to regrow inventory to the predicted

normal level of maintaining customer support As far as the
PM.JL JACKSON

Q3 and 04 It depends on the growth in the market and the

market was recovered as we expected that we will be fine
Hil Is your forecast revenue guidance for the processor

otherwise we may do sottie adjustment to our production
business including likely price cuts on the PIV that am

ca padty but right now we are not facing any excess reading about which is for the 1.3 IA Gate Processors to be

inventory in the whole channel We ware very lucky dJning
down in the 5195 range by the end of April

last year and we kept our eyes very close on who is _________________________

maintaining inventory and who is building inventory and

when we ended 2000 ourinventory level was at historically
ROBERT RIVET

low levels the lowest in our history yeah According to our projections we have incorporated all

_____________________________________________ of thatand Ithink there is another question relative the PIV

pricing which is where you are seeing the most aggressive

JOHN CROSS
cuts and would agree with Jerry when you are in these

Okay And in terms of i-nix about that inventory is in pretty
ltuatlons it is not just

the cost or price alone if you look at

good balance as well the platform art AMD in Ath ion .3.1.41.5 gIgahertz product

in DDR platform is going to significantly outperform the

competition and it is also going to be much lower cost

WAIJD MAGHRIW think the platforrir cost difference today between an Athlon

DDR solution and PIV ethernet solution is probably iii the

Yes Sir As you know mostof our prod uct is builtfor general
neighborhood of $60 to 70 50 its clear to me why Intel Is

market Some of them are for sernicustomer product for

looking to try to get more aggressive on PIV to get some

those particularcustomers.We onlybuild the product when
traction with that product Rolled up and factored into date

we have orders for them
with what we know lnto our current projections

PAUL JACKSON

Okay Thanks

jtreetevents@thornson.corrr 617603.7900__
02904 Thointon Ftn8niD1 Itepublithad with petmizsion Na patcddi$ psblkanion may be cpredusd or srnbtsd is
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feint er by any snare withour thu
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__________________________________ _____________________

ROBERT RIVET

Operatoi
They Carl beThats nottbe onlysolutiorL.We havesorne other

Eric Rothdeutsch with Robertson Stevens Please go ahead people providing mobile-targeted solutions that would be

with question
different

ERIC RorI4DEUTSCH ERIC ROTHDEUTSCH

Than k-you Jerry could you just clarify the Athions you are They are in Itiallyor probably be the same but then you would

currently running in Texas Are they at 0.25 micrOn or 0.18 migrate to newerversionl

And where do you seethe processor technology going there
_________________________ ___________________

And then second question on the Duron is where do
you

see the chl pset strategy going beyond the CAM 337 Do you ROBERT RIVET

expect there to be additional chipsets supporting the Duron
Correct

W.JERRY SANDERS
ERIC ROTHDEUTSCH

Yeah let me answer th first part First of all everything we
Okay Thank-you

make in Athlons and Durons is 180 nm today So everything

in Texas is 180 rtmn arldas said even irrTexastoday because

of the progress we made in oiir technology everything is

operator

gigahertz or faster We plan to continue production ofAthions

of gigehertzandfasterWhatweplantodoafterthecurrent
The next question from Doug Lee with Banc of America

tsarterand the next quarter is have the Duron versions made Securities Please go head

in Texas and with the Athions end the power-managed

Athlons being made in Fab lOIn Dresden The overall plan is

to migrate Fab 25 into Flash factoryover time and we have DOUGLAS LEE

another plan to ensure that we can meet the worldwide Hi Congratulations on very good quarter Just couple of

demand for Athlons and Durons going forward Rob will
clarifications if could you threw lot of numbers Jerry on

com ment on the chipsets after the processor units where you had over million gigahertz

__________________________________________ ________ Athlon etcetera lam not sure do you give breakup between

the Duron versus Athlori units in the quarter

ROBERTJ RIVET

Actually couple ofchipsets are already selling In the market

both the KL and KLE are our cost-reduced versions of the W.JERRYSANt3ERSJII

chipsets focused on the low end value space in the market
IJowe didnt but they were pretty close to one another We

We are also expecting some chipset entries here in the
split the 56.3 billion pretty much down In the middle few

balance of the year from our other providers people like ALl
more Duroris than Athlons

515 and few othersthat are working on chipsets.l thinkthey

are going to be pretty broad range of support and broad

range of price points for both the desktop and mobile chipset DOUGLAS LEE

solutions for Athion and Duron

Okay Terrific And just to get somewhat color or clatifi cation

say dn your road map looking forward Understand you are

ERIC ROTH DEUTSCH
going to ocus all the effort on the PalomIno right now in the

mobile segment We should expect the desktop Palomino in

And Rob just followup Wilt the mobile Palomino chipsets the third quarter

be identical to the desktop Athion

__________ streetevents@thomson corn 76O31 www streeteverits corn

0.2001 Thomtor f1nrciaI Repabliahed miii permitsior No part of thl5 pubtcatioe may rapiodcei of trnmitted If any orrr or by ary masnl without the

prior written content ofThcornon financial
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.I

W..JEBRY SANDERS III

DM1 SCOVEL

Did you have steady turns throughout Qi on processors

DOUGLAS K.LEE

Okayaiidthen finally on thevalueside of ihemebile market
JERRY SANDE15 UI

guess there was Morgan project Yes

W.JERF1Y SANDERS UI DAN SCOVEL

Yes The Morgan is coming out In the third quarter as welL Olcay So YOU are assuming twill stay consistent through Q2

____________________________________________
ayou see in 0.1

DOUGLAS LEE

That will bathe third quarter as weII.oksy and also for the
w.JERRY SANDERSHI

desktop Morgan We see no reason to think it will be different

JERRY SANDERS Ill DAN SCOWL

Same timeframe Okay Thank-you

DOUGLAS LEE Opeiator

Its terrilic.Thank-you Terry lagsdale with Goldman Sachs Please go ahead with

_______________________ _________________ your question

Operator

Dan Scovel with Noedham Company Please go ahead with
Unknown Speaker

your question Yes This is II forTerry Ragsdale Ive got

few questions on the Flash performance in QI You said

your unit shipments were up slightly

DAN SCOVEL

Yeah again good quartr Can you cornmenton the linearity

W.JERRYSANDcRSUI
of orders as well as the profile of turns dunny the quarters

for both microprocessors and Flash thinkyou mean QI but.

JERRY SANDERS III Unknown Speaker

guess the short answer is rio would point out that until Yes 0.1

this quarter we never had to wOrry about the profile nd

turns with Flash that we have been sold out So the reason

we are somewhat conservative that we believe are W.JEF1NY SANDERS ill

conservative on our epectaslons for 0.2 is we have to get
Yeah Unit ships were up slightly

turns ri busrnss in fom Flash dont think them is any

difference We have always been in turns rnode on the

processor business We dont see any material change there

_________________
_streetevents@thornson

corn 7900 jwww streetevents corn
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_________________

Unkrtowm Speaker WALIDMAGFIRIBI

What was the big growth Okay because there sad ifference betweari shipment which

is WSTS report and sales We dont count sales until the sale

is through So 40O rniHinri of sales is what we actually

WALID MAGHRIBI shipped to the OEM end customers and the shipment of units

What was the big growth about 4%
is that number plus what shipped to the distribution channel

So in the distribution channel we were totally depleted in

Q4and inventories was extremely low So during 01 we did

W.JERRY SANDERS UI
ship more Units into the distribution channel in order to

rebuild the inventoryto reach its hstorlcat levels

We are making quick calculation

Unknown Speaker

Unknown 5peaker
And what that hlstoncal level that you got forthe Inventory

Sure

WALID MAGHRIBI

JERRY SANDERS III

lam sorry

We think it was about 4%though we probably should confirm

thatnumber
________

____________________________________ Unknown Speaker

5k What do you estimate the distributor inventory is right flow

Thats great have actually got couple of mathoriented

quecilons You said your ASPs were down 2.4% W.JERRY SANDERS III

think it is irrelevant dont understand the question because

WAUD MAGHRIBI
we dont sake distributor shipments and distributor inventory

as sale but we do use total unit shIp for the purpose of

Right calculating market shares because that Is the way that WSTS

reports

Unknown Speaker

lam assuming thatunitA5Ps
Unknown Speaker

_____________________________________________
And that inventory that you shipped Is put into some sort of

deferred revenue categoryin the balance sheet

WA LID MAGH RIB

Thats correct

ROBERT RIVET

Yes it Is Thats correct We dont count sale to dIstribution till

Unknown Speaker Its actually resold to real customer

With unit shipments up slightly and unit ASPs down only

2.4% how did you get to 10% sequential dedine
Unknown Speaker

Okay Thank-you very much

02004 Thom son Firuncial flap ubliahed with parmlssim Jo part of tFu pa blication may ho raproducud or rrursmiztad it aoy form nr by any to aurt with0ut the

prior wtitteo conscnt ortlsornran financial
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Cpf

ROERT.L IUVET

WJERRYSAND
That sIn both businesses both to the processors or Flash

What we said for P$ was that we are comfortable with the

consensus forecast for the year with dollar and half

WJERRY SANDERS ill

Thatswhweareveryspecillcin our microprdcessorreports
VE

that we sold 73 millIon units Our competitors sometimes _______________

talked about the units they shipped but those are just going Are you still comfortable with the ramp lip
or guess mean

into Inventories at some distributor at midpoint we dont you must have sortie oparating leverage.5odown sales but

consider thats not sale possibly its going to be lower EPS sequentially

Unknown 5peaker W.JERRY 5ANDERSffl

Understood Okay Thank-you If we have down sales would expect that we would probably

______________________________________
hsvedownEp5

Operator

Scot .JwithI Lpleasego
STEVE __________

ahead withyourquestiors Thanks

Operator

Yeah Hi Maybe miss some in the beginning Can you give .1
with Welch Capital Please go ahead

me little more clarity on your outlook for 2Q know you
_________________________________________________

talked about revenues down possibly 10%do you have any

growth margin outlook or upper margin outlook Unknown Speaker

_____________________________- Hey guys great quarter have quick questions Can you

ND
give us ballpark range of what you are percent split

is

WJRRY SA ERS III

betweem Tier OEMs and kind of white box DEMS for the

Firstlylwould like to say about Q2 As we are talking about thirdfourth tiar guys And also foryour present breakdown

the weakness is in Flash demand because of the intermsofendcustomerbetweenorporateandconsumer

communications sector we are actually rathersanguine about

our processor opportu nities because of our product mix and

the successes we have had We also have some other W.JERRY SANDERS Ill

miscellaneous business which we call other IC products

which are somewhat better devices some old networking

devices some odds and ends and some foundry business

which is going to be off So that buSIness is going to be off

Unknown Speaker
for sure The combination of processors and Flash Is we have

less visibility on so we think that overall our sales could be No on both

down up to 10% They probably wont be but they could be
___________________________________ ______

As far as gross margins go we traditionally dont talk about

gross margins going forward W.JERRY SANDERS III

No on both

STEVE ___________

Kow about EPS

streetevents@thoimson.co 617603.7900 www.streetevents.com
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Unknown Speaker W.JERRY SANDERS Ill

All right.Thanks Well thank-you very much everyone for listening and

____________________________________________________
thank-you for the thoughtful questlol-is and we will talk to

yoLI soon Bye

JERRY SANDERS
_________________________________________

One more questIon please Robert
Operator

Ladies and gentlemen that does conclude your conference

Operator for today You may all disconnect and thank-you for

participating
Than kyou 5ir Robert Poon with Golden City Financial Please

go head

ROBERT POON

ThImlon FlnncIol rnneroosnhnrkRto mokethangeTodocw n0contor0i othor

How far the range OM InIoreonDoIhisweactRouroiloDonypomofDochhow__JFlash memory be corn log down Is Ihocifoanc oilsopnn tohichvtTctsro .0mlSS moy 110110

projoim or otIir for dlsokn swornooto odirta vrtrirtly
of hOrnS Such

_____________________________________________________________________
ro10srd-iokRatnmo arotorod upoocorrw tortpoctahlonrtand Inyclos rirfoand

IncortDhntt Acthrti rmrtltn 11105 dIffer rno1wtrthiy from fhorni etoCed It 0115

oiward-tookhrng nnoiemenrt honed ceo rwreber ofireportnE Iauoo nd riOkI whicit

JERRY SANDERS ill ce molospecif coIbidoolified inrhecrneprtreeocteeeentSLCfiIingn.RIIkuhIi

cohpDnleu 11105 indicatO aDd Leelkree 11101 tIrO DOLIlnpthOClS UIdtlyiltg thri

We are oit to censor this
forWeSd title0 nedleIrlorlO Ore 100SIIIDRIID arty ci the DcItIIIIIILOIIS ceriJ prosH

or noe orrd thoeforO there an ItO an nerorrcc thrtl thrt 1010111

Is cit orword-lockleg oIorrtrnrtrIIn will her roaiixnri

TilE INI0I1MATIOH coasrerrosoru reENiyRwtscrnpysrs ATDmMU1EPRUSENThTION

or THE APTLICA11LE COtrlPAN0SCOIERtNCB CALL RIlO WI-fILE EfFORTS AREMADE

Operator TO PROVIDE AN ACCuRATE 1AANRCRlPi1OI IREM 1MY ER MATERiAL ERRORS

OMISSIONS Oil INAcCURACIES 14 Tilt RUFOIITIrIO OF Tilt 5I.IDSTPJACE 01 TIER

th
CORFERENCE cALLS IN 140 WAY 0055 TAOMSON fINANCIAL Oil SHE APPlICABLE

rou 10
COMPANY ASSUWEANYRESPONSIBILITY POll ANY INVESTMENT on OTHER 010510145

MAD ASEDUIOlITHEINPORMATIONPROHIDEDONTIIISWCBSlTE ORINANVEVENT

TRAF4ECI11PT USERS ARE ADV1SRO TO REVIEW TIlE APPLICABLE COMPAHYS

CONFERENCE CALL ITSELF AND THE AlPUCFtELE COMPANYS SEC FIL1NAS LIRFOItE

JERRY SANDERSIII
MAKINGANVINIt55TMRT0RoTHEAbECIRiON5

O2EOOThsrorooPinencIDI All PThhir Rsosr.ed

Try your question again

ROBERT P00W

What percentage olihe flash memory for the company And

then yourlaw suit in regard toAlcatel

JERRY SANDERS III

It sounds like somebody has clone breaking up Can we

go to the next question

Operator

At thistime gentlemen there are no further questions PLease

continue with your presentation or any closing remarks

___________
streetevents@thomsoncom 617.603.7900 wvi.streeteventscom
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fTABLE

DART FU4P4CThL INFOB34ATIOM

ITEM FINP1CIL STATEMENTS

ADVP4CED MICRO DEVICES INC

CONDENSED CONSOLXDITED STATEMENTS OF OPERATIONS

U8audited

Thousanda except per there amounts

Quaxter Eoded 016 Nonbo tnded

Ouly Ouly uly Ouly

2091 2000 2003 2000

01 calue 965266 370437 2574012 2262466

pCn0eo
Coot o6 oaleo 6561.99 612567 3351029 1210324

Reorch end daeelcpeent 171114 155551 320074 316940

K0rk6tcg 960ot01 ecd niniztre6te 116391 152622 335429 396329

963604 92024.0 3.969132 1631600

opetattng ipoomo 21650 250197 100679 430065

Xeterut locus nd other ot 12308 19935 33131 41263
Irter0t CR30000 201993 112443 41044 22723

Income before Income 1006$ Cod oquity 19 ne8 incoce

lose of joint ventUre 13769 250868 177966 449206

Pcov3.oion foe income t$xe$ 3717 51778 56250 51776

Iponar before o4ily ic net income 1cn of joInt Tt000 13052 207550 121706 397428

cquity in net ipeoac 1o of joint vuit6fe 7300 32 20493 927

t4et income 17352 207143 142109 396491

Net income per coecon

Bacic 0.05 0.67 0.44 1.30

0.05 0.60 0.43 1.17

Shercs uoed in per uhefo 1t16icp

82510 330120 309113 322234 306436

PilOted 340533 352437 330183 368160

See accompanyinp flotes

PDVPNCBD MICRO DEVICES INC

CONDENSED CONSOLIRATED SRLINCR SHEETS

Thousands

JUly Ekoeembef 31
2001 2000

Source ADVANCED MICRO DEVIC 10-0 Arjust 10 2001



unauditcd

u5rrint asoets

Cach nd nash aiuyakorita 32 500 50I 457

Shct-tnrm jtnnats

SotSi caSh corik egoicalriritri
end ahoxttcc5 invtsiito 1057163 L193165

AncooOtG ecsiSa1e ririt nt lawarica fat doubtf iil counts 738356 547300

Inicntories

Paw 51204 34413

Wacptoceas 5261 154.854

Piriiuhad goods 534304 154274

Totni invantorios 600849 13
Deforrod irisomo tocr 108946 019527

rirepoid OSPOTiOCS arid otisec outcenit atri 175523 555256

0191 CUttOTit 2150826 5057.609

Poptety plorit and eqlpnccnt at coot 5743555 5461803

Sec notated depeziation sid SnoctiriStion 3005283

ripetty planih arid eq p10001 oct 468371 2630467
Iveritn6iit oj0t Va1Uto 377.459 261708

234207 210852

6830053 5761735

liabilities arid strickhcldcxs Equity

CUrrent liabilities

ISCSOUflIS paycc1ri

Pc rood cespanoation arid bejiSfitS 122523 172015

Yiceeri.cd lisbititioa 105038 27t721

In0000 P0500 payable 38184 74806
-tferre1 income or alsipmurrtri to diatributoto 674Q 93838

Currant portion of longtotei debt capiEl lease obligations arid othOr 230080 229570

retol sOrrcrt liabilitS.en 077.718 1.224005

Deferred income taxer 298303 203984

Longtate dribt capitol loas obligations and othex tens tlsttlTflt rt6iori 754717 1167972

TitTilSitto and nontingnncieo

StoekOcaldots equity

Cannon stock par aalae 5464 3141

Capital in Smear ci per alao i406290

Retain.d eatnisga 96450 lShf.261

Sceueiclsto4 other sorcprehnrrmtve laoS .07$ 9035$

Total mtotkholdnta equity

0630953 067725

mourits as of December 31 2000 iiere derived from the December 31 2000

audited finanLel ntaementn

Sea accortrpwrlyircg Motes

ADVANCED TdTCR0 DEVICES INC

COND820SSO CONSOLIDIITEI STATEMENTS CASH FLOWS

Unaudi ted
Thouserids

sio Months Ended

July July
2001 2000

Cash flows from operating ativities
Net income 142189 396491

Adjtnoarits to rcoricile net income to riet cash

proiided by used in operating activities

Depreciation and amortization 312376 275703

Not change in deferred income texas 23798 33886
Foreign grant and eubeidy income 24749 22155
Net loss on disposal of property plant and equipment 18862 3414
Undistributed income Loss of joint vefltUre 20483 937

Recognition of deferred gain on sale of huildin 841 840
Net compensation recognised under employee atoct plans 2860 2508
Changes in operating aset end 1isb1iies

Increase in accounts receivable 180970 97481
Increase ito inventories 64718 57366

Source ADVANCED MICRO DEVIC 0-0 AugUst 10 2001



Lnrsese decrease in prepaid exponeas 2147 25035
Decrease in other assets 47209 29641

Decrease in tax refund receivable an1 tax payable 37687 2175
Refund receipt of customer deposits under purchaso egreersents 33000 142500

DecreaSe in payables and accrued liabilities 151094 76008
Decrease increase in occrued compensation 51290 63879

Income tax beDefits from employee stock option noises 4480

Net cash used in provided by operating activities 17411 667899

Cash flows from investing activities

PurchaSes of prDperty plant and equipment 377018 289893
Proceeds frcrn sale of propertr plant and equipment 367 9660
Purchases of vajlablefor--sale securities 2490266 1562628
Proceeds from samle/maturity of avai1ablefor--le securities 2205171 1497207
Investment in joint venture 122356

Net cash used in investing ectiviie 484902 345654

Cash f1ows from financingactivities
proceeds from liorrowirmgs 33430 6924

Payments on debt end capital lease obligations 47598 12380
Proceeds from issuance of stock and other 32623 95099

Net cash provided by financing activities 319332 89643

Effect of exchange rate changes on cash and cash equivalents 16276 3510

Net increase in cash aDd cash equivaLents 196997 415398

Cash and cash equivalents at beginning of period 591457 294125

Cash ad cash equivalents at ad of period 392500 709523

Supplemental discLosures of cash flow infonBation

Cash paid for
Interest 26458 234542

Income taxes 50996 9734

Supplemental disclosures of noncash financing sctivites

Redesiption of convertible debt 516860

See accompanying notes

NOT8S TO COIWENSSD CONSOLIDATED FJlCIAL STPrtMENTS JNA0DITSD

Basis of Presentstion

The accompanying uneudited condensed consolidated financial stBtements of

Advanced MicrO DeviceS Inc the Company or lv4D have been prepared in

accordance with generally accepted accounting principles for interim

financial information and the instructions to Pore 10-a and ArticLe 10 of

Regulation The results of operations for the interim periods shown in

this report are not nacessarily indicative of resultS to be expacted for

the full fiscal year ending December 30 2001 In the opinion of the

Companys management the information contained herein reflects all

adjustments necessary to make the results of operations for the interim

periods fair staterent of such operations All such adjustments are of

normal recurring natute The interim financial statements should be raal in

conjunction with the financial statements in the Companys Annual Peport on

Forms I0R for the year ended December 31 2000

The Company uses 52 to 53week fiscal year ending on the lest Sunday in

December The quarters ended July 2001 aDd JuLy 2000 each included 13

weeks The six months ended July 2001 and July 2000 included 26 and

27 weaks

AvailableForSale Securities

rhe following is summary of available-forsala Becurities

July

Thousands 2001

Source ADVANCED MICRO DEVC 10-0 August 10 2001



Cash eqoiva1erits
Certificates of deposit 10001
commercial paper

32671

l005ey market funds 44614

inicipal bonds 28485

Federal agonc notes 49577
Tar exempt money market funds 25000

Total oss equivalents 190348

Shorttarm invostmnets

Certificates of deposit 10121

Commercial paper
237

Money nirkat auction rate preferred stocks 181279

rioipal bonds 246447

Federal agency notes 46197

Floating rate nOLOS 10013

Tax exempt preferred auction 170369

Total shortterm investments 664663

Lorterm invastmenta

Squity investments 25671
Commercial paper 9999

Treasury notes 3323

Total longterm investments included in other assets 38993

Net Iccme per Common Share

liOsIc net iocoone par common share is computed using the weightedaverage

common shares outstanding Diluted net income per common share is compnted

usiOg the weightedaverage common sheres outstanding plus any potential

dilutive zecurtiea Dilutive securities included stock optIons and shares

issuable upon the conversion of convertible debt For the three and six-

month periods ended July 2001 an incremental 14 million snd 21 million

shares of common stock issuable upon the assumed conversion of convertible

debt were atidiiutive and were not included in the a1culation of diluted

serninga per share The following table sets forth the components of basic

and diluted income per common shareL

Quarter Sndsd Sic Hontha Sncl

July JuLy Osly July

rheusands aerapt per ahaSa date 2001 2000 2001 2000

Nureratorl

Oumareter tar beets incoar per uanr shorn 07352 207142 142185 396491
sffest at edOing beck j.nteSeat expense easoctatod with convertipl Oebafltures 6207 13970

liumetOtoS for JtluteO income per corasan here 217352 213349 142105 410061

DeneSlirator

Prn2reator for baio Loosen psr share rcightaduIeseqa 2h5e5 350120 309lle 322234 30543e

Effect of d01tive aeUties
rp1oyee stock options 10413 15361 9948 1760
Convertible debentures 27960 27962

DIJUkiVS ptflti9l sehisofl sharas 10413 03321 9949 40722

Deninor for dUted net incosa prr c090ese chats

nd5eatad wi9hhedsveragn hare6 340033 35201 332193 340160

Cat income per coreon share

jhnic 0.05 0.57 0.44 1.30

Dilated 2.05 0.50 0.43 iie

On August 21 2000 the Company affeoted two for one stock split in the

form of stock dividend di one share of coSmon stock for ech share ot 1Jdtl

commoO stock held on August 2000 $hare and per share amount-s have been

adu5ted for prior periods presented to give effact to the stock split

investment in Joint Venture

Source ADVANCED MICRO DEVIC 0-Q August 10 20131



In 1993 P3D3 and Fujitsu Limited orme.d joint venture Fujitsu NJ
Semicondccto Limited FA6L for the development and manufacture of

honvolatile memory devices F.$L operates advanced iritegcatmd circuit

menufacturing facilities in AizuWakaTnatsU Japan to produce Flesh memory

devices FASL al.sn uses foundry facilities in Iwate Japan and Greshme

Oregon The Companys share of FASL is 49.992 percent and the investment

is being accounted for undet the eqoity method At July 2001 the

cumulative adjustment related to the translation of the FASL financial

statements into 11.3 dollars resulted in an increase in the investment in

EA$L of $41 million During the qnarter ended July 2001 the Company

made capital contributions of approximately fl22 million to E7SL The

following are the significant FASL relatedparty transactions and balances

U3rteF nded Six Months Ended

July July July July

Thousands 2001 2000 2001 2000

Royalty income 10604 7110 24949 13653
Putchases 129027 78420 299754 154650

July Decerioez

Thousands 2001 2000

Royalty receivable 10083
Accoulats payable 85551 77503

The following is condensed onaudited financial data of F1SE

Quarter Ended Six Months F.nded

July July JUly July

Thousands 2001 2000 2001 2000

Wet saleS 250294 156587 566761 302029
Gross profit 28521 2495 52523 32S
Operating income 27019 1806 63994 1677
Wet income 15717 1092 52292 645

The Companys share of the above FASL net income diffets from the equity in

net income of joint venture reported on the condensed consolidated

statements of operations The diffenance is due primarily to edjustrrtents

resulting from the relatedparty transactions between FASL and the company

which are reflected on the Companys condensed consolidated statements of

operations

EASL has expanded its production capacity through foundry arrangement

With Fujitsu Microelectronics Inc FMI In connection with this foundry

arrangement the Company agreed to guarantee up to $125 million of Fujitsu

Limiteds obligations under 9141s credit facility

Segment Reporting

PfID operates in tio reportable segrttents the Core Products and Foundry

Services segments X$D has previously shown three reportable segmants
however as tesuit of the sale of 1egerity Inc Legetity effectivC

July 31 2O0 the Company no longer operates in the Voice Cornaunicetions

segment The Core Products segment includes Tsioroprocessors Flesh memory

devices Erasable Prograneseble ReadOnly Memory EPROM devices embedded

processors platform products ad networking products The Foundry Services

segment includes fees for wafer fabrication and assembly test mark and

pack serviCes provided to Legerity and Vanti Corporation Vantis the

Companys former programmable logic subsidiary The Voice Communications

sagnient included the voice communications products of Legerity until July

31 2000 the effective date of its aele The folioeing table is

-9.-

summary of the operating incoae by segment for the quartars and six months

ended July 2001 end July 2000t
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zts 5rded Jia 0ioet1a Ended

ThoUs6nd$ July July ly rely

l4nt eS1e$ 2001 2000 200L 2000

Coxnptadtu s9annt 955405 1022902 2502585 2D9SS46

roundy ens 9umCnt 29809 24572 Th416 4403
VOia cti.oeu geunI 63263

Semi net nelne 905264 1472427 217.1011 2262406

segment opetating maclea Ilocu
core adlatu 9maent 27707 226323 193996 385460

eundry S-cnn segment 6137 4224 5317 0459

Vein Comnuninatiomma segloant 29 650 25 947

Total se9mnnnt op eating lnanmne 21660 250197 160079 430860

Sneent iOcoima an..1 other net 52300 19935 31131 41063

Interest pcTgc 20109 11244 41044 22723
Ore iemm .r loge Lanes 3757 11770 56260 11778
Equity in net wee Ions .O 5052 7300 32 20403 907

lOOt ITIOOTV 17352 207142 142409 336431

-10

Comprehensive Incomo LoSs

The foliowi.rmg ere the components of comprehensive income loss

Quarter Euded Six l4ontha Ended

July lIlLy July July .2

Thom1naflds 2001 2000 2201 2000

Net income 17352 207142 142189 396491

Foreign currency translation adjustments 23550 7354 40940 32763
DeriVatiVe financial iflottlinlent gsifls lossee net 3001 11646
Unrualized gains on securities riot of tax

Unrealized gains losses on investroents arising

during the period 498 54 10492 2564

Other comprehensive income Loss 26801 7340 63080 30199

Comiprehonnive income loss 9539 199002 79100 366292

The coiioponentn of accumulated othet comprehennive Loss are as follows2

July December 31

Thousands 2001 2000

Unrealized gain on invetmente net of tax 2649 13143
tierivatives cash flow hedging adjustments 11640
cumuLative trenzlatioO adjustments 148108 107168

157107 94025

-11-

Share pepurchase Program

On JaOuary 29 2001 the Company announced that the Board of 0iectrs had

authorized program to repurchese up to $300 million worth of the

Companys common shares over period of time to be determined by

management ny such repurchases will be made in the open market or in

privately negotiated transactions from tinms to time in compliance with ule
lObiS of the Securities Exchange Act eubect to matket conditions

applicable legal requirements u.nd other factors This plen does not

obligate the Company to acquire any particular amount of its common stock

end the plan may be supanded at any time at the Companys disOretion No

shares had been repurohased as of July 2001

Dresden Loan Agreements

Source ADVANCEO MICRO DEVIC W-Q AuiIst 10 2001



MMD Sasoriy Manufacturing GmbH P110 Saxony an indirect wholly owned

subsidiary of the Company operates the Companys nufactiring and design

facllity in Dresden Cemany Dresden Fob 30 In 1993 AND Saxony entatad

into loan sod related agreements the Dresden Loan Agreements with

consortium of banks led by Dresdner sank AG

In February 2001 the Drntdafl Loan Agreements were amended to teflect new

capacity end increased capital spending plans for Dresden Fab 30 Under the

February 2031 amendments the Company agreed to extend its guaranty of AND

Saxonys obligations and to make available to AND Saxony revolVing loans of

up to $500 million The Company also expanded its obligation to reiffiburse

MMD 5axony fot the coat of producing wafers for the Company and agreed to

cancel the cOst overrun facility made available by the banks Under these

amendments the Company has been released from financial coven5nts limiting

capital expenditures and requiring MMD Saxony to achieve capacity and

production cost targets by the end of 2001

The Dresden Loan Agreements as amended require that the Company provide
interim funding to AND Saxony If either the remaining capital investment

allowances ox the remaining interest subsidies are delayed such interim

funding to be repaid as AND Saxony receives the grants and subsidies from

the State of Saxony fond shOrtfallS i-n government subsidies resulting front

any default under the subsidy ngreemertts tused by MMD Sexony or its

affiliatas and guarantee up to 35 percent of MMD Saxonys obligations

under the Dresden Loan Agreements which guarantee must not be less than

$100 million or morn than $291 iilion until the bank loans are repaid in

full
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Derivative Instruments and Hedging

On January 2002 the Company adopted Statement of Financial Accounting
Standards No 133 Accounting for Derivative instruments and Hedging
Activttie SFAS 133 The Statement requires the Company to recognize all

derivatives on the balance sheet at fair value Derivatives that are not

hedges most be adjusted to fair Value through income If the derivative is

hedge depending on the nature of the hedge changes in the fair value of
the derivative are either offset against the change in fair value of

aSsets liabilities or firm commitments through earnings fair value

hedges or recognized in other comprehensive income until the hedged item

is recognized in earnings cash fl-owhedges The ineffective portion of

derivatives change in fair value is immediately recognised in earnings As

of January 2001 the Companys foreign currency forward contracts liad

beisn entered into to hedge the gains and losses generated by the

reieeasurament of foreign currency denominated intercompany accounts These

derivatIues therefore dd not qualify for hedge accounting and therefore
the change in fair values of theem derivatives are adjusted to fair value

through operations Accordingly the adoption of SEAS 133 had no impact on

the Companys consolidated financial position or operating results

The Company purchases significant volumes of inventory from its

unconsolidated joint venture in Japan EMSL and from AND Saxony Purchases

from FASI and MMD Saxony are denominated in yen and the euro respectively
Therefore in the normal course of business the Companys financial

position is routinaly subjected to market risk aasocietd with foreign

currency Sate fluctuations The Companys general practice is to ensure

that ntaterial business exposure to foreign exchange risks are identified

measured and minimized using the most effective Sod efficient methods to
eliminate or reduce such exposures In protect against the reduction in

value of forecasted yen and euro denominated cash flows resulting from

these transactions the Company has instituted foreign currency cash flow

hedging program The Company purchases foreign currency forward contracts

end sells or purchases foreign currency option contracts generally expiring
within 12 months to hedge portions of its forecasted foreign currency
denominated cash flows These foreign currency contracts are carried on the

Companys balance sheet at fair value with the effective portion of the

contracts gain or loss recorded in other comprehensive income component
of stockholders equity and subsequently recognized in earnings in the

same period the hedged forecasted transaction affects earnings The Company
does not use derivatives for trading purposes

The effectiveness test for these foreign currency contracts utilized by this

Company is the fair value to fair value comparison method SFP.S 133 permits
the exclusion from the effectiveness asseasmeOt of tha ti-nv value portion
of the change in value the currency forward contract The change in fair

value of the time value portion of the derivativ is considered by the

Company to be inherently ineffective and is immediately adjusted through

earnings each accounting period Liuring the threemonth period ended July

2001 portions of the hedging instruments excluded from the assessment

of hedge effectiveness were not ntrii to the CompanyS consolidated
financial position or operating results and are included in earnings in the

accompanying Consolidated Statements of Operations
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of July 2001 the Company expects to reclassify the amount

accumulated in other ccsiprehensivs income to earnings within the next

twelve months due to the recognition in earnings of the hedged forecasted

transactions

It cash flow hedge should be discontinued because it is proboble that the

original forecasted transaction will not occur the Oet gain or loss in

eccuisuleted other comprehensive income will be reclassified Into earnings

as component of incoma and expense 1o such amounts were recorded in

earnings during the threemonth period ended July 2001

the following table sumarizes activity in other comprehensive income

related solely to derivatives classified as cash flow hedges held by the

Compeny during the period from Januery 2001 through July 20l

Six Months Ended

Thousands July 2001

Cumulative effect of adopting SEJS 133

Cheogas in fair value of derivatives net 11545

11648

10 Debt

On fay 21 2001 the Company called all $517.5 million of its outstanding

6% Convertible Subordinated l4otes due 2005 for redemption which resulted

in the conversion of $517.3 of such Notes into approximately 20 million

shares of the Companys common stock The remaining $0.2 million of such

t4otes were paid in cash to investors

11 Subsequent Events

On August 2001 the Company redeemed all $43 million of its outstanding

ill Senior Secured NoteS due 2003

On July 25 2001 the Compeny asquired 253325 shares of its comllion stock

at en aggregate coat of $5 million under its existing common stock

repurchase program
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ITEM MANAGE1Et4TS DlSCUSSI04 AND ANALYSIS OF FISPNCThI CONDITION AND RESULTS

OF OPATIONS

cautionary Statement Regarding ForwardLooking Statements

The statements in this Manageeents Discussion and Axialysis of Financial

Condition and Results of Operations that are forward.-looking are based on

current expectations and beliefs and involve numerous risks and uncertainties

that could cause actual results to differ materially the forward-looking

stetersents re1ate to among other things operating results anticipated cash

flows capital expenditures adequacy of resources to fund operations and

capital investments our ability to produce AND AthlonCTN end AND DurOntM

microprocessors in the volume required by customers on timely basis our

ability to maintain average selling prices of seventhgeneration microprocessors

despite aggressive pricing strategies of our competitors the ability of third

parties to provide timely infrastructure solutions motherboards and chipsets

to support our microprocessors oUt ability to increase customer and market

acceptance of the newest versions of our seventhgeneration microprocessors

particularly in commercial and mobile ruarkets recovery in the colMiunications

industry leading to an increase in the demand for Flash memory products the

effect of foreign currency hedging tranSactions the production ramp of our new

submicroo integrated circuit manufacturing arid design facility in Dresden

Germany Dresden Fab 30 and the financing ad construction of the FUjItu AND

Semiconductor Limited FASL anufacturing facilities See Financial Condition

ud Risk Factors below as well as such other risks and uncertainties as are

detailed in our other Securities ad Exchange Commission reports arid filings for

discussion of the factors that could cause actual results to differ materially

from the forwardlooking statements

The following discussion shoUld be read in conjunction with the .Uoauditad

Condensed Financial Statements and related notes included in this report and our

Audited Financial Statements end related notCe as of geceraber 31 2000 and

December 26 1959 and each of the three years in the period ended December 31

2000 as filed in our Annual Report on Form l8
AND the AND logo and combinations thereof Advanced Micro Devices ANDkG PHD
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Pthlori arid I1D Dome are either trademarks or registered tradeMarks of Advanced

Mcto Devices Inc Vantis is trademark of Vantis Corporation Legerity is

trademark of tegarity Inc Microsoft and d.ndows are either registeted

trademe.tka or trademarks of Microsoft CorporCtion Dthar terms used to identify

companies and productS may be trademarks of their respective owners
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RESULTS OF 0PERATTOI4S

4e participate in all three technology areas withIn the digital integrated

circuit IC marketmictoprocessors memory circuits and logic

circuitsthrough our Core Products and Foundry Services segments Our Cefe

Products segment includes our PC processors Memory roducte and Other IC

products PC processors include our seventhgeneration nnicroptocessors the fi21D

Athion and AMD Ouron microprocessors and our sixthgeneration microprocessors

Memory products include Flash memory devices and Erasable Programmable ReadOnly

Memory I6LROM devices Other IC products Include embedded processors platform

products and networking products Our Foundry Services segment consists of fees

for services that we provide to Legerity Inc and Vantis Corporation

On August 2000 we completed the sale of 90 percent of Legerity for

approximately $375 million in cash affectIve July 31 2000 We retairiod tan

percent ownership interest in Legerity and warrant to acquire approximately an

additional ten percent Ad part of the trmnsnction we entered into various

service contracts with L.egerity to continue to provide among other things

waftr fabrication and .msembIy test mark and pack services to Legerity Me

receive fees from Legerit/ for these services

Me use 52- to 53Meek fiscal year ending on the last Sunday in December The

quarters ended July 2001 December 31 2000 and July 2000 each included 13

weeks The six months ended July 2001 and July 2000 included 26 and 27

weeks
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The following is sussimfy of our net sales by segment for the periods presented

below

Quarter Ended Six Months Ended

July ApriL July July July

hdllionz 2001 2001 2000 2001 2000

Cofe Products segment
PC Processors 661 593 1249 1146

Memory Products 316 411 362 727 684

Other XC Products 75 138 126 260

1147 1083 2102 2095

Foundry Services sequent 30 42 24 72 44

Voice Communications segment 63 123

989 1199 1170 2174 2262

Nat Sales Comparison of Quarters Ended July 2001 and pril 2001

Ret sales of $985 million for the second quarter of 2001 decreased by 17 percent

compared to net sales of $1189 million for the first quarter of 2001 10

curreet conditions prevail overall revenues could decline in the range of 10 to

15 percent in the third quarter of 2001

PC processors net sales of $508 million decreased 11 percent in the second

quarter of 2001 compared to the first quarter of 2001 The decreasO in net sales

was primarily due to decline in average selling prices resulting from very

aggressive market pricing pressures from our competitors partially offset by

higher unit sales of our seventhgeneration microprocessors Maintaining overall

PC trocessor sales levels in the third quarter of 2001 is dependent upon

continuing successful production romp in Dresden Eab 30 the ability tO

maintain average selling prices for our seventhgeneraian microprocessors

availability of chipseta arid motherboards from thirdparty suppliers and

increasing market acceptmnce of the newest versions of the P210 Athion end milD

Duron processors particularly in commercial and mobile markets as to which we

cannot give ay assurance

Memory products net sales of $316 million decreased 23 percent in the second

quarter of 2001 compared to the first quarter of 2001 The decrease was

primarily the result of the continuing weakness in the communications and
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networking equipment ipduatris resulting in decrease in the sales of Flash

memory devices We expect these revenues will continue to declint in the third

quarter of 2001

The Other IC products net sales of $51 million decreased 32 percent in the

second quarter of 2001 compared to the first quarter of 2001 primarily due to

decreased net sales of chipset products and networking products Networking

product sales decreased as result of the communications and networking

equipment industries decline ge expect these revenues will continue to decline

in the third quarter of 2001

The Foundry Services segment included service fees of $30 million in the second

quarter of 2001 compared to $42 million in the first quarter of 2001 This 20

parcent decrease was due to the communications and networking equipment

industries decline We expect that service fees will continue to decline

Net Sales Comparison of Quarters Fnded July 2001 and July 2000

Net sales of $905 million or the second quarter of 2001 decreased by 16 percent

compared to net sales of $1170 million for the second quarter of 2000
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PC Processors net sales of $588 million increased one percent in the second

quarter of 2001 compared to the same quarter of 2000 primarily due to increased

net sales of our seventhgeneration microprocessors offset by decrease in net

sales of N102C6 microprocessors The increase in net sales was primarily due to

higher unit shipments offset by lower average selling prices of our

seventhgeneration microprocessors and lower sales of PMSK6 microprocessors

caused by market shift toward our seventhgeneration aictoprocessors

Memory products net sales of $316 million decreased 13 percent in the second

quarter uf 2001 compared to the same quarter of 2000 due to the communications

and networking equipment industries downturn resulting in decrease in the

sales of Flash memory devices

The Other IC products net sales of $51 million in the second quarter of 2001

decreased by 63 percent when compared to the seine quarter of 2000 due to

decreaaed net sales from networking produCtS chipsets and embedded processors

products as the communicatioas and networking equipment industries continued to

decline

The Foundry Services segment service fees of $30 million in the second quarter

of 2001 increased compared to the same quarter of 2000 The increase was

primarily due to the addition of service fees from Leqerity after the second

quarter of 2000

Net SalCs Comparison of Six Months Onded July 2001 arid July 2000

Net sales of $2174 million for the first si months of 2001 decreased by four

percent compared to net sales of $2262 million for the first six months of

2000

PC Processors net sales of $1249 million increased nine percent in the first

six months of 2001 compared to the same period of 2000 primarily due to

increased net sales of our seventhgeneration microprocessors offset by

decrease in net sales of P.MD06 microprocessors The increase io net sales was

primarily due to higher unit shipments offset by lower average selling prices

of our saventh.generation microprocessors and lower sales of 2DK6
microprocessors caused by market shift toward our seventhgeneration

microprocessors

Memory products net sales of $727 million decreased five percent in the first

six months of 2001 compared to the same period of 2000 due to tha communications

and networking equipment industries downturn resulting in decrease in ths

sales of Flash memory devices

The Other IC products net sales of $126 million in the first six months of 2001

decreased by 51 percent when compared to the same period of 2000 due to

decreased net sales from networking products hipsets and embedded processor

products as tha communications and networking equipment industries continued to

decline

The Foundry Services segment savice fees of $72 million in the first six months

of 2001 increased compared to the same period of 2000 The increase was

primarily due to the addition of service fees from Legerity after the second

quarter 2000
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Comparison of Expenses Gross Margin Percentage and Interest

The following is summary of expenses gross margin percentage and interest

income and other net for the periods presented below
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Qeafter foded SX Ilontlis fDded

July April luly .Yuly JuLy

Millions except for rnss margin pcentsga 2001 2001 2000 2001 2000

CoSt of sales $636 6115 6613 $1351 $1219
Gross margin percentage 35% 4013 413% 39% 46%

Research and development $171 $150 $156 329 31

Marketing general anO administrative 156 149 152 305 296

Interest income and other net 12 19 20 31 41

Inteteet expense 20 22 11 12 22

We operate in en industry characterized by high fixed costs due to the

capitalinteneive manufacturing process particulerly the stateoftheart

production facilities required for PC processors end F1ah eemory devices As

result our gross margin percentage is significantly affected by fluctuations in

product sales The ability to maintain gross margin percentages depends on

continually increasLng sales because fixed costs continue to rise due to the

ongoing capital investments required to expend production capacity and

rapability

The gross margin percentage of 35 percent in the second quarter of 2001

decreased from 40 percent in the first quarter of 2001 and from 40 perCent in

the caste quarter of 2000 The decrease in gross margin percentage in the second

quarter of 2001 compared to the first quarter of 2001 was primariLy attributable

to decline in the average selling prices for seventhgeneration

microprocessors The decrease in gross margin percentage in the second quarter
of 2001 compared to the same quarter in 2000 was primarily due to higher fixed

manufacturing costs chanes in product mix end pricing pressurea fixed costs

will continue to increase as we ramp Dresden Fab 30 production

Research and development expenses of $171 millioD in the second quarter of 2001

increased eight percent compared to the irweedilata prior quarter and 10 percent

compared to the same quarter in 2000 The increase was primarily due to

increased research and development activities for PC microprocessors

Included in research and development and cost of sales were the recognition of

deferred credits on foreign capital grants and interest subsidies that ware

received for Dresden Fab 30 These credits of approximately $11 million par

quarter denominaLed in deutsche marks will continue to be offset against

Dresden Feb 30 expenses in future quarters until June 2007

1erkating general and administrative expenses of $156 million in the second

quarter of 2001 increased five percent compared to the first quarter of 2001 as

result of an increase in marketing spending and corporate advertising for

seventhgeneration microprocessors 4arketing general and administrative

expenses i-ri the second querter of 2001 increased three percent compared to the

saae quertar in 2000 The increase was primarily due to increased advertising

and marketing for seventhgeneration microprocessors and spending on information

systems

Interest income end other net of $12 million in the second quarter of 2001

decreased 36 percent compared to the first quarter of 2001 and decreased 40

percent compared to the same quarter of 2000 The decrease was primarily due to

the recognition of an other than temporary decline in the value of our abort

term investments

Interest expanse of $20 million in the second quarter of 2001 decreased nine

percent compared to the first quarter of 2001 primarily due to the conversion of

nearly all of our of 6% convertible
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subordinated notes partially offset by an increase of interest expense as

result of incteeSed borrowings by AMD Saxony our indirect wholly owned

subsidiary under the loan agreements with consortium of banks led by Dresdner

Pank 13G lobe Dresden Loan Agreerents InterCot expense increased 00 percent

compared to the same quarter of 2000 primarily due on icraased borrowings by
P000 Saxony under the Dresden Loan Agreements During the construction of Dresden

Eab 30 we capitalized interest expense attributable to the construction feb 30

began productio0 at the end of the second quarter of 2000 and consequently we no

longer capitalize these interest costs

Income Tax

We recorded $l million income ta5 provision in the second quartar of 2001 and

$52 million income tax provision in the second quarter of 2000 The effective

tax r5tes for the quarter and six crionths ended July 2001 were 27 percent sOd

32 percent The effective tex rates for the quarter and six monthS ended JuLy

2000 were 20 percent end 12 percent reflecting the utilization of net operating

loss carryforwerds
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Other 2tews

Intern tionel sales as percent net sales were 61 percent in the second

quarter of 2001 compared to 63 petcent in the first quarter of 2001 and 61

percent in the second quarter of 2000 InternationaL sales as percent of net

selas were 62 percent in the first six monthS of 2031 compared to 60 percent in

the first six months of 2000 curing the second quarter of 2001 approximately

one percent of our net sales were denominated in foreign currencies compared to

cix percent in the same period in 2000 do not have 5les denominated in

local currencies in countriec that havehighly inflationary economies The

impact on our operating results from changes in foreign currency rates

individually and in the aggregate has not been significant

Comparison of Segment Income

For comparison of segment et sales refer to the previous discussions on net

sales by product group

The following is summery of operating income by segment for the periods

presented below

Quarte Ended 5i Months Ended

JxLy April JuLy July July

Hillions 200 2001 2000 2001 2000

Core Products 2B 166 226 194 386

Foundry Services

Vice Communications 20 36

Total 22 167 20 189 431

Core Products operating income in the second quarter of 2001 decreased 03

percent compared to the first quarter of 2001 and 90 percent ccmparad to the

second quarter of 2000 The decrease was primarily due tO decline in the

average selling price for PC processors as e1l as downturn in the

communications and netc4ordng equipment industries resulting in decrease in

the net sales of our Core Products Core ProductE operating income in the first

six months of 2001 decreased 50 percent compared to the first six months of 2000

due to donturn in the communications and networking equipment industries

resulting in

20-

chscreasein net sales of our Core ProdOct as well as decline in the average

selling price for PC processors and decline in unit sales of our Flesh memory

deviceS /s result of the s8le of Legerity effective luly 31 2000 we no

longer operate in our former Voice Conniiunications segment resulting in no

operating income in the second quarter of 2001 compared to an operating income

of $20 million in the mecoOd quarter of 2000
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FINP.NCThL CONDITION

Net cash used by operating activities qas $17 million in the first six months of

2001 primarily due to net income of l42 million and depreciation and

amortization $312 mil1on offset by decrease of $476 million in payeblas

accrued liabilities and accrued compensation

Net cash provided by operating activities was $662 million in the first six

months of 2000 primarily due to net income of $396 million deprecIation and

amortisation expenses of $276 million and $142 million from cuetomer deposits

under longterm purchase agreements offset by decrease of $120 million in

payables accrued liabilities and accrued compensation

Net cash used by investing activities was $485 million during the first six

months of 2301 Major uses of cash during the period included $376 million for

the purchases of property plant and equipment primarily for Dresden Fab 30and

Asia manufacturing facilities $2190 million or purchases of

availableforsale securities ad $122 million of additional equity investments

in FAlL offset by $2205 million of proceeds from the esturities of

aveflableforsale securities

Net cash ose by investing activitie was $348 million in ha first six months
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of 2000 t4ejor uses of cash during the period included $290 million from

purchases of ptoperty plant and equipment primarily for Dresden Fab 30 and

Asia manufacturing facilitias arid $l$63 million from purchases of

availab1ri-forsa1e securities offset by $1497 million of proceeds from the

Raturities of available-forssle securit-cs
--

et cash provided by financing activities wee $319 million during the first six

months of 2001 t4ajot uses of cash during the period included $45 million in

peymants on debt and capital lease obligations offset by $346 million in

proceeds from Dresden Fab 30 borrowing activities $21 million in proceeds from

Dresden Fab 30 foreign grants and subsidies and $33 million in proceeds from the

issuance of stock in connectIon with stack option exercises and purchases under

our Employee Stock Purchase Plan

Net cash provided by financing activitieS was $90 million in the first ix
months of 2000 primarily due to $95 million in proceeds from the issuance of

stock in connection with stock option exercises and purchases under our Employee

Stock Purchase Plan and $7 million in proceeds from borrowings offset by $02

million in payments on debt end capital lease obligations

Under our Loan and Security Agreement Lhe Loan Agreement effective on luly 13
1999 which provides for fouryear secured revolving line of credit of up to

$200 million we can borrow subject to amounts which may be set aside by the

lenders up to 95 percent of our eligible Secounts receivable from Original

Equipment Nanufacturers DENs and 50 percent of our eligible accounts

receIvable from distributors We must comply with certain financial coveDflte if

the level of domestic cash we hold declines to certain levels or the amount of

borrowings under the Loan Agreement rises to certain lSvels Our obligations

under the Loen Agreement are secured by pledge of most of our accounts

receivable inventdry general
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intangibles and the related proceeds As of July 2001 no funds were drawn

under the loan Agreement In additiOn we had available unsecured uncommitted

bank lines of credit in the amount of $24 million none of which were

outstanding

We plan to make capital investments of approXImately $900 million during 2001

These investments include those relating to the continued facilitization of

Dtasde Eab 30 and our fabrication facility in Austin Texas Fab 25

On lanuary 29 2001 we announced that our Board of Directors had authorized

program to repurchase up to $300 million worth of our common shares over

period time to be determined by managanent Any such rspurchases will be made

ig the open market or in privately negotiated transactions from time to time in

compliance with Rule lObl$ of the Securities Exchange Act subject to market

conditions applicable legal requirements nd other factors This plan does Out

obligate us to acquire any particular amount of Our common stock and the plan

may be suspended at any time at our discratin On .7uly 25 2001 we acquired

293329 shares of our common stock at an aggre9at cost of $5 Sillion under the

plan

On Way 21 2001 we called all $517.5 million of our outstanding 6% Convertible

Subordinated Motes due 2005 for redemption which resulted in the conversion of

$517.3 of such Notes into approximately 2$ million shares of our common stuck

The remaining $0.2 million of such Notes were paid in cash to invastor

On August 2001 we redeemed all $43 million of our outstanding 11% Senior

Secured Notes due 2003

AMP Sasony an indirect wholly owned German subaLdIary of AND has constructed

feb and has ihstalled equipment in Drasden Fab 30 which began production in the

second quarter of 2000 AND the Federal Republic of germany the State of

Sasony and consortium of banks are supporting the proeut. Se currently
estImate construction and facilitisation CoSts of Dresden Fab 30 will be $2.3

billion when fully equipped by the end of 2003 He have invested $1.6 billion to

date In March 1997 AND Saxony entered into loan agreement and other related

agreements the Dresden Loan Agreacants with consortium of banks led by

Dresdner Bank AG BarSuse most of the amounts under the Drosden Loan Agreements

are denominAted in deutsche marks the dollar amounts sot forth below are

subject to thange based on applicable conversion rates He used the exchange

rats at the end of the second quarter of 2001 which was approximately 2.27

deutsche marks to one U.S dollar to value the amounts denominated in deutsche

marks The Dresden Loan Agreements provide for the funding of the construction

and facilitization of Dresden Fab 30 The funding consists of

equity subordinated loans end loan guarantees frum AND

loans from consortium of banks and

grantor subsidies and loan guarantees from the Federal Republic of

Germany and the State of Saxony

The Dresden Loan Agreements require that we partially fund Dresden feb 30

project costs in the form of subordinated loans to or equity iovmstmenta in
AND Saxony In accordance with ths terms of the Dresden Loan Agreements we have
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invested $271 million as of July 02001 in the form of subordinated loans to

arid equity In AND Sexony In addition to support ftom AND the
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consortium of banks eferrod to above has made available $661

million in loans AND Paxony to help fuDd Dresden Feb 30 project costs As of

July 200 $618 aillion.nf the available loans were outstanding

Finally the Federal Wepublic of Germany ad the State of Saxony are supporting

the Dresden Fab 30 projeot in accordance with the Dresden Loan Agreements in

the form of

guarantees of the lesser of 65 percent of N40 Saxony bank debt or $661

million

capital investment grants and allowances totaling $287 million and

interest subsidies totaling $139 uiillion

Of these amounts ANtI Smxony had received $294 million in capital investment

grants and allowances and $54 million in interest subsidies as of July 2001

The grants and subsidies are subject to conditions including meeting specified

levels of employment in December 2001 and maintaining those levels until June

2007 Noncompliance with the conditions of the grants and subsidies could result

in the forfeiture of all or portion of the future amounts to be received as

well as the repayment of all or portion of amounts received to date As of

July 2001 we were in compliance with all of the conditions of the grants and

subsidies

In February 2001 we amended the Dresden Loan Agreements to reflect new capacity

and increased capital expenditure plans for Dresden Feb 30 Under the February

2001 amendments we agreed to increase arid extend our guaranty of AND Saxonys

obligations and to make available to AND Saxony revolving loans of up to $500

million We expanded our obligation to reimburse At-ID Saxony for the cost of

producing wafers for us and we also agreed to cancel the cost overrun aciLty
made available by the benks Under the FebrUary 2001 amendments we have been

released fron financial covenants limiting capital expenditures and requiring

AND Saxony to achIeve capacity snd production cost tergets by the end of 2001

he Dresden Loan Agreements as amended also require that we

provide interim funding to AND Saxony if either the remaining capital

iDvestWet allowances or the remaining interest subsidies are delayed such

funding to be repaid to AND as AND Saxony receives the greets or subsidies

from the State of Saxony

fund shortfalls in government subsidies resulting from any default under

the subsidy agreements caused by AND Saxony or its affiliates and

guarantee up to 35 perceOt of AND Saxonys obligations under the Dresden

Loan Agreements which guarantee must not be less than l00 million or more

then $264 million until the bank loans are repaid in full

The definition of defaults under the Dresden Loan Agreements includes the

failure of AND AND Saxorty or AND Saxony tolding Smbb AND Welding the parent

company of AND Saxony and wholly owned subsidiary of AMD to comply with

obligations in connection with the Dresden Loan Agreements incloding
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material variances from the approved plan and apecifications

our failure to fund equity contributions or shareholder loans or otherwise

comply with our obligations relating to the Dresden Loan Agreements

the sale of shares in milD Saony or AWl holding

the failure to pay material obligations

the occurrence of materiel adverse change or filings or proceedings in

bankruptcy or insolvency with respect to us AND SaFony or At-ID Wolding and

the occurrence of default under the indenture dated August l$86 between

AND dnd the United States Trust Company of New York the tridenturs

pursuant to which our Senior Sacured Notes ware issued or the Loan

Agreement

Generally any default with respect to borrowings made or guaranteed by AND

results in recourse to us of more then $10 million and if not cured by us
would leCult in crossdefault under the Drasden Loan Agreements and the Loan

Agreement As of u1y 2001 we were in compliance with all conditions of Lbs

Dresden Loan Agreements

In the evarit we era unable to meet our obligation to make loans to or equity
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investments in N-iD Saxony as required under the Dresden toan Agreements N40

Saxony will be unable to complete the continued cilitiretios of Dresden Fab

30 and we will be in default under the Dresden Toan Agreements and the ioan

Agreement which would permit acceleration of certain indebtedness which would

have materiel adverse effect on CS We cannot assure that We will be able to

obtain the fund-s necessary to fulfill these obligations Any such failure wouLd

hairs material adverse effect 00 US

FASL joint venture formed by N-ID and Fujitsu L.imited Fujitsu in 1993 iS

continuing the facl.itiretion of Ite second Flash memory device wafer

fabrication facility FASt JV2 in M.rcWalcamatau Japan The facility

including equipment is expected to cost approximately $1.3 billion when fully

equipped As of July 2001 approximately $864 million denominated in yen of

this coat had been funded In July 2000r FAEL broke ground for third

fabrication facility for the manufacture of Flash memory devices in

Aizu84akamatsu Japan The facility designated as FASt 3V3 is expected to cost

approximately $1.4 billion when fully equipped Capital expenditures for FASI

JV2 and FASL 3V3 construction to date have been funded by cach generated from

FASt operations and borrowings by FASt. FASL has also expended its production

capacity through foundry arrangement with Fujitsu Microelectronics Inc

EMI rn connection with this foundry arrangement we agreed to guarantee up to

$125 million of Fujitsus obligations under FMIs credit facility

significant portion of the FASt capital expenditures in 2001 will continue to

be funded by cash generated from FASt operations In addition both Fujitsu and

ND made capital contributions of 1$ billion yen $122 million each to FASt

during the second quarter of 2001 Further to the extent that additional funds

are required for the full facilitization of FASL JV2 or ramp of EASE JV3 AMP

may be required to contribute cash or guarantee third-party loans in proportion

to our 49992 percent interest in FASL As of July 2001 we dd not have any

loan guarantees outstanding with respect to these loans Phase planned costs
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are incurred in yen and arar therefore subject to change due to foreign

exchange rate fluctuations At the end of the second quarter of 2001 the

exchange rate was approximately 121.46 yen to U.S dollar which we used to

translate the amounts denominated in yen

We believe that cash flows from operations ad current cash balances together

with available external financing will be sufficient to fund operations and

capital investments for at lnat the next 12 months

RISK FACTORS

Our business results of operations and financial condition are subj act to

nuAber of risk factors including the following

Flash Memory Products

The demand for Flash memory devIces continues to be weak primarily as result

of the continued severe doWjiturn in the commOnications and networking equipment

industries It is extremely difficult to forecast memory product sales given the

uncertaintL of the level of demand in continuing soft market Therefore we

cenOot be certain as to the level of demand far our Flash memory devices

although substantial sequential decline in sales is probable in the current

quarter If the communications and networking equipment industries do not

recover and the aale of our Flash reamory products continue to decline our

business could be materially and dvarsely affected

Competition in the market for Flash memory devices will increase in 2001 and

beyond as existing manufacturers introduce new products and industrywide

production capacity Increases We may be unable to maintain or increase our

market share in Flesh memory devICes as the market develops and as existing and

potential new competitors introduce competitive products decline in our Flash

memory device bifslnes could have material adverse effect on our business

Microprocessor Products

Dependence on N-ID SeveethSeneration Microprocessors We flut continire to

successfully market our seventhgeneration Microsoft Windows compatible

microprocessors the lIMP Athion and N-ID Duroni microprocessors in order to

increase our microprocessor product revenues in 2001 and beyond and to benefit

fully from the substantial financial Investments and commitments we have made

end continue to make related to microprocessors We began volume shipments of

lIMP Athlon microprocessors in the second half of 1999 Mc began shipments of N-ID

Duron processors derivative of the AMP Athlon processor designed to provide

an optimized solution for valueconscious business and home users in the second

half of 2000 Our production and sales plans for A$4D.P.thLon erd AND Duron

microprocessors are subject to numerous risks arid uncertainties including

our ability to maintain avaage ceiling prices of zeventhgeneratioli

microprocessorS despite increasingly aggressive Intel pricing strategies

marketing programs and product bundling of microprocessors mothe.rboarde

chipsets and combinations thereof
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whether Tier One OEM customers wl1 use our seventh-gen ttion

microprocessors in systems ceva1oped for the commercial market

our ability to successfully offer new higher performance versions of the

\ZD Athion microprocessor competitive with IrmteLs Pentium prucessor

our ability on timely basis to produce seventhgeneraUon microprocessors

in the volumes and with the performance and feature set required

customers

the pace at which we are able to ramp production in Dresden Fab 30 on 018
and 0.13imücrori copper interconnect process tmchnology

our ability to expand our chipset and system design capabilities

the availability and acceptance of motherboards and ohtpsets designed for

our seventhgeneration microprocessors and

the use and market acceptance of nonIntel processor bus sdapted by us

from Digital Equipment CorpOratiOns EVG bus in the design of our

seventhgeneration microprocessors and the availability of chlpsets from

vendors Who will develop manufacture end sell chipets with the ET6

interface in volumes required by us

If we fail to achieve continued market acceptance of our seventhgeneration

microprocessors our business will be materially and adversely affected

Investment jim and Dependence on Wicroprocessor Products Our microprocessor

product revenues have and will eontiimue in 2001 and 2032 to make significant

contributions to our overall revenues profit margins and operating results We

plan to continue to mdke significant capital expenditures to support our

microprocessor products both in the near and ibrig term These capital

expenditures will bm substantial drain on our cash flow and pottbly on our

cash balances as well

Our ability to increase microprocessor product revenues and benefit fully from

the subptEmrmtial financial investmentS and commitments we have made and continue

to make related to microprocessors depends upon the success of the AMO th1on

and \ZD Dun-on microprocassots our seventhgeneration 4icosoft Windows

compatible mmmicroprocessots and future generations of microprocessors beginning

with the jammer family of nicroprocesnorn that we plan to introduce mm 2002

The Flarmuer processors will be our first processors capable of 64bit operation

and are being designed to deliver Leadingedge performance on both the 4bit
software uded by highend workstations and servers and the 32-bit software used

by the majority of desktop and mobile computer users

The microprocessor market is characterized by short product life cyc1e and

migration to everhigher performance microprocessors To compete successfully

against Intel in this market we must transition to new process technologies at

fast pace and offer higher performance microprocessors in significantly

greeter volumes We must achieve acceptable yields whiLe producing

microprocessors at higher spead Any significant difficulty in achieving

microprocessor yield and volume plans racy adversely affect our results of

operations and liguidity If we fail to offer higher performance microprocessors

in significant volume on timely basie in the future our business could be

materially and adversely affected We may not

achieve the production ramp necessary to meet our customers volume requirements

for higher performance mmmicroprocmsssors It is also possible that we may not

increase our microprocessor revenues enough to achieve sustained profitability

To ssll the volume of 4D Athlon and AND Durnn microprocessors we currently plan

to make in 2001 ani 2002 we must increase sales to existing customers nd
develop new customers in both consumer and commarcil markets If we Lose any

current tOp tier OEM customers or if we tail to attract additional customers

through direct sales and through our distributors we may not ba able to sell

the volume of units planned This result could have material adverse effect on

our business

Our production arid sales plans for microprocessors are subject to other risks

and uncertainties including

the effects of nteL5 increasingly aggressive pricing new product

iimttoductinns and marketing strategies

adverse market conditions in the personal computer PC market and

consequent diminished demand for our mnicrOprocassor5

market ecceptance of our microprncmnesors including the timely volume
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ailability cii mothethoerds and chipsete designed for these processors

whether we can successfully fabricate higher performance microprecessore in

planned ioiijme and speed dixes

whether we will have the financial and other reecurces necessary to

continue to invest in the microprocessor producta including leadingedge
wafer fabrication equipment and advanced process technologies

the possibility that our newly introduced producte may be defective and

unexpected interruptions in our manufacturing operations

See also the diacussion below regarding Intel Dominance and Process Technology

Intel Dominance lotel has dominated the market for microprocessors used in PC5

for many years Because of its dominant market position Intel has historically

set and controlled x86 microprocessor and PC system standards and thus
dictated the type of product the market requires of Inteje competitors In

addition Intel may and does vary prices on its microprocessors and other

products at will and thereby affects the margins and profitability of its

competitors due to its financial strength and dominant position Because Intel

has dominated the microprocessor market for many years and has brand strength
we have in the past priced AD microprocessors below the published price of

Intel processors offering comparable performance Thus Intels processor
pricing and marketing can impact and have impacted the average selling prices of

our mriicroproceeeors and consequently can impact and have impacted our overall

margins

Intel also exerts substantial influence over PC manufacturers and their channels

of distribution through the Intel Inside brand program and other marketing

programs Intel invests billions of dollars In and as result exerts influence

over many other technology companies We expect Intel to continue to invest

heavily in research and development new manufacturing facilities and other

technology companies and to remain domLnant

through the Intel Inside arid other marketing programs

through other contractual constraints on customers retailers industry

suppliers and other third parties

by controlling industry standards and

by controlling supply and demand of motherboards chipsets and other system

components

As art extension of its dominant microprocessor market share Intel also

dominates the PC platforms As result PC mmtenufacturers have beefl increasingly

unable to innovate end differentiate their product offerings We do not have the

financial resources to compete with Intel on suàh large scale As long as

Intel remains in this dominant position we may be materially and adversely
affected by its

pricing strategies

product mix and introduction schedules

product bundling marketing and merchandising strategies

control over indutry standards PC manufacturers and other PC industry
participants including motherboard chipeet and basic input/output system

BIOS suppliers mi-id

user brand loyalty

Pta Intel expanded its dominance over this PC syetccs platform many PC

manufacturers reduced their systaa developmant expendLtura and now purchase

microprocessors together with chipsets or in assembled motherboards PC OSMs are

increasingly dependent on Intel less innovative on their own and to large

extent distributors of Intel technology In marketing our microprocessors to

these OEWs and dealers we depend on companies other thBn Intel for the design
and manufactute of corelogic chipsets graphics chips motherboards BIO$

software and other components In recent years many uf these thirdparty
designers arid manufacturers have lost significant market share to Intel In

addition thase companies produce chipsets motherboards BIOS software and

other components to support each new generation of Intels microprocessors only

if Intel makes information about itS products available to them in time to

address market opportunities Delay in the availability of such information

makes and will continua to make it increasingly difficult for there third

parties to retain or regain market share

To compete with Intel in the microprocessor market in the future we intend to

continue to form close relationships with thirdparty draignars and
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manutacturers of chipsets otherborda graphics chips 9100 software and other

components Similarly we intend to erpand our chipset and system design

capabilities and te offer OEMa licensed system designs incorporating our

microprocessors and companion products We cannot be certain however that out

efforts will be successful

We do not currently plan to develop micropt assess that are bus interface

protocol compatible with the Pentium lilT Pentium and Celeron processors

because our patarit crosslicense agraemcitwith Intel does not extend to

microprocessors that are bus interface protocol compatibLe with Intels sixth

and subsequent ganerstion.proceaaors Thus the 33W Atbion and AND Duron

microproceSsors are not designed to function with motherboards ahd chipsets
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designed to work with Intel microprocessors The same will be true of our hemmer

fereily of microprocessors Our ability to compete with Intel in the market for

seventhganerntion and future generation microprocessors will depend on ou5

succeaa in designing end developing the microprocessors and

ability to ensure that the microprocessors can be need in PC platforms

desigried to support our microprocessors or that platforms are available

which support both Lntel processors and our microprocessors

failure for any reason of the designers and producers of motherboards

chipsets processor modules and other system componehts to support our

microprocasaor offerings would have metrisladversa effect on our business

Fluctuations in the PC Market Since most of our microprocessor products are

used in PC and related peripherals our future growth is closely tied to the

growth of the PC industry Industrywide fluctuations in the PC marketplace have

in the past and may in the future materially and adversely affect our business

Dependence on Microsoft arid r.ogo License Our ebility innovate beyond the x56

Instruction set controlled by Intel depend on support from Microsoft in its

operating systems If Microsoft does not provide support in its operating

systems for the x86 instructions that we innovate and design into our

processor5 independent software providers may forego designing their software

applications to take advantage of our innovations This would adversely affect

our ability to market our processors For example we cannot assure that

Microsoft will support our Hammer family of microprocessors and its xG-64 bit

instruction set Microsofts support is vital to the success of the Hammer

family products currently in development

In addition we have entered into logo licenSe agreements with Microsoft that

allow us to label our products as Designed for Microsoft Windows We have also

obtained appropriate certifications froC recognised testing organizations for

our microprocessors If we fail to maintain the logo license agreements with

MicrosOft we may lose our ability to label out microprocessors with the

Microsoft Windows logo This could impair our ability to market the products and

could have material adverse effect on our business

Demand for Our Products Affected by Worldwide Economic Conditiona

continued decline of the worldwide semiconductor market could further decrease

the demand for microprocessors Flash memory devices and other integrated
circuits significant decline in economic conditions in any significant

geographic area eIther domestically or internationally coold decrease the

overall demand for our products whch could have materIal adverse effect on

our business

Financing Requiremants

We will have significant capital requirements during the remainder of 2001 To

the extent that we cannot generate the required capital internally or obtain

such capital externally our business could be materially and adversely

affected Me cannot assure the availability of such capital on terms favorable

to us or at all We currently plan to mete capital investments of approximately

9O0 million in 2001 although the actual expenditures may vary These

investments inclOde those relating to the continued facilitization of Dresden

Fab 30 and Frib 25

In March 1997 our indirect wholly ownGd subsidiSry AND Saxony entced into

the Dresden Loan Agreements with consortium of banks led by Dresdner Sank AG
The Dtesden toan Agreements require that we partially fund Dresden Sab 30

project costs in the forri of subordinated loans to or equity investments in
AMiD Saxony to accordance with the terms of the Dresden Loan Agreements we have

inveSted 27l million as of July 2001 in the form of subordinated loans arid

equity in AND Saxony If we are unable to meet our obligations to AHO saxony as
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required under the Dresden Loan agreements we will be ri default under the

Dresden Loan .greements and the Loan Agreamart which would permit acslmrstlon

of indebtedness which would have material adverse effect on our business

In July 2000 PASL broke ground for third fabrication facility F29L 0V3 for

the manufacture of Flash memory devices in AizuWakainatsu Japan Ac of December

2000 the building was complete and the clean room was under construction FASL

0V3 is erpectad to coSt 514 billion when fully equipped FP.SL capital

ewpenditures to date have been funded by cash generated from FASL operations and

borrowings by PASL significant portion of the PASL capital apenditures in

2001 will continue to be funded by cash generated from FASL operations In

addition both Fujitsu and AZ made copital contrlbOtions of l22 million each

to FASL during the second quarter of 2001 To the ertent that additional funds

are required for the fell facilitization of FASL 5V2 or ramp of EASL jV3 PHD

may be raquiced to contribute cash or guarantee thirdparty loans in proportion
to ou 49.992 percent interact FASt If we are unable to fulfIll our

obligations to FABL our business will be naterially and adversely affected

Hanufecturing

Capacity We underutiLize our manufacturing faciLities from ti-me to time as

result of reduced demand for certain of our products In the past there have

been timeS when our operations related to microprocessors have been particularly

affected by this situation If we underbtilize our manufacturing facilities in

the future our gross margins may suffer We are substantially increasing cur

manufacturing capacity by making significant capital investments in Feb 25 arid

Dresden Feb 30 FASL ic currently constructing FASt 3V3 We are continuing to

increase productiot in our tast and assembly facility in Ouzhou Chine We have

based our strategy of increasing our manufacturing capacity on industry

projections for future growth If these industry projections are inaccurate or

if demand for our products does not increase consistent with our plans and

epectstionS we will likaly underutilize our manufacturing facilities arid our

business could be materially and adversely effected
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In contrast to the above there also have been situations in the pact in which

our manufacturing facilities were inadequate to meet this demand for certain of

our products Our inability to obtain sufficient manufacturing capacities to

meet demand either in our own facilities or through foundry or similar

errangsmentc with others could have material adverse affect on our business

At this timed the risk is that we will have underutilized capacity in Feb 25 in

our manufacturing facilities that support our Foundry Services segment and in

the manufacturing facilities used to make our Flash memory devicCc

Conversion of Feb 25 to Flash F4emory Device Production We will begin converting
Feb 25 to production of our Flash memory devices by the end of 2001 The speed
of the conversion of Fab 25 will depend on the Flash market Srid general business

conditions

Procass Technology In order to remain competitive we must make continuing
substantial investments in improving our procass technologies In particular we

have made and continua to make significant research and development investments

in the technologies and equipment used to fabricate our microprocessor products
arid our Flaah memory devices Portions of these investments might not be folly
recovered if we fail to continue to gain narket acceptance if the

communications end networking industries do riot recover or if the market for our

Flash memory produt should continue to significantly deteriorate Likewise we

are making substantial investment in Dresden Fab 30 We have developed and

installed 010-micron process technology and copper interconnect technology in

Dresden Feb 30 in order to manufacture AND Athion microprocessors and plan to

begin to convert Draden Feb 30 to 0.13 micron technology in the fourth quarter

of 2001 We have entered Into strategic alliance wIth Motorola to codevelop
logic process arid embedded Flash technologies The logic process technology
which is the subject of the alliance includes the copper interconnect and

silicon on insulator technology that is required for AND Athlon microprocessors
and subasquent generations of microprocessors The successful development and

implementation of silIcon on insulator technology is for esample critical to

the success of the Hammer family of processors currently under development We

cannot be certain that the strategic alliance will be succassful or that ire will

be able to develop or ebtain the leadingedge process technologies that will be

required in Fab 25 or Dresden Eab 30 to fabricate microprocessors successfully

Manufacturing Interruptiofl5 and fields Any substantial interruption of our

manofacturing operations either as result of labor dispute equipment
failure or other cause could materially and adversely affect our business

operations We also have been and may in the future be materially and adrersely
affected by fluctuations in manufacturing ylalds The design Cnd manufacture of

ICs is complei process F4nrnral manufacturing risks include errors and

interruptions in the fabrication process and defects in raw materials as well

as other risks all of which can affect yields Additional manufacturing risks

incurred in ramping up new fabrication araaa and/or new manufacturing processes
include eguipsant performance and process controls as wall as other rIsks all

of which can affect yialds
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17014 FINANCIAL STATEHENTS

ADVANCED MICRO DEVICES flOC

COI130RSED COOIOOLIDATED STATEMENTS OF OPERPLTIO1S

Unaudited
Thousands except pat share aunts

Quarter Ended NIDd Months Ended

Saptembar 30 October September 30 OctOber

2001 2000 2001 2000

Net sales 765070 1206519 2939381 3469015

6xpenses
Cost of sales 504056 639010 1945065 1857334

Research and devslopmeflt 161185 162704 490089 479712

llatkstifl9 qanetal arid administrative 150910 141931 456346 436259

ite9tructurin9 and other special charges 89305 89305

995 461 943705 2980 P795 2775305

uperting Income loss 229554 262044 40914 093710

on sale of Laerity 336099 336099

Interest and other income axpense net 11220 19709 19911 60852

Thtsrsst expense 9946 17302 51790 40105

lOcoinC loss before income taxes equity in net

inosta loss of joint veniufa

ad extraordinary iteth 250760 602150 72791 1051356
Pro5laiofl benefit fot income taXes 65018 175009 8758 226787

Incofle loss before equity in net income loss of

joint venture and extraordinary item 185742 427141 64035 824569

Equity in net income loss of joint ventute 11107 4406 19296 3169

Income loss betdre etraordinsry item 186929 131547 44739 826038

ftssozcUriary item loss on debt retirement net of

t5x benefit 22980 22900

Net income loss 106929 408567 44739 805056

Net income loss per common share

Besic
Income loss before extraordinary item 0.54 1.30 014 2.69

Eatraordinery item 0.07 0.00

Net income loss 0.54 1.31 0.14 2.01

Dlluted
Income Loss befota extraOrdinary item 10.54 1.24 0.14 2.42

Extraordinary item 006 0.00

Net income loss 0.54 1.18 0.14 2.36

Shares used in par share calculatioru

Saaic 345044 312943 325837 307942
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Diluted 315044 352893 329037 350002

See eccompenyin notes

ADVANCCO 4ICR0 DEVICSS INC

CONDCNSED CONSOLIDATED 8LP.NCE SHEETS

Thousands

September 30 December 31
2001 2000

unauditod

Assets

Current essets
Cash and cash equivalents 397123 591457
Shortterm irivestneOte 506111 701708

Total cash cash equivalents and shortterm investments 903534 1293165
Accounts receivOble net allowance for doubtful accounts 588563 547200
InVelltories

Raw materials 31491 34113

Wotkinprocess 292.981 154854
Finished goods 124606 154274

Total inventories 449078 343 541

Deferred income taxes 168846 218527

Prepaid expenses and other current assets 289722 255256

Total current assets 2399743 2657689
Property plant and equipment at cost 5949709 5461801
Accumulated depreciation and arnoztizatiorL 3234417 2825334

Property plant and equipment net 2715292 2636467
Investment in joint venture 396351 261728
Other assets 22783-9 211851

5739205 5767735

iiabilities and Stockholders Equity

Current liaJ3i1ities

Accounts payable 369064 477369
1ccrued compensation and benefits 143987 172015
Accrued liabilities 382797 276721
Income taxes payable 49591 74806
Deferred income on shipments to distributors 34620 92828
Current portion of longterm debt capital lease obligatinna and other 3-92487 129570

Total cuxreDt liabilities 1172546 1224109

Deferred income taxes 139850 203986

Lonterin debt capital lease obligations and other less current portion 796021 1167973

Commitments and contingenàies

Stockho1ders equity
Common stock par value 3471 3141
Capital in excess of par value 1959483 1406290
Treasury stock 68837
Retained eatnings 1811522 1856261
coumu1ated other comprehensive loss 74851 94025

Total stockho1dars equity 3630788 3171667

5739205 5767735

Amounts as Deceniher 31 2000 were derived from the December 31- 2000

audited financial tstement
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See accompnyin9 notes

ADV.NC6D uICEO DEVICES INC

COD8N8D CONSOLIDTF.D STATEMENTS OF CASH FlOWS

UnaOdited
houssds

Nine rorLths Ended

Septesther 30 October

2001 2000

Cash lows from operating activitiee

Net income loss 44739 805058

Adjustme0te to reconcile net income lose to net cash

provided by operating activities

Gain on sale of Xegerity 336899
Extraordinary item loss on debt retirement

net of tax benefit 22980

Depreciation and amortization 472389 429461

Net change in deferred inoome taxes 14453 104461

Ecreign grant and subsidy income 38199 27975
Net loss on disposal of property plant and eguipment 22312 7354

Dndistributed income of joint venture 19296 3469
Recognition of deferred gain on sale building 1261 1261
Net compensation recognized under employee stock plans 3552 3712

Restructuring and other special charges 89305

Changes in operating assets and liabilities

Increase in accounts receivable 41618 246688
Increase in inventories 112954 92213
Increase decrease in prepaid expenses 19883 38888
Increase decrease in other assets 17723 9014

Decrease increase in tax refund receivable and tax payable 62586 8369
Refund receipt of customer deposits under purchase agreements 39300 142500

Decrease increase in psyables and accrued liabilities 67113 14776

Decrease increase in accrued compensation 62926 83556

Income tax benefits from employee stock option exercises 71197

Net cash provided by operating activities 56078 955045

Cash flows from investing activities

Proceeds from sale of Legerity
375.000

Purchases of property plamt and equipment 541391 577177
Proceeds from sale of property plant and equipment 1715 12243

Purchases of availableforsale securities 3149900 2709403
Proceeds from sale/niaturities of availableforsa1e securities 3346085 2359185

Investment in joint ventura 122356

Net cash used in investing activities 466347 540157

Cash flows from financing activities

Proceeds from borrowings 342402 145910

Payments on debt and capital lease obligations 90305 394306
Proceeds from issuance of stock 38252 115907

Repurchase of common stock 68837

Net cash provided by used in financing activities 221512 132489

Effect of exchang5 rate changes on cash and cash equivalents 5277 5773

Net increase decrease in cash and cash equivalents 194034 288172

Cash and cash equivalents at beginning of period 591457 294125

Cash and riaah sqliivalents at end of period 397423 582297

soplemantal disclosures of cash flow information

Cash paid for

Interest 38120 84831

Income taxes 58088 20908

Supplemental disclosures of noncash financing activities

Debt converted to coepIlon stock 516860
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See accompanying notes

ADVINCED MICIIO DEVICES IHC

140T05 TO COMDBSED COSDL1DATSO FIfIC1AL STTEMSBTS UNAODITED

IOasis of sentatiorL

The accompanying unaudited condensed consolidated financial statements of

Advanced Micro Devices Inc the Company or AMO have been prepared in

accordance Mith generally accepted accountMg principles for interim

financial inforrtetion and the instructions to Form 10a and Article 10 of

Regulstion SX The results of operations for the interim periods shown in

this report are not necessarily indicative of results to be expected for

the lull fiscal year ending December 30 2001 In the opinion of the

Companys management the information contained herein reflects all

adjustments necessary to make the results of operations for the interim

periods fair statement of such operations All such adjustments are of

normal recurring nature The interim financial statements should be read in

conjunction With the financial statements in the Companys Mnual Leport on

form 10 for the year ended December 31 2000

The Company uses 52 to 53week fiscal year ending on the lest Sunday in

December The quarters ended September 30 2001 ahd October 2000 each

included 13 weeks The nine months ended September 30 2001 and October

2000 included 30 and 40 weeks

AvaiLable-forSale Securities

The following is summary of investments in availableforsale securities

September 30

Thousands 00l

Cash equivalents
Certificates of deposit 10001
Commercial paper 69.543

Money market funds 61850

Municipal bonds 28690
Federal agency notes 14137
Tax exempt money market fundS

rotl cash equivalents 184821

Shortterm investments

Certificates of deposit 10247
Commercial paper 31040

Money market auction rate preferred stocks 118202

Municipal bonds 261706

Federal agency notas 25782

Floating rate notes 17247
Te exempt preferred auction

Total shortterm investments 506111

Longterm investments

Squity investments 17694

Coeearcial paper 9999

Treasury notes 3323

Total longterie investments included in other assets 31016

Bet Income Loss per Common Share

Basic net income lose per comLoon share is computed using the

weightedaverage common harea outstanding Diluted net income loss par

common share is computed using the weightedaverage common shares outstanding

plus any potential dilutive aecufitias Dilutive securities include stock

options and shares issuable upon the conversion of convertible debt or the

ninemonth period ended September 30 2001 an incremental 14 miLlion shre
of culiunon stock issuable upon the assumed conversion of convertIble debt ware

antidilutive nd were not included in the calculation of diluted earnings
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per shate due to recorded net loseCs Pot the three and ninemonth periods

ended September 30 2001 outatanding stock options million and

m11ioo shares .respuctivelyr were not included in the ealcuiation of diluted

earnings par share as the effect would 1so be onti-dilut5.ve The following

table sets fOrth the components of basic and diLuted Lecome loss per common

ahare

Ocebter Ceded Sine months tedod

september 30 October Sept 0bgt 50 October

ThoueCnds escept per shore datS 2001 2000 2001 2000

N800rStor

Cureretor for bs1c Income less per cohusoC ohare befote

cxtrsordinery item 186929 431547 44739 026.030

tot becic retroordinry lesS poS coewen shore 23960 -- 22980

UOnwSretsr tot best-s inoomO less per coesea shele 266820 400987 4739 805098

Conetetoc for duSted Income less per cee500 Shore before

extreerdlosty item 080929 451547 -4759 529035

ot ddieg beck intereSt ecpelhse
osir.tod tS

ceerrih1e debeetOteS 6410 20301

9unorltot tot basis ircome loss per corehuoC share boforo extreordinaty

Item 290928 437957 40739 640419

leocrotor for diluted mxtroocdin5ry loss per cones share 22980 22960

liwoerotor for dIlated locome lee per rerrmen haro 180929 454977 44739 525439

ton siflotot1

beoeelnotor for b8ste icoomo less per shore wai9bted000rego shores 546044 311903 529057 307945

feet of dIlOhive ssritie
Eseployrhe tsk pt1eno 12996 04172

Co0vett-blo dehootores 27954 27960

Silutive potontiol common sb0teo 40950 42240

Donominekot fol diluted not income Less per coeeon share 545044 552093 529037 190062

adjhs000d seiqbtedaveratle obStes

Cot Income less per coemoo shOtot

BsIct

Income lose betore extraordinory Item 054 1.58 0.14 2.08

Cottoordinoty tech debt .- 007 0.95

Cat mecca loSs .5 054 1.31 0.14 2.61

Dilutedt

Income 1oo before rxtreotdnsry item 90.54 2.24 014 2.02

Ctrsordinary item debt 0.08 006

lot income l8ss 0.54 1.85 5.14 230

-8--

Investment in Joint Ventura

Sn 1993 MD end Fujitsu Limited formed joint venture Fujitsu P140

Semiconductor Limited jPASL or the development and manuscture of

nonvolatile memory devices FASL operates atvanced integrated citcuit

manufacturing faciLities in AizuWatamatsu Japan to produce Flash memory

devices FPSL also uses foundry facilities in Swats Japan and Gresham

Oregon The Companys share of FASL is 49.992 percent and the investment

is being ccoUntCd for under the equity method At Septesnber 30 2001 the

cumulative adjustment related to the translation of the FPISL financial

statements into 0.3 dollars redulted in decreaso in the investmebt in

FASL of $21 million During the quarter ended July 2001 the Company

made capital contrrbutions of approximately $122 million to EPSL The

following are tha significant F78.SL relatedparty transactions and balsncas

Quarter Ended 4Ine IlOnths Ended

5pLember 30 October September 30 October

Thousands 2001 2000 2001 2000

Eoyaity income 10975 8230 36675 20139

Purchases 14r76 107318 435520 2619Y7

September 30 December 31
Thousands 2001 2000

Royalty receivable 21040 9561
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P.ccounts payable 77713 17503

The following is condensed unaudited financial data of FAST.

Quarter Ended Nine Months Ended

September 30 October Septenber 30 October

Thousands 2001 3000 2003 2000

Net sales 241812 200009 000573 502039
Croes profit loss 19064 19513 73669 22011

Operating income loss 20172 18559 69022 20276

Net income loss 3.1798 11270 40494 32110

The Companys share of FP.SL net income ret forth above differs from the

equity In net income of joint venture reported on the codenned

conalidated statements of operations The difference is due primarily to

adjustments that eliminate the relatedparty transactione between PASt and

the Company on the Companys condensed coneolidated statements of

operaLionS

FASL has expsnded its production capacity through foundry arrangement

with Eujitsu Microelectronics Inc FM. In connection with this foundry

arrangement the Company egreed to guarantee up to $125 million of

Fujitsus obligations under PMrs credit facility

Segment Reporting

p4D oparates in two reportable segments the Core Products and Foundry

Services segments AND has previously shown three reportable segments
however Ss result of the sale of LegeriLy Inc Legerity the Company

no longer operates in tho Voice Communicatione segment The Cnra Products

segment includes microprocessors Flash memory devices Erassble

Programmable ReedODly Memory 0P6OM devices embedded processors

platform products and networking products The Foundry Services segment

includes fees fot water PabricatioD and assembly test mark and pack

services provided to egerity and VenUs Corporation Vantis the

Coapsnys former programmable logic subeidiary The Voice ComflunictIos

segment included the voice communLcations products of Legerity until July

31 2000 the effective date of its sale The following table is summary

of the operating income by segment for the quarters and nine months ended

September 10 2001 and October 2000

Quarter Ended Nine Months Ended

Tousands
Net sales September 30 October Saptember 30 October

2001 2000 2001 2000

Cote Products segment 741320 1143408 2043915 3239035

Foundry Services segment 24550 45634 95966 83671

Voice cormeunications segment -- 17427 140309

Total net sales 765070 1206549 2939001 3469015

segment operating income LOSs

Core products segment 323947 256281 70053 641701

FoLndry.SeIvicea segment 9441 7564 147519 17023
Voice Communications segment 961 34906

Total segment operating income loss 133360 262844 55292 693710

Restructuring and other special charges 893059 99305
ASditioflal inventory provision 69019 6901
Cain on sale of Legerity 336099 336899

Interest income sOd other nt 11224 19769 1991 60852

Interest expanse 9946 17362 51790 40105
Provision benefit for income tauss 65010 175009 0750 226707
Squity in net ulconne loss of joint venture 1187 4906 19296 3469

Extraordinary item debt retirement net tax benefit 22900 22980

Net income loss 186929 400567 44730 805059

10-
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CoTnprhensive Income Loss

The following are the components of comptehensive income 1oss

Quarter rided Nine Months Ended

september 30 October Septer8ber 30 October

Thond5 2001 2000 2001 2000

income floss 196929 408567 44739 805030

Foreign currency translation adjustments 59025 39760 18585 2023
OerivetiVe finarLciel istrWpent gains net 20060 8412

tJnraalired gains losses on Securities arising

during the period 2660 3974 7824 1410

Other comprehensive incoEs loss 82253 437343 19173 73933

Comprehensive income loss 104676 364833 25565 13112S

The components of accumulated other aomprehensive loss are as follows

Septenther 30 Deceniber 31
Thousands 2001 2000

tinrealized gain CD Securities net tax 5320 13143

Derivatives 7cmsh flow hedging adjustments 8412
Cumulative translation adustments 88583 lO7rlG8

74 851 94 025

11

Share Repurchase Program

On January 29 2001 the Company announced that the Doerd of Directors had

authorired program to repurchase op to $300 million worth of the

Companys corseon stock over period of time to be determined by

management Pny such repurchasee will be made from time to time in the

open market or in privately negotiated transactions in compliance with Rule

lObIS of the Sacurities Exchange subject to market conditions

applicable legal requirements and other factors ThIs program does not

obligate the Company to acqoire any particular am000t of its coswior stock

and the program may be suspendad at sny time at the Companys discretion

As of September 30 2001 N0 had acquired 5310580 shares of its common

stock at aggregate cost of $69 million under the program

Dresden Loan agreements

34D Saxony Manufacturing Grebf NID Saxony an indirect wholly owned

subsidiary of the Company operates the Companys manufacturing and design

facility in Dresden Germany Dresden Eab 30 In 1997 PN0 Saxony entered

into loan end related agresments the Dresden Loan tgreements with

consortium of banks 1d by Dcesdner Sank W0

In February 2001 the Dresden E.oan Agreements were amended to reflect new

capacity and increased capital spending plans for Dresden Fab 30 Under the

February 2001 amendments the Company ngraed to extend its guaranty of 04D

Saxonys obligations and to make available to fl14D Oaxoriy revolving loans of

up to 500 mllon The company also expanded its obligation to reimburse

P4D Saxon for the cost of producing wafers for the Coipany end agreed to

cancel the coat overrun facility made available by the banks Under these

amendments the Company was ieleased from financial Covenants limitilLg

capital epsnditutes and requiring UID Ssxony to achieve capacity and

production cost targets by the end of 2001

The Dresden Loan agreements as amended reuira that the Company provide

interim funding to C40 Saxony ii either the remaining capital investment

allowances or the remaining interest subsidies are delayed such interim

funding to be repaid as AND Saxon receives the grants and subsidies from

the State of Gaxony fund shortfalls in government subsidies resulting from

any default under the subsidy agreements caused by AND Saxony or its

affiliates and guarantee up to 35 perceht of AND Saxonys obligations
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under the Dresden Loan reeffients which grantee roust not be less than

0103 miLlion or more than $203 million until the bank loans arm repaid in

fuLL

-L2

Darivetive Inttruments and Jedgirig

On January 2001 the Company adopted Statement of financial Accounting

Standards 133 Accounting for Derivative Instruments arid 9edging
Activities SEAS 133 The Statement requires the Company to recognize all

derivntivcos on the balance sheet at fair value Dervatvee that are not

hedges must be adusted to fair velure through income If the derivative is

hedge depending on the nature of the hedge changes in the fair value of

the derivative are either offset against the change in fair value of

assets liabilities or firm commitments through earnings fa value

hedges or recognized in other comprehensive income until the hedged item

is recognized in earnings cash flow hedges The ineffective portion of

derivatives change in fair value immediately recognized in earnings As

of January 2001 the Company had entered into foreign currency forward

contracts to hedge the gains and losses generated by the rernessureinant of

foreign currency denominated intercompany accounts 05 result these

derivatives which are not designated as hedges are recorded at fair

value wlth changes in fair value recognized in operations Accordingly

the adoption of FAS 133 had no impact on the Companys consolidated

financial position or operating results

The Company purchases significant volume of inventory from FASL AHDe

unconsolidated joint venture in Japan and from P110 Oaxony LurchaCea from

FOZL and 0110 Saxony are denominated in yen and eoros respectively

Therefore in the normal course of business the Companys financial

poJtion is routinely subjected to market risk associated with foreign

currency rate fluctuations The Companys general practice is to ensure

that material busine exposure to foreign exchange risks are idcntifed

measured and minimized using the most effective end efficient methods to

eliminate or reduce such exposures To protect against the reduction in

value of forecasted yen arid euro denominated cash flows resulting from

these transactions the Company has Instituted foreign currency c5sh flow

hedging program The Company purchaser foreign currency fowad contracts

and sells or purchases foreign currency option contracts generally expiring

within twelve months to hedge portions of its forecasted foreign currency

denominated cash flows These foreign currency contracts are carried on the

Companys balance sheet at fair value with the effective portion of the

gain or loss recorded in accumulated ether comprehensive Income

component of stockholders equity and subseqoently recognized in

earnings in the earns period the hedged forecasted transaction affects

earnings The Company does not use derivatives for trading purposes

The effectiveness test for these foreign currency contracts utilized by the

Company is the fair value to fair value comparison method SFS 133 permits

the exolsion from the effectiveness assessment of the time value portion
of the change in value of the currency forward contract The change in fair

value of the time value portion of the derivative is cooiderad by th
Company to be inherently ineffective and is immediately adjusted through

earnings each accounting period During the threemonth period ended

September 30 2001 the portions of the hedging instruments ezcldad from

the assersmnnt of hedge effectiveness were not material to the Companys
consolidated financial position or operating results and are included in

sareings in the accompanying Consolidated Statements of Operations

-13

As of .Septenibar 30 2001 the Company expects to reclassify the amount

accumulated in other comprehensive income to earnings within the next

twelve months due to the recognition in earnings of the hedged forecasted

transactions

If cash flow hedgO should be discontinued because it is probable that the

original forecasted transaction will not occur the net gain or loss in

accumulated other comprehensive income will ha reclassified into earnings

as component of income and expanse 81e such amounta were recorded in

earnings during the threemonth period ended September 30 2001

The following table summarizes activity in other comprehensive irrcnme

related solely darivatives classifiCd as caSh flow hedges held by the

Company during the period froC January 2001 through September 30 200L

line Honthe Snded

Thousands September 30 2001

Cumulative effect of adopting SFAS 133

Changes in fair value of derivatives net 8412

8412
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10 Debt

On August 2002 the Company redeemed tile remaining $43 million of its

outstanding l1 Senior Secured Notes the Senior Notes due 2003

11 Restructuring and other special charges

On September 25 2002 due to the continued slowdown in the semiconductor

industry and resulting decline in revenues the Company announced

reetructUring plan to accelerate key components of ta strategy to reduce

etc and enhance tile financial performance of its core businesses In

connection with the pian the Company will close Faba 14 and 15 in Austin

Texas These facilities support certain of the Companys older products and

its Foundry Service operations whcfl will be discontinued as part of the

plan The Company will also restructure other manufacturing faciliUes and

redoce activities primarily in Fenang MalSysia along with associated

administrative support

These changes will result in the reduction of approximata-y 2300 direct

manufacturing and related administrative support positions or

approximately 15 percent of the Companys worldwide workforce by the end

of tile second quarter of 2002 Approximately 1000 of these positions are

aesociated with closing Fabs 14 and 15 in Austin Texas The balance of the

reductionS 4i1l result rom reducing end restructuring activities primarily

in Fertang l4alaysia

Prior to the date of the financial statements management approved end

committed the Company to the plan and determined the benefits that would be

offered to the

14

employees being terminated The benefits package was cosunithicated to

employees in sufficient detail tu enab.e each affected employee to

determine the type and amount of benefit he or she is entitled to receive

TIIu Company recorded restructuring costs and other special charges of 09.3

million consisting of $34.1 million ut anticipated severance and fringe

benefit costs 416.2 million of anticipated eit costs to close the

facilities in Austin and Penang and $39.0 million of asset impairment

charges The asset impairment charges relate primarily to buildings and

production equipment and have been inchrred as result of the Companys

decision to implement the plan

The Company recorded an additional charge of $6.9 million during the third

goartar of 2001 for the impairmant of inventories associated with

roundry Services and other dscontinUed product Lines resulting from the

restructuring plan This amount was recorded in cost of sales in the

Companys statement of operations

It summary of the restructuring coatS and other special charges is provided

as fo1lown

Restructuring

Tiabilities

Total oncash Cash September 30r

Thousands Charges Charges Payments 2001

Severance and empoyee benefits $34105 $34405

Facility and equipment impairment 39000 390D01

Facility and equipment decommission costs 15500 15500

Dthar facility exit costs 700 700

$8930 $39000 $50305

The Company expects to substantially complete execution of its

restructuring plan by the end of the second guarter of 2302 None of the

enticipated severance fringe benefit or exit costs have been paid or uSed

as of September 30 2001

12 New Accounting Pronouncement

In August 2001 the EASB issued SEAS No 144 Accounting for the

Impairment or Disposal of LongLived Assets which is effective January

2002 SEAS 144 supercedes SIAS 121 Accounting for the impairment uf

Long-Lived Assets end for Long-Lived Assets to be Disposed Of and the

accounting and reporting provisions relating to the disposal of segment

of business under Accounting Principles Doard Opinion No 30 the Company

Source ADVANCED MICRO DEVIC 0-Q NoVember 14 2001



does not expect that the adoption of SFAS 144 will have significant

impact on its financial statehenta
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ITSM MANPGEMSTS DXSCUSSI0 ASD ANALYSIS OF ANIALCOWSilTIoN AND RESULTS

OF OPERPTTONS

Cautionary Statement Regarding ForwardLooking Statements

The statements in this Managements Discussion and Analysts of Financial

Condition and Results of Operations that are forwardlooking ace based on

current expectetions and beliefs and involve numerous risks sOd ncertaiatias

that could caOse actual results to differ materially The forwatdlooking

statements telate to among other things operating results anticipated cash

flows capital expenditures adequacy of resources to fund Operations and

capital investments our ability to produce AND AthlonTM and AND DuronTM

microprocessors in the volume required by customers on timely basis our

ability to maintain average selling prices of seventhgeneration microprocessors

despite aggressive pricing stratgias of our competitors the ability of third

parties to provide timely infrastructure solutions otherboards and chipsets

to support our micropoceasors our ability to increase customer and market

acceptance of the newest versionS of our seventhgeneration miernpFocessors

particularly in commercial and mobile markets recovery in the cosiuntcation

ad networking industries leading to an increase in the demand for Flash memory

products the effect of foreign currency hedging transactions the production

tamp of our new sbmicron integrated circuit manufacturing and design facility

in DreSden Germany Dresden Fab 30 and the financing end construction of the

Fujitsu AND Semiconductor Limited FASL manufecturiOg fasilities Se
Financial Condition and Risk Factors heloM as well as such other risks ad
uncertainties as are detailed in our other Securities and Exchange Commission

reports nd filings for discussofl of the factors that could cause actual

results to differ materially from the forwardlooking statements

The following discussion should be read in conjunction with the tjnaudited

Condensed Consolidated Financial Sttsents and related notes includad this

report arid our Audited Financial Statements and related notes of December 31
2000 and December 26 1095 and for each of the three years in the period ended

December 31 2000 as filed in our Annual Report on Form 10-S

AND the AND logo and combinationS tharsof Advanced Micro Devices ENDES AND

Athlon arid AND Duron are either trademarks or registered trademarks of Advanced

Micro DeviceS mc Vsntis is trademark of Vantis Corporation Legerity is

trademark of Legerity Inc Microsoft and Windows are either registered

trademarks or tradamarks of Microsoft CorporatIon Other terms used to identify

companies and products may be trademarks of their respective owners
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RSSULTS OF OPERATIOMS

We participete in all three technology areas withIn the digital Integrated

Circuits XC marketinicroproceasots memory circuits and logic

circuitsthrough our Core Products and Foundry Services segments Our Core

Products segment includes our PC processors Memory products and Other IC

products PC processors incltde our seventhgeneration microprocessors the AND

Athion and AND Dorm microprocessors and our sixthgeneration microprocessors

Memory products include Flash memory devises and Erasable Programmable ReadOnly

Memory or EPROM devices Other XC products include embedded processors

platform products ad networking products Our Foundry Services segment consists

of fees for services that we provide to Legefity Inc and Vantia Corporation

Me use 52 to 53week fiscal year ending on the last Sunday in December The

quarters ended September 30 2001 July 2601 and Octobar 2000 each

included 13 weeks The nine months ended September 30 2001 arid October 2000

Included 39 and 40 weeks
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The following is summary of our net sales by segment for the periods presented

below

Quarter Ended Nine Months Ended

September 30 .Yuly October September 30 October

Millions 2001 2001 2000 2001 2000
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Core Products segment
PC Processors 467 588 625 1717 1771

Memory Products 210 316 420 937 1109
Other IC Products 64 51 99 190 359

741 955 1144 2844 3239

Foundry Services segment 25 30 46 96 90

Voice Communications segment 17 140

766 985 1207 2940 3469

Net Sales Comparison of Quarters Itnded September 30 2.001 and July 2001

4et sales of 766 million for the third quarter of 2001 decreased by 22 percent

compared to net sales of $905 million for the second quarter of 2001

SC Processors net sales of $467 million decreased 21 percent in the third

quarter of 2001 compared to the second quarter of 2001 The decrease in not

sales was primarily due to decline average selling prices resulting from

very aggressive market pricing pressures Total PC processor unit sales were

relatively flat compared to the second quarter of 2001 In the fourth quarter of

o0i we currently expect sc processor net sales to range from Unchanged to

growth of 10 percent dut to normal seasonality and the introduction of the new

AND Athlon XP and 0lD Athion NT processors Maintaining ovea1l PC Processor

sales level in the fourth quarter of 2001 is dependent upon continuing

successfuL production ramp in Dresden Feb 30 our ability to maintain average

selling prices or our seventb.generation reicroprocessorsr continuing growth in

unit shipments of our sC processors the availability of chipsats and

motherboards from third-party suppliers and increasing market acceptance of the

newest versions of the AND Athion and AND Boron processors

Memory products net sales of $210 million decreased 34 percent in the third

quarter of 2001 compared to the second quarter of 2001 The decrease resulted

primarily from continuing weakness in the communications and networking

equipment induStries and excess inventories held by aaor customers In the

fourth quarter of 2001 we expect net Sales of memory products to range from

unchanged to growth of 10 percent due to an increase in Onit shipments

partialJ.y offset by decline in average selling prLces

Other IC products net sales of $64 million Increased 25 percent in the third

quarter of 2001 compared to the second quarter of 2001 primarily due to

increased set sales of platform products partially offset by decrease in

networking product sales as result of the sustained weaknas in

iS

the communications and networking equipment industries Me expect Other IC

revenues to decLia S-n the fourth quarter of 2001 due to our restructuring plan

which results the discontinuation of embedded processors and networking

products by the end of the second quarter of 2002

Foundry Services segment service feos of $25 million decreased 17 percent in the

third quarter of 2001 from $30 million in the second quarter of 2003 The

decrease was primarily duo to significant reduction in demand for product from

Vantis We expect that service fees will continue decline in the fourth

quarter of 2001 due to our restructuring plan which rasult.s in the

discontinuation of these services by the end of the second quarter of 2002

Net Sales comparison of Quarters Snded September 30 2001 and October 2000

4et sales of $766 million for the third quarter of 2001 decreased by 37 percent

compared to net sales of $1207 million for the third quarter of 2000

PC Processors net sales of $467 million decreasad 25 percent in the third

quarter of 2001 compared to the same quester of 2000 primarily due to decline

in average selling prices of our seventhgeneration microprocessors partially

offset by higher unit sales of our seventh.genetati.oT microprocessors

Memory products net sales of $210 millioc decreased by 50 percent in the third

quarter of 2001 compared to the same quarter of 2000 due to decline in Unit

shicnents partially offset by an increase in average ceiling prices The

declIne in unit shipments resulted from the sustained weakness in the

communicationS and networking equipment industries and excess inventories held

by meor customers

Other IC products net sales of $64 million in the third quarter of 2001

decreased by 35 percent when compared to the same quarter of 2000 due to

decreased net salas from networking nd embedded processor products partially

offset by an increase in net sales of platform products

Foundry Services segment service fees of $25 million in the third quarter of

2001 decreased by 46 percent compared to the same quarter of 2000 The decrease
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was primarily due to significant reduction of product purchases and service

fees from Vantis

liet Sales Comp%rison of Nina 4onLhs nded Septersber 3O 2001 and October 2030

Net sales of $2940 million for the first nine months of 2001 decreased by 15

percent compared to net sales of 3469 million for the first nine months of

2000

PC Processors net sales of $1717 million decreased three percent in the first

nine months of 2001 compared to the same period of 2000 primarily due to lower

average selling prices of our seventh-generation microprocessors and lower unit

sales of AHDK6 microprooeesors partially offset by higher unit shipments of

our seventhgeneration microproceSsors

Memory products net sales of $937 million decreased by 16 percent in the first

niOe months of 2001 compared to the same period of 2000 due to decline in unit

shipments resulting from the sustained weakness in the coiv.munications and

networking equipment industries and excess inventories held by major customers
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Other IC products net sales of $190 million in the first nine months of 2001

decreased by 47 percent compared to the same period of 2000 due to decreased net

zeiss from netwofking platform and embedded processor products as the

communications and networking equipment indotries continued to decline

Foundry Services segment service fees of $96 miLlion in the first nine months of

2001 increased compared to the same period of 2000 The increase wan primarily

due to the addition of service fees from legerity after the second quarter of

2000 partially offset by reduction of product purchases and service fees from

Vanti

Comparison of Sxpenses Gross Margin Percentage and Interest

The following is susreary of expenses gross margin percantage end interest and

other income apenseL net fot the periods presented below

Quarter Ended NIne Months Ended

September 30 July OcLobe September 3D October

2001 2001 2000 2001 2000

Millions except for gross margin peroantage
Cost of sales 594 036 539 1945 1657

Gross margin percentage 22% 35% 47% 34% 46%

kesearch end development 161 171 13 49D 460

Marketing general sd admirmistrstiVe 151 156 142 456 438

Nestructuring and other specIal charges 89 09

Gain on sale of Legerity 337 337

Interest and other income expanse net 11 12 20 20 61

Interest aspense 10 20 17 52 40

We operate in an industry characterized ty high fixed costs due to

capitalintensive manufacturing processes particularly the stateoftheart

production facilitieS raquired for PC processors and Flash memory devices As

result our gross margin percentage is significantLy affected by iluctuations in

product saleS Our ability to maintain gross margin percentages depends on

continuing successful production ramp in Dresden Lab 30 maintaining average

selLing prices of our core products perticulerly in light of pricing pressures

from Intel continuing growth in unit shipments of our PC processors the

availability of chipsets and motherboards from thirdparty suppliers nd
increasing market acceptance of the newest versions of the AND Athion and AND

Duron processors

The gtosa margin percentage of 22 percent in the third quarter of 301 decreased

from 35 percent in the second quarter of 2001 and from 47 percent in the third

quarter of 2000 The decrease in gross margin percentage in the third quertar of

2001 compared to the second quester of 2001 was primarily attributable to

decline in the average selling prices and unit shipments for our core products

resulting largely from very aggressive market pricing pressures from Intel The

decrease in gross margin percentage in the third quarter of 2001 compared to Lbs

same quarter in 2000 was primarily due to higher fiad manufacturing costs and

decLine in average selling prices Fixed costs will continue to increase as we

ramp Dresden Lab 30 production through the end of 2001 We expect the initial

phases of Lab 30 to be at full capacity by the end of 2001-
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Research and development expenses of $161 million in the thIrd quarter of 2001

decreased six percent compared to the immediate prior quarter and one percent

compared to the same guarter in 2000 The darease was primarily due to reduced
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esrch nd development activities for PC mcroproceasora

Research and development and cost of sales inctudod the recognition of deferred

credits on foreign capital grants and interest subsidies that ware received for

Dresden Fab 30 Credits of opproxinmtely $11 million per quarter denominated in

deutsche marks will continue to be offset against Oreaden Fab 3D expenses in

future quarters until unm 2007

Marketing general and administrative expenses of 5151 million in the third

quarter of 2001 decreased three percent compared to the second quarter of 2001

as result of decrease in sales expenses partially offset by en increase in

marketing expenses for our core roduct5 Marketing general and administrative

expenses in the third quarter of 2001 increased six percent compared to the ease

quarter La 2O00 The increaSe was primarily due to increased advertising and

marceting expenses for our core products

On September Z5 2001 due to the continued slowdown in the seteicoflductox

industry and resulting decline in revenues we announced restrufturing plan

to accelerate key components of our strategy to reduce Costs and enhance the

financial performance of our core businesses In connection wLth the plan we

will close Eabs 14 end 15 in Austin Texas These facilities support certain of

our older products and our Foundry SeryLca Operations which will be

discontinued as part of the plan We will also restructure other manufacturing

facilities and reduce activities primarily in Penang Malaysia along with

associated administrative support

These changes will result in the reduŁtLon of approximately 2300 direct

manufacturing and related administrative support positions or approximately 15

percent of our world4ide workiorce by the and of the second quarter of 2002

Approximately 1000 of these positions are associated with closing Fabs 14 end

15 in Austin Texas The balance of the reductLons will result from reducing and

restructuring activities primarily in Penang Malaysia

Prior to the date of the financial statements our management approved and

coremitted us to the plan cccl determined the benefits that would be offered to

the employees being terminated Tl-i benefits package was communicated to

employees in sufficient detail to enable each affected eeployae to determine the

type and amount of banefit he or she is entitled to receive

We recorded restructuring costs nd other special charges of $89 million

consisting of $3.lmillion of anticipated severance and fringe benefit costs

$l.2 million of anticipated exit costs to close the facilities in Austin and

Penang end 539.0 million of asset impairment charges The asset impairment

charges relate primarily to buildinqs and production equipment and have been

incurred as result of our decision to implement the plan

We-recorded an additional charge of $.9 million during the third quarter of

2001 for the impairment of inventories aeociated with Foundry Services and

other discontinued product
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lines resulting from the restroctur$-ng plan This amount was recorded in cost of

sales in our statement of operations

summary of the restructuring coSts and other special charges is provided as

followar

Restructuring

Total Noncash Cab Liabilities

Thousands Charges Charges Payments September 30 2001

Severance and employee banefits 3l05 34105

Facility and equipment impairment 39000 39000
Facility amid equipment decommission

costs 15500 l5500

Other facility ealt costs oo 700

89 305 39 000 5O305

We expect to substantially complete execution of our restructuring plan by the

end of the second quarter of 2002 Mone of the anticipated severance fringe

benefit or exit costs have been paid or used as of September 30 2001 Upon

executLon of the plan we expect to realise an overall cost reduction of up to

$125 million on an annualized basis

Ihterest and other income expeflse decreased $23 million compared to the second

quarter of 2001 primarily due to $22 million charge for ocher than temporary

declines in our equity investments Interest and other income expense

decreased 531 million compared to the same quarter of 2000 primarily due to

$22 million charge for other than temporary declines in our equity investments
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end en $8 million dectease in interest incorLe due to decrease in short.-term

investments

Interest expense of $10 million in the third quarter of 2001 decreased 51

percent compared to the second quarter of 2001 primarily due to the redemption

of our 68 convertible subordinated notes jib May 2001 Interest expense
decreased 41 percent compared to the same quarter of 2000 primarily due to the

redemption of our 6% cnniertib1e subordinated notes and the rederiiption of the

remaining $43 million of our outstanding 113 SeniOr Secured Notes due 2003 in

the second quarter of 2001f partially pffset by an increase of intCrest expense

en result of increased borrowings by u4l3 Saxony under the Dresden t.oan

Agreements as described below
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Income Tax

We recorded an income tax benefit of $65 nillion in the third quarter of 2001

efld an income tax provision of $175 million in the third quarter of 2000 The

affective tax rates for the quarter and nine months Cnded September 3D 2001

were 26 percent and 12 percent respectively reflecting the provision of 0.5

taxes on certain previously uridistributed earnings of lowtaxed foreign

subsidiaries The effective tx rates for the quarter and nine months ended

October 2090 were 29 percent and 22 percent respectively reflecting the

realization of dafertd tax assets for which no benefit was previously takes

The tax benefit on the restructuring charges in the quarter ended September 30
2001 was $21 million or 24 percent reflecting the allocation of the charge

between U.S and foreign lawtaxed jurisdictions

Other Items

International saleS as percat net sales were 68 percent in the third

quarter of 2001 compared to 61 percent in the second quarter of 2000 and 57

percent in the third quarter of 2000 International 5eles as percent of net

sales were 64 percent in the first nine months of 2001 compared to 57 percent in

the first nine months of 2000 IDuring the third quarter of 2001 approximately

one percent of our net alas were denominated in foreign currencies compared to

sty percent in the sane period in 2000 We do not have eales denominated in

local currencies in countries that have highly inflationary economies The

impact on our operating results from changes in foreign currency rates

individually and in the aggregate has not been significant

Comparison of Segment income

For comparison of segment net sales refer to the previous discussions on net

sales by product group

The fo1loing is aumisary of operating income .los by segment for the periods

preentad be1ow

Quarter Ended iria MonthS Ended

September 30 July October September 30 October

Nil-lions 2001 2001 2000 2001 2000

Core Products 124 26 256 70 642

FoundryServices 15 17

Voice Communic5tiona 35

Total 133 22 263 55 694

Core products operating results for the third quarter of 2001 decreased $152

million compared to the second quarter of 2001 and $380 aillion compared to the

third quarter of 2000 Fhese decrCa5es were primarily due to decline in the

average selling prices and unit shipments of our core products due to the

sustained dOwnturn in the sersiconductor communications and networking equipment

industries Core
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Products operating results for the first nine monthS uf 2001 decreased 89

percent compared to the first nine months of 2000 due to the sustained downturn

in the semiconductor communications and networking equipment industries

resulting in decrease in net sales of our Core Products As result of the

sale of Legerity effective July 31 2000 we no longer operate in our former

Voice ComEnuflications segment resulting in no operating iricoma in this segment

in the third quarter of 2001 compared to an operating loss of 51 million in this

segment in the third quarter of 2000
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INScIPL CONDITION

Net cash provided by opetating activities was $56 million in the first nine

months of 2001 primarily due to an increase of $472 million free depreciation

and aE9rtiration and nonrecurring $89 million from restructuring and other

special charges offset by year to data losses of $S million reduction to

operating cash flows from et changes in deferred income taxes and foreign grant

and subsidy income of $53 million and net decreasn of $414 il1ion from

changes in operating assets and liabilities

Net cash provided by operating activities was $955 million in the first nine

ITtOnths of 2000 primarily due to net income of $605 million nonrecurring $337

milLion noncash adjustment from the gain on the sale of Legerity in 2000 an

increase of $429 million from depreciation and amortization an increase ol $71

million from income tax benefits from employee stock option exercises end

decrease of $29 million from foreign grant and subsidy income

Net cash used in investing activities was $466 million during the first nine

months of 2001 Najor uses of cash during the period included $542 million for

the purchases of property plant and equipment primarily for Dresden Fab 30 and

Asia manufacturing facILities and $122 million for additional equity investments

in FSL offset by $196 million of net proceeds from the maturities of

availableforsale securities

Net cash used in investing activities was $540 million during the first nine

months of 2000 primarily due to $577 million from the purchase of property

plaflt and equipment and $350 million for net purchases of availableforsale

securities offset by the nonrecurring $375 million we received from the sale of

Legerlt.y

Net cash provided financing actYitIes was 6222 million during the first nine

monthS of 2001 primarily due to $342 million in proceeds from Dresden Fab 30

borrowing activities and $39 million in proceeds from the issuance of stock in

connection with Stock option exelcises end purchases under our Employee Stock

Purchase Plan offset by $90 million in payments op deft and capital lease

obigations end $63 million from our repurchase of our common stock

Net cash Used in financing activities was $132 million during the first nine

months of 2000 primarily due to $394 million in payments on debt and capital

lease obligations offset by $146 million in proceeds from borrowing activities

end $114 million in proceCds from issuance of stock

Under our loan and security agreement affective as of July 13 1999. which

provides for fouryear secured revolving line of credit of up to $200 million

we can borrow subject to amounts that may be set aside by the landers up to 95

percent of our eligible accounts receivable from Original Squipment

Manufactuters and 50 percent of our eligible accounts receivable from

distributors We muSt comply with certain financial covenants if the level of

domestic cash we hold declines to cortain levels or the amount of borrowings

under our loan and security agreement rises to certain levels Our obligation

under our loan nd security agreement is secured by pledge of most of our

eccont5 receivable invantory general intangibles and the relatad proceeds As

of September
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30 2001 no funds were drawn under our loan and security agreement In

addition we had available unsecured uncommitted bank lines of credit in the

amount of $24 million none of which ware outstanding

We plan to omaka capital investments of approximately $900 million during 2001

of which approximately 6542 million has been incurred as of September 30 2001

These investments include those relating to the continued facilitizetion of

Dresden Eab 30 and our fabrication facility ip Rustin Texas known as Fab 25

on January 29 2001. we announced that our beard of directors had aothorized

program to repurchase up to $300 million worth of our common stock over period

of tIme to be deterCined by management ny slick repurcheses have been and will

be made in the open mrket or In privately negotiated transactions from time to

time in compliance with Rule lOblO of the Securities Exchange Ict subjact to

market conditions applicable legal requirements and other factors This program

dues not obligate us to acquire any particular amount of our common stock end

the program may be suspended at any time at our discretion As of September 30
2001 wa had acquired 5310560 shares of our common stock at an aggregate cost

of $69 million

On Nay 21 2OJl we redeemed all $517.5 million of our outstanding 6%

Convert.b1e Subordinated Notes due 2005 which reselted in the conversion of

$517.3 million of such Notes into approximately 29 million shares of our common

stock The remaining $0.2 million of Notes were peid in cash to investors
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On August 2001 we redeemed all $43 million of our outstanding 12% Senior

Secured Notes due 3003

MD Saxony en indirect wholly owned German aubsidisry of P240 has constructed

and has installed eguipniant in Dresden Fab 30 which began production in the

second quarter of 2000 P240 the Federal Republic of Germany the State of

Saxony end consortium of banks are supporting the project We currently

estimate that the construction and tacilitization costs of Dresden Feb 30 will

be $2.0 billion when fully equipped by the end oI 2003 We have inveated $1.7

billion as of September 30 2001 In Marth 1907 PHD Saxony entered into loan

agreement and other related agreements the Dresden Loan Agreements with

consortium of banks led by Dresdner Sank AC The Dresden LoCS Agreements provide

for the funding of the construction and facilitization of Dresden Feb 30 The

funding cODSiCtS of

equity subordinated loans and loan guarantees from sD
loans from consortium of banks and

grants subsidies and loan guarantees from the Federal Republic of Germany

and the State of Saxony

The Dresden Loan Agreements require that we pattially fund Dresden Tab 30

project costs in the form of subordinated loans to or equity investreents in

P240 Saony In accordance with the terms of the Dresden Loan Agreements as of

September 30 2001 we have Invested $270 million in AND Saxony in the form of

subordinated loans end equity investmentS In addition to support from PHD the

consortium of banks referred to above agreed to provide up to $700 million in
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idans Lu PHD Saxony to help fund Dresden Feb 30 project costs As of September

30 2001 $062 million of the available Inane were outstanding

Finally the Federal Republic of Germany and the State of Sexony are supporting

the Dresden Eab 30 project in the form of

guarantees of the lesser of 65 percent of P240 Saxony bank debt or $700

roillion

capital investment grants end allowances totaling- $297 rnillion and

interest subsidies totaling $144 million

Of these amounts PHD Saxony tact received $264 mil1icn in capitol investment

grants and allowances and $54 million in interest subsidies as of September 30

2001 The grants and subsidies are subject to conditions including meeting

specified levels of eraploynent in December 2001 and maintaining those levels

untIl June 2007 Noncompliance with the conditions of the grants and Subsidies

could result in the forfeiture of all or portion of the future amounts to be

received as well as the repayment of all or portion of amounts receIved to
date As of September 30 2001 we were in compliance with all of the conditions

of the grants and subsidies

As most of the amounts under the Dresden Loan Agreements re dunomiflated in

deutsche merks the dollar amounts set forth above are subject to change based

on applicable conversion rates We used the exchange rate at the end of the

third quarter of 2001 which was approximately 2.12 deutsche marks to one U.S

dollar to value the aCounts denominated in deutsche narks

In February 2001 we areended the Dresden Loan Agreements to reflect new capacity

and increased capital expenditure plans for Dresden Fab 30 Under the February

2001 amendments we agreed to inreaee and extend our guaranty of PHD Saxonys

obligations and to make available to P240 Saxony revolving loans of up to $500

million We expanded our obligation to reimburse P240 Sexony for the cost of

producing wafers for us and we also agreed to cancel the cost overrun facility

aride available by the barks Under the February 2001 amendments we were

released froa financial covenants limiting capital expenditures and requiring

MD Saxony to achieve capecity and production cost targuts by the end of 2001

The Dresden Loan Agreements as amended lo require that we

provide interim funding to AND Ssxony if either the remaining capital

investment allowances or the remaining- interest subsidies ore delayed such

funding to be repaid to PHD as PHD Saxony receives the grants or subsidies

from the State of Saxofly

ftnd shortfalls in government subsidies resulting from any default under the

subsidy agreemonts caused by PHD Sexony or its affiliates and

guarantee up to 35 percent of PHD Saxonys obligations undej the Dresden f.oan

Agreements which guarantee must nut be less then $103 million or more than

283 million until the bank loans arm repaid in full
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PHD Ssxony would be in default under the Dresden Loan Agreement if we PHD

Saxony or P240 Saxony Holding Gmbfl MD Holding the parent company of P540

Saxony and wholly owned aubsidisty of PHD fail to comply with certain

obligations thereunder or upon the occurrence of certain events inc.uding
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naLrial variances from the appfosed plan and spacifications

the failure to fund equity contributions or shareholder loans

violations of trictiOns on sales of shares in 1NL Saxony or 7040 olding
the failure to pay material obligations
the occurrence of material adverse change or filings or proceedings in

bankruptcy or insolvency with respect to us M0 Sexony or PHD Holding and

the occurrence of default under our loan and acurfty agreement

Generally any default with respect to borrowings made or guaranteed by PMD

results ij recourse to us of more than 010 million and if not cured by us
would result in crossd9fault under the Dresden Loan Agreements end our loan

arid security agreement As of September 30 2001 we were in compliance with all

conditions of the Dresden Loan Agreements

In the event we are unabLe to meet our obligation to make loans to or equity

investments in PHD Saxony as required under the Dresden Loan Agreements PHD

Saxony would be unable to complete the continued faciLi.tizetion of DreSden Feb

30 i4e would also be in default under the Dresden Loan Agreements the loan

and security agreement which default would permit acceleration of certain

indebtedness He cannot assure that we will be able to obtain the funds

necessary to fulfill these obligations Any such failure would have material

adverse effect on us

FASt joinL venture formed by PHD and fujitsu L.iruited Ifujitsu in 1993 is

continuifl9 the facilitization of its sucond flash mactory device Wafer

fabrication facility FASt SW 1-n JUzui4akamatsu Japan The facility

inciudin equipment is expected to cost approximately $915 million when fully

equipped As of September 30 2001 approximately $873 million of this cost had

been Etnded In July 2000 PASL broke ground for third fabrication facility

for the manufacture of Flash memory devices in AizuHalcamatsu Japan Thu

facility designated as FASL S13 is expected to cost approximately 51.5 billion

when fully equipped As of September 33 2001 approximately $600 million and

facilitiation of this cost has been funded To date capital expenditures for

construction of FASt JV2 end FASE JV3 have been funded by cash generated from

FASt operations and borrowinge by FASE FASt has also expended its production

capacity through foundry arrangement with Fujitsu Microelectronics Thc

1011 In connection with this foundry arrangement we agreed to guarantee up to

0125 million of Fujitsus obligations under 6311s credit facility Pta of

September 30 2001 We had 0125 million loan guarantee outstanding with

respect to this arrangement

significant portion of FASL capital expenditures In 2001 will continue to be

furded by cash generated from FAST. operations 10 addition both Eujitsu and PHD

made capital contributions of 15 billion yen $122 million each to FASL during

the second quarter of 2001 Further to the
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extent that additional funds era required for ti-iC full facilitiration of FASt

31/2 and FASt 31/3 PHD may be required to contribute cash or guarantee

thirdparty loans in proportion to our 49.992 percent interest in EnSL AS of

faptember 30 2001 had $7 million in loan guarantees outstanding with

respect to these loans These planned costs are incurred in yen and are

therefore subject to change due to foreign exchange rate fluctuations On

Geptember 10 2001 the exchange rate was 119.09 yen to D.S dollar the rate

we used to translate the amounts denominated in yen into J.S dollars

We believe that our cash flows from operations and current cash balances

together with available external financing will be sufficient to fund our

operations and capital investments for at least the next 12 months

In AugUst 2001 the FAS3 issued OFAS Ho 144 Accounting for the Impairment or

Dlposal of LongLived Asset which is effective Januery 2002 SFAS 144

supercedes SEAS 121 Accounting for the Impairment of LongLived Assets and for

LongLived Assets to be Disposed Of and the accounting and reporting

provisions relating to the disposal of segrneiit of business under Accounting

Principles Hoard Opinion Ho 30 The Company does not expect that the adoption

of SFPS 1i4 will have significant impact on its financial statements

RISK FACTORS

Our business results of operations and firisnolal condition are subject to

numberaf risk factors Including the following

flash Memory ProduCts

The demand for Flesh memory devices continuCs to he waak due to the sustained

downturn in the communication ad networking equipment industries and excess

inventories held by our customerS In addition competition in the Cerket for

Flesh memory devices is expected to increase In 2002 and beyond as coepoting

manufacturers introduce new products and industrywide production capacity

increases We may be unable to Ceintain or increase our market share in Flash

memory devices as the market develops and Intel and other competitors introduce

competitIve products decline in sales of our flash memory devices and/or

lower average calling prices could have material adverse effect on oar

business
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Microprocessor Products

IVIDa Dependence on Hicroproceacor Sales The microprocessor market is

characterized by short product Life cycles and migration to everhigher

performance microprocessors To compete successfully against Intel in this

market we must transition to new process technologies at fast pace and offer

higher performance microprocessors in significantly greater volumes If we fail

to achieve yield and volume goals or to offer higher perfolmenca microprocessors

in significant volume on timely basis our business could be materially and

adversely sffected

lie must continue to successfully market our seventhgeneration Microsoft Windows

compatible microprocessors the AD ithlon and MD Duron isicroproceasora in

order to increase our microprocessor product revenues in 2001 and bsyotld To

sell the volulie of IMD thlon and MD Duron microprocessors we currently plan to

manufacture through 2002 We must increase sales to existing customers and

develop mew customers in both consumer and cosünercial markets Our production

and sales plans for microprocessors are subject to other risks and

uncertainties including

our ability to achieve successful marketing position for the MD Athlon XP

microprocessor which relies on market acceptance of metric based on

overall processor performance versus processor speedy

our ability to maintain average selling prices of microprocessors despite

increasingly aggressive Intel pricing strategies marketing programs new

product introductions and product bundling of microprocessors motherboards

chipsets and combinations thereof
our ability to continue offering new higher performance microprocessors

competitive wth Intels Pentium processor
our ability on timely basis to produce microprocessors in the volume and

.ith the performance and feature act required by customers

the pace at Which we are able to ramp production in Dresden Eab 3D on 018
end 0.13mIcron copper interconnect process technology

our ability to expand our chipsat nd system design capabilities
the availability and acceptance of motherboards and chipsets designed for our

microprocessors and

the use and market acceptance of nonIntel processor buS adapted by us

from Digital qupmarit Corporations PY6 bus in the design of our

seventhgeneration and future generation microprocessors and the

availability of chipsets from vendors Who will develop manufacture and sell

chipsets with the PVG interface in volumes required by us

If we fail to achieve continued and expended market acceptance of our

microprocessors our business may be materially and adversely affected

Investment in PMD Microprocessor Products We plan to continue to meke

significant capital expenditures to support our microprocessor products both in

the near and lung term These capitsl expenditures wIll be substantial drain

on our cash flow and may also decrease our cash balances

Intel Dominance Intel has dominated the market for microprocessors used in PCs

for many years result Intel has been able to control x86 microprocessor

and PC system standards and dictate the type of products the market requires of

Intels competitors In addition the financial strength of Intel allows it to

vary prices on its mieroplocessors and other products at wilL This aggreasive

pricing strategy has resulted in lower everage selling prices and adversely

affects our margins arid profitability Intel also exerts substantial influence

over PC manufacturers end their channels of distribution through the Intel

tnside brand program and other marketing progrems long as Iritel remains in

this doiniliaOL position we may be materially and adversely affected by its

pricing strategies

product mix end introduction schedules

product bundling marketing and merchandising strategies

control over industry standards manufacturers arid other PC industry

participants including motherboard chipset and basic input/output system

PIDS suppliers and

user brand loyalty

30

We expect Intel to maintain its dominant position in the marketplace as wall as

to continue to invest heavily in research and development new manufacturing

facilities and other technology companies

Intel also dominates the PC system platform result PC DfMs arc

increasingly dependent on Intel less innovative en their own and to large

extent distributors of Intel technology In marketing our microprocessors to

these 0011s and dealerS we depend 00 companies other than Intel for the design

and manufacture of corelogic chipsets graphics chips motherboards P100

software and other components In addition these companies produce chipsete

motherboards 5101 software and other components to support each new generation
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of Intels microprocessors only if Intel makes information about its products
available to them in time to address market opportunities Delay in the

availability of Such information makes and will continOc to rake it

increasingly difficult for these third parties to ratai ar regain market share

Our microprocessors are not designed to function with motherboards and chipsets

designed to work with Intel microprocessors Our ability to compete with Intel

in the market for seventhgeneration and future generation microprocessors will

depend on our ability to ensure that ths microprocessors can be used in PC

platforms designed to support our microprocessors or that platforms are

avaIlable that support both Intel processors and our microprocessors failure

of the designerS and producers of motherboards chipsets processor modules and

other system oomponents to support our microplocessor offerisga could have

materIal adverse effect on our business

Fluctuations in tha PC Market Our future growth is closely tied to the growth

of the PC induStry Xnduatrywide fluctuations in the PC marketplace have in the

part and may in the future materially and adversely affect our business

Dependence on icrosoft end Logo License Our ability to innovate beyond the xBf

instruction set controlled by Intel depends on euppot from Microsoft in its

operating systems If Microsoft does not provide support in its operating

systems for our x06 instruction sets independent software providers may forego

denigsirig their software applications to take advantage of our innovations In

eddition we have entered into logo license agreements with Microsoft that allow

us to label our products as Designed for Microsoft Mindows If we fail to

retain the support and oatification of Microsoft our ability to market our

processors could be adversely affected

Demand for barproducts Affected by Worldwide Sconomic and Political ConditIons

The economic slowdown in the United States and wotidwide exacerbated by the

occurrence and threat of terrorist attacks and consequences of sustained

military action could adversely affect demand for our microprocessors flash

memory devices end other integrated circuits Similarly continued declinG of

the worldwide semiconductor market or significant decline in economic

conditions in any significant geographic area could decrease the overall demand

for our products which could have material adverse effect on our business

31--

financing Requirementa

Me will have significant capital requirements during the raminder of 0Ol and

in 2002 To the extent that we cannot generate the required capital internally

or obtain such capital externally our business could be materially and

adversely affected

in March 1907 our indirect wholly owned subsidiary P540 Saxony entered into

the Dresden Loan Agreements with coOsoztiu of banks led by Dresdser Sank AG

The Dresden Loan Agreements require that we partially fund Dresden Fab 30

project costs in the form of subordinated loans to or equity investments in
P540 SaXony In february 2001 these agreements were amended If we are unable to

meet our obligations to AMD Saxony as required uader the Dresden Loan

Agreements we will be in default under the Dresden Loan Agreements which would

permit acceleration of indebtedness

in July 200 FASL broke ground for third fabrication facility FASL JV3 for

the manufacture of flash memory devices in AisuWakamatsu Japan To the extent

that additional funds are required for the full fecilitization of FASL JV2

and EASL iST3 P510 may be required to contribute sh or guarantee thirdparty
loans in proportion to our 49.992 percent interest in FASL If we are enable to

fulfill our obligations tO FASL our business could be materially and adversely

affected

Menufacturing

Capacity from time to time we ooderutilize our manufacturing facilities as

result of reduced demand for certain of- our products We are substantially

increasing our manufacturing capacity by making significant capital investments

in Dresden Eab 3D FASL JV3 end our test sod assembly facility in Siizhou ChIna

If industry projections are inaccurate or if thS increase in demand for our

products is not consistent with our apeetations we may underutilize our

manufacturing facilities and our business could be materially and adversely

affected

There may also be situations in which our manufacturing facilities are

inadequate to meet the demand for certain of ncr products Our inabIlity to

obtain sufficient manufacturing capacitiez to meet demand either in our own

facilities or through foundry or similar arrangements with others could have

material adverse effect on our business At this time the risk is that we will

have underutilized capacity in Fab 25 in our manufacturing facilities that

support our Foundry Services segment sad in the manufacturing facilities used to

make our flash memory devices

conversion of Fab 25 to flash Memory Device Production Me have begun to convert

Feb 25 frum productios of microprocessors to production of our Flash memory
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devices During the period of conversion this asset nay not be fully

productive urther we cannot be OertCin that we will be Sble tO
i1iqleiflent the

process technology for this conversion in timely manner sutstantla1 delay
in the successful conversiob of Fab could have material adverse effect on

our business

Facilitization of IDresderi Feb 30 Facilitization of Uresden Feb 30 is expected
to be cOmpleted by the and of 2003 During this process Dresden ab 30 will not

be fully productive aubstantisi delay in the facilitisation of Dresden Fab 30

could have material adverse effect on our business

32

Process Technology Me make substintial investments in research arid development
of orocass technologies in an effort to improve the technologies and equipment
used to fabricate our products However we cannot be certain that we will be

able to develop or obtain or successfully implement leading-edge process
technologies needed to fabricate future generations of our products

Manufacturing Interruptions and yields lny substantial interrizptiun of our

manufacturing operations either as result of labor dispute equipment
failure or other cause could materially and adversely affect our business

operatioha Further manufacturing yields may adversely affectedby among
other things errors and interruptions in the fabrication process defects in

raw materials implementation of new manufacturing processes equipment
performance and process controls

Product Incompatibility It is possible that our products may not be compatible
with some or all industrystandard software and hatdwate Further lie may be

unsuccessful in correcting any such compatibility problems in timely manner
If our customers era unable to achieve compatibility with software or hardware

after our products era shipped in volume we could be materially and adversely
affected In additiori the mere announcement of an incompatibility problem
relating to our products could have material adverse effect on our business

Product Defects It is possible that onC or core of our products may be found to

be defective CftCr the product has bean shipped to customer in volume Tha cost

of recall software fix product replacements and/os product returns may be
substantial and could have materiel and adverse effect on our business In

addibios modifications needed to fix the defect may impede performance of the

ploduct

ssential Manufacturing Materials Certain raw materials we usa in the

manufacture of our products are available from limited number of suppliers

Interruption of supply or increased demand in the industry could cause shortages
and price increases in various essential mCterials If we were unable to procure
certain of these nielaridls we might have to reduce our manufacturing
oparations which reduction could have material advetsa effect on our
business

International Manufacturing Cnd Foundtie ilearly all product assembly and final

tenein of our products are performed at cur manufacturing facilities in Eanang
Malaysia Enanqkok Thailand Suzhou China and Singapore or by subcontractors
in the United States arid Asia Ma also depend on foreign foundry suppliers end

joint ventures for the manufacture of portion of our finished silicon wafers
The political end economic risks assocIated with foreign manufacturing Srid the
construction of foreign facilities include political instability expropriation

currency controls and fluctuations changes inn freight and interest rates
disruption in air transportation between the United States and our overseas

facilities and loss or aoditcatton of exemptions for taXes end tariffs

33

Key Personnel

Our future success depends upon the continued service of numerous key
engineering rnanufnicturimg marketing sales and executive personnel If we era
not able to contInue to att5act retain and rnnotiyeie qualified personnel

necessary for our business the progress of our product development programs
could be hindered and our business could be otherwise adversely effected

Fluctuations in Operating Fesults

Our operating results are subject to substantial quarterly and annual

fluctuatIons due to variety of factors including decreases in unit average
selling prices of our products general worldwide economic conditions the gain
or loss of significant customers market acceptance of our products and new

product introductiohs by us or our competitors In addition changes in the mix
of products produced and said inn the mix of sais by distribution channels in

the availability and cost of products from our supplIers or in production

capacity and manufacturing yields cen contribute to periodic fluctuations in

operating results

Our operating results alSo tend to vary seasonally Our revenues are generally
lowet in the first second and third quarters of each year thsn in the fourth
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PATRICK LYNCH S.B 39749
DAVID HURWITZ S.i3.74632
OMLVENY MYERS LLP
400 South Hope Street

Los Angeles California 90071-2899 12001

Telephone 213 430-6000
RiCH

Facsimile 213 430-6407
EAN QF CAL1FaR1A

SAN Josa

Attorneys for

Advanced Micro Devices Inc

UTITED STATES DISTRICT COURT

NORTHERN DISTRICT OF CALIFORNIA

10 SAN JOSE DIVISION

11 Advanced Micro Devices Inc Jjse N7 VV
12 Appiicant AMJYS APPLICATION FOR OR1iER

DIRECTING INTEL TO PRODUCE
13 DOCUMENTS PURSUANT TO 28

U.S.C 1782 FOR USE IN

14 Intel Corporation EUROPEAN COMMISSION CASE
NO COMP1C37.O AMD/JNTEL

15 Respondent

16

17 Pursuant to 28 U.S.C 1782 Advanced Micro Devices Inc AMD
18 respectfully applies for an order to Intel Corporation Intel directing that it produce in

19 electronic format the Intel documents produced to Intergraph Corporation in the case of

20 Intergraph Corporation Intel Corporation CV97-N-3023-NE United States District

21 Court for the Northern District ofAlabama Northeast Division the Intergraph case

22 and the transcripts of depositions of Intel employees taken in the Intergraph case AMD

23 makes this application as party interested in proceeding before the European

24 Commission Case No COMPfC3-37990 AMDftnteI

25 Jurisdiction

26 The Court has jurisdiction pursuant to 28 U.S.C 133 This

27 application is made pursuant to 28 U.S.C 1782 Venue is proper in this district pursuant

28 ____ __________________________________________________________________________
AMDS APPLICATION IOR ORDER D1RECTINO

INTEL TO PRODUCE DOCUMENTS



to28U.S.C.139lb

Jntradistrict Assignment

This application should be assigned to the San Jose Division pursuant

to Civil L.R 3-2e

Parties

AIML is corporation organized under the laws of Delaware with its

principal place of business located in Sunnyvale California

Intel is corporation organized under the laws of Delaware with its

principal place of business located in Santa Clara California

10 European Co nmison Proceeding

11 On October 23 2000 AMD filed complaint with the European

12 Commission against Intel for engaging in anti-competitive behavior in violation of

13 Articles 81 and 82 of the EC Treaty The case is now pending before the European

14 Commission Case No COMP/C3-37.990 AMD/Intel

15 AMIDs complaint alleges that Intel has abused its dominant position

16 in the Windows-capable microprocessor market through granting loyalty rebates and

17 imposing exclusive purchasing obligations on manufacturers of personal computers and

18 retailers which have substantially foreclosing effect on the market iiprice

19 discrimination and refusing to supply necessary components new Intel products and

20 product information to manufacturers as retribution for buying from AMD and iii

21 entering into standard-setting cartels with other manufacturers to the competitive injury of

22 firms not allowed timely access to the standard specifications These practices wouid

23 constitute an infringement of Article 81 andlor 82 of the EC Treaty and of Articles 53

24 and/or 54 of the ERA Agreement

25 AMD is an interested party in the European Commission proceeding

26 as the complaining party

27 Intel Doeyi.pcIUctioflan Deposjtjqp Tejonyin

28 Intel produced documents and provided testimony-AppLJcAT1OoaoERDIasCTINo
JNTELTO PRODUCE DOCUMENTS

___.- _T --tt-r- -oa---- i-



in the Intergraph case private antitrust action filed by Jntergraph against Intel alleging

that Intel had monopolized the Windows-capable microprocessor market and associated

chipsets

AMD believes that the documents produced and testimony provided

by intel in the Intergraph case would be highly pertinent to the claims raised by AM in

ifs complaint and would be of great assistance to the European Commission in reaching

decson on AMDs claims

10 AMD does not haveaccess to the documents produced and

transcripts of testimony provided in the Intergraph case as such documents and transcripts

10 are subject to protective order issued in that action

11 11 It would not be overly burdensome or oppressive for Intel to produce

12 the documents and transcripts from the Intergraph case to AM for use in the proceeding

13 before the European Commission as the documents are readily identifiable and Intel has

14 gathered and reviewed the documents for privilege

15 WHEREFORE AMD prays for an order directing Intel Corporation to

16 produce to AM the documents Intel produced and transcripts of testimony provided in

17 the Intergraph case for use in the proceeding now pending before the European

18 Commission Case No COMP/C3-37990 AMD/Intel and for such other and further

19 relief as the Court may deem just and proper

20 Dated September26 2001

21 PATRICK LYNCH
DAVID HURWITZ

22 OMELV MYERS LLP

By___
25

Patrick Lync

Attorneys for Advanced Micro Devices

26
Inc

27

28

AM DS APPLiCATION POR ORDER DiREC11NG

INTEL TO PRODUCE DOCUMENTS

-....--.- ______--I



Pursuant to Civil LR 3-16 the unc3ersignec3certifies that as of this date

other than the named parties there is no such interest to repoft

Dated September 26 2001

PATRICK LYNCH
DAVIDLHURWITZ
YMELV NY MYERS LLP

BY6L4L
Patrick Lynoh

Attorneys for Advanced Micro Devices
Inc

LA25759682
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19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

MvIDS APPL1CATON FO ORD DIRECTING

INTEL TO RODUCE DOCUMENTS
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IN THE UNITED STATES DiSTRICT COURT
FOR THE DISTRICT OF DELAWARE

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

Harding Drane Jr hereby certify that on December 2008 the attached

document was hand delivered to the following persons and was electronically filed with

the Clerk of the Court using CM/ECF which will send notification of such filings to the

following and the document is available for viewing and downloading from CMIECF

Jesse Finkelstein James Holzman

Frederick Cottrell III Clayton Athey

Chad Shandler Prickett Jones Elliott P.A

Steven Fineman 1310 King Street

Richards Layton Finger P.O Box 1328

One Rodney Square Wilmington DE 19899

920 North King Street

Wilmington DE 19801

hereby certify that on December 2008 have Electronically Mailed the

documents to the following non-registered participants

Charles Diamond Mark Samuels

Linda Smith OMelveny Myers LLP

OMelveny Myers LLP 400 South Hope Street

1999 Avenue of the Stars Floor Los Angeles CA 90071

Los Angeles CA 90067 msamuelsomm.com

cdiamond@omm.com

lsmithommcom

Salem Katsh Daniel Small

Laurin Groilman Cohen Milstein Sellers Toll P.L.L.C

Kasowitz Benson Tones Friedman LLP 255 17th Street

1633 Broadway 22nd Floor Suite 1307
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skatshkasowitz.com mhausfeld@cmht.com

lgrollmankasowitz.com dsmall@cmht.com

blandau@cmht.com



Craig Corbitt Steve Berman

Judith Zahid Anthony Shapiro

Zelle Hofmann Voelbel Mason Hagens Berman Sobol Shapiro LLP

Gette LLP 1301 Fifth Avenue Suite 2900

44 Montgomery Street Seattle WA 98101

Suite 3400 stevelihbsslaw.com

San Francisco CA 94104 tony@hbsslaw.com

ccorbittzel1e.com

jzahiLzelle.corn

Guido Saveri

Alexander Saveri

Saveri Saveri Inc

111 Pine Street Suite 1700
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guidosaveri.com

rick@saveri corn

By /s/ Harding Drane Jr

Richard Uorwitz 2246
Harding Drane Jr 1023

POTTER ANDERSON CORROON LLP
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1313 Market Street

P.O Box 951

Wilmington DE 19899-0951

302 984-6000

rhorwitz@potteranderson.com
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Attorneys for Defendants

Intel Corporation and Intel Kabushiki Kasiha
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